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ABSTRACT
The proposed Mars sample return mISSIon will be completed using natural Martian
resources for the majority of its operations. The system uses the following technologies: In-Situ
Propellant Production (ISPP), a methane-oxygen propelled Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV), a
carbon dioxide powered hopper, and a hydrogen fueled balloon system (large balloons and small
weather balloons). The ISPP system will produce the hydrogen, methane, and oxygen using a
Sabatier reactor. a water electrolysis cell, water extracted from the Martian surlace, and carbon
dioxide extracted from the Martian atmosphere. Indigenous hydrogen will fuel the balloon
systems and Iocally-dclivcd methane and oxygen will fuel the MAV for the return of a 50 kg
sample to Earth. The ISPP system will have a production cycle of 800 days and the estimated
overall mission length is 1355 days from Earth departure to return to low Earth orbit.
Combining these advanced technologies will enable the proposed sample return mission to be
executed with reduced initial launch mass and thus be more cost efficient. The successful
completion of this mission will serve as the next step in the advancement of Mars exploration
technology.
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INTRODUCTION
Tqchnological advances have facilitated the progression of exploration from the earliest
explorers of new land to the exploration of outer space and distant planets. Although virtually
all contemporary scientific experiments are managed by humans, the scientists usually are
separated from the actual physical experiment by an array of sensors, data transmission systems,
software, interfaces and data displays. As the complexity of our scientific endeavors increases,
technological advancements are in constant need. This increase in complexity also leads to
increased mission costs to the point where sequential Earth-launched planetary missions are
prohibitively expensive. However, the introduction of revolutionary technologies, rather than
incremental improvements, will make these more complex planetary mission opportunities
possible. Over the last 45 years, the exploration of Mars has provided a plethora of data and
knowledge about Mars and its atmosphere. The first successful missions to Mars, starting ill
1964, were Mariners 4, 6, 7 and 9, and beginning in 1999. the Mars Global Surveyor, Mars
Odyssey, Mars Express and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, have produced orbital imagery and
spectroscopic data of ever-increasing accuracy and detail [1]. The number of Mars surface sites
worthy of detailed scientific investigation appears to be growing exponentially [1]. In order to
carry out more advanced missions to explore such worthy sites, barriers and constraints currently
limiting Mars rover technology must be overcome. Since Mars rovers must operate on the
surface autonomously, the absence of obstruction-free, smooth terrain limits their speed to
perhaps a kilometer per day. Furthermore, a variety of potentially important sites are
inaccessible even using advanced autonomous entry, descent and landing technologies. This
paper focuses on the application of new technologies and concepts that will support more
ambitious future Mars exploration goals at a scale well beyond existing orbiter and surface rover
limitations. In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) can be exploited, enabling the retrieval of
samples from dispersed locations and from distances not previously achievable with present-day·
technology. .
A Mars sample return mission will return a 50 kg sample using indigenous ISRU
hydrogen and methane and oxygen produced from Mars atmosphere and near-surface water ice.
CO2 from the atmosphere and extracted ice from the Martian regolith (within one meter of the
sUIface) are the only feedstocks. The sun'ace ice will be heated to sublimate, then water will be
retrieved from the ice, and through the use of a Sabatier reactor and water electrolysis cells,
hydrogen, methane, and oxygen will be produced. The ISRU-produced hydrogen will be used as
the lifting gas to charge large balloon systems that can ride on wind currents, transporting rovers
and other scientific equipment over great distances, while small hydrogen-filled weather balloon
systems will provide in situ atmospheric and environmental monitoring data throughout the
mission to provide scientific Mars environmental data and support future heavy cargo and
,
crewed spacecraft landings. Methane and oxygen will provide the propellant to fuel the MAV
for its return trip to low Earth orbit. Also, CO2-powered hoppers will use CO2 extracted from the
Martian atmosphere to enable rovers and other scientific probes to ascend or descend steep
terrain via "hops" of up to I km. pennitting the investigation and possible retrieval. of otherwise
inaccessible samples from distant locations. The approach proposed here can greatly leverage
and accelerate the development of space exploration technologies for Mars and for other
planetary bodies with locally available resources.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this analysis is to design a Mars sample return mission that uses natural
Martian resources for the majority of its operations, while allowing the exploration of Mars at a
much larger scale that is possible with current technology and also demonstrating the successful
use and benefit of new technologies in a relevant environment for use on a future fixed Mars
base and/or future manned missions. Sending a smaller system all in one helps justify sending
and constructing a large base on Mars and it allows the testing of all the technologies in one
small mission before devoting billions of dollars and years of time and R&D on the development
of a full scale fixed base. The system will consist of the following components: an In-Situ
Propellant Production (lSPP) plant, a methane-oxygen propelled Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV), a
CO2-powered hopper, and a balloon system (large balloons and small weather balloons). With
these components, constant monitoring of the Martian weather and environment will be possible
to ensure the most efficient acquiring of samples by the hopper and the most efficient conditions
for launching the MAV. The ISPP plant will produce the needed hydrogen, oxygen, and
methane using water extracted from Martian surface ice for the fueling of the balloon systems,
rover technology, and the MAV. This self-sufficient autonomous system will successfully return
a 50 kg sample from Mars back to Earth with a total mission time of approximately 1355 days.
The high level mission requirements are summarized in Appendix A along with verification
criteria.
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
The transportation concept of operations is represented in Figure I. The mission originates as a
single payload aboard a heavy-lift launch vehicle which will insert the payload into a low Earth .
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Figure I: Transportation CONOPS
holding orbit. The overall flight element total, including a 15% mass margin is summarized in
Table I. The tlight vehicle mass rel/uires a launch vehicle of the class of the proposed EELV
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Phase 2 or Phase 3 or an Ares V derivative. After check-but, the interplanetary cruise stage will C·.·.· ..l
execute a burn to provide the necessary hyperbolic transfer orbit to intercept Mars. The cruise
stage will enter Mars orbit through an aerocapture operation and then commence EDL. The
heavy landing mass currently exceeds the technology capability of Viking derived decelerators.
EDL will require the use of an inflatable aerodynamic decelerator (lAD), currently being
developed at NASA Langley Research Center, to deploy and initially slow the vehicle in the thin
atmosphere. After the vehicle has reached subsonic speeds, a ring sail parachute deploys and the
lAD will be discarded. In the final phase of EDL the lander will separate from the parachute and
descend to the surface under rocket power [2]. Upon confirmation of a successful landing, the
lander will begin systems checks and commence surface operations. The surface operations
CONOPS are depicted in Figure 2.
sIc Bus* (kg) 2100
C&DH (kg) 114
Thermal (kg) 162
Balloon System (kg) 2014
ISPP (kg) 1500
C02 Hopper (kg) 350
MAV(kg) 80
Margin (kg) 15%
*Includes 815 kg Entry System
Flight Element Total (kg) 7268
Table 1: Flight Element Mass Summary
After sufficient samples are collected and propellant manufactured, the MAV will be launched, C)
.inserting itself into a Mars parking orbit before a ~V burn for a hyperbolic trajectory back to
Earth. Upon arrival at Earth the payload compartment of the return vehicle will be jettisoned in
an impact resistant capsule for Earth recovery.
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Once checked out, the lander will deploy two ISPP rovers and the sample retrieval CO2
gashopper. The rovers and gashopper will be mounted to ramps, on the side of the lander, that
will fold downward to the surface to allow the rovers to drive off. The ISPP rovers will collect
soil to be. loaded into the ISPP to obtain water for separation and subsequent methanelLOX
production. When sufficient hydrogen gas has been obtained for use by the Mars Autonomous
Balloon Launcher (MABL), a large inflatable cone structure will be deployed atop the lander to
aid in balloon launches. Hydrogen gas, which has been generated and stored in the ISPP from
water electrolysis, will be used to inflate and deploy the weather and heavy lift science balloons.
A total of 25 weather balloons and three heavy lift science balloons have been included in the
landed payload. The CO2 gas hopper will collect samples and return them to the lander. In
addition, each of the three heavy lift science balloons will release a small methane-LOX hopper
that will fly a 2kg sample on a parabolic trajectory towards the lander where it will be retrieved
by the CO2 gas hopper. When sufficient propellant has been manufactured and samples
collected, the MAV will launch with the samples at the next available Earth-return opportunity.
After samples have been returned and all balloons launched, the lander will continue science
operations and function as a surface-based communications hub and a long duration weather
monitoring station, and rovers deployed by the heavy lift science balloons can continue
operating.
LANDING SITE SELECTION
Proximity to water is a driving force for a variety of desired scientific investigations on
the Martian surface. Since local Martian wind patterns cannot be predicted reliably, future
heavy-cargo Mars landings will be difficult unless landing areas have already been pre-
designated and prepared. Since the presence of liquid water within one meter of Mars' surface is
relatively certain, these areas can be optimized by using them as the primary landing and
operational site for the proposed Mars sample return mission [3].
The Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG) has recently discussed the
potential locations of such water rich areas in their Special Regions Report [3]. The definition of
a "special region" is "a region within which terrestrial organisms are likely to propagate, or a
region which is interpreted to have a high potential for the existence of extant Martian life forms.
Given current understanding, this applies to regions where liquid water is present or may occur
[3]." Figures 3 and 4, from the MEPAG report represent current knowledge of global
accessibility of water ice in terms of the minimum regolith depth required for long-term ice
survivability and the nominal minimum regolith depth for stable water ice deposits as a function
of latitude. It is clear that there should be a great deal of water ice within one meter of the
surface at latitudes between 30 and 90 degrees (north and south). Since the polar regions are
difficult to reach from orbit and are shielded from the Earth part of each Martian year, regions
between the 30 and 60 degree latitudes are more desirable landing site candidates.
The two classifications used when considering water on l'vlars are the parts at or close to
thermodynamic equilibrium and the parts in long-term disequilibrium [3]. From various studies,
it has been determined that areas on ~/Iars at or close to long-term thermodynamic equilibrium do
not possess the necessary attributes for the possible existence of water at or near the surface.
However, there are areas of long-tenn disequilibrium that show significant probability of liquid
water near the ]\!lartian surface. These potential special regions include gullies and "pasted-on"
mantles.
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Figure 3: Map of latitude vs. depth to ice (depth in meters). [3]
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Figure 4: Two cross-sectional profiles showing latitude vs. the depth to ice (depth in meters). [3]
Although their age and origins are not fully understood, it is highly possible that the
creation of Martian middle- and high-latitude gullies could have involved liquid water [3].
Almost all gullies are located poleward of 30° latitude in both hemispheres and on the north
walls of Nirgal Vallis as seen in Figure 5. The primary locations of these gullies coincide with
the near-surface water ice maps in Figures 3 and 4. Studies suggest that some of these gullies are
sites where liquid water could have been present, at least for brief periods, on the contemporary
Martian surface. Other studies also indicate that gullies are related to groundwater, melting of
ground ice, and/or the melting of a surface-covering snowpack. Many also state that liquid water
is involvcd in thc fonnation of gullies. The determination of the age of the tens of thousands of
gullies on Mars is a current concern that needs to be studied in greater depth in order to help
determine which sites, if any, will produce liquid water in the near future or sometime within the
next 100 years.
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Figure 5: Map of Martian gullies. [3]
"Pasted-on" mantles are accumulations of materials found on polew~rd-facing slopes of
mid-latitude topographic features, such as crater walls and massifs [3]. It is believed that these
mantles may represent remnants of old snow accumulations and/or may be the source of water
that creates mid-latitude gullies [3]. Figure 6 shows a map of Martian mantles, and it is clear that
their locations are primarily within the same regions as those of the gullies in Figure 5. Due to
their possible relationship with gullies, "pasted-on" mantles are also considered currently to have
a high probability of liquid water near the Martian surface. With further research and the
determination of the significance of gullies and their related mantles, pre-designated landing
areas can be established.
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Figure 6: Map of Martian mantles, Colors indicate: localized removal (yellow), knobby/wavy texture (blue), and
scalloped texture and total mantle cover(red), [3]
Boynton et al. [4] have discussed the distribution of hydrogen in the near surface of Mars,
measured by the Mars Odyssey orbiter, which they believe is evidence for subsurface ice
deposits. The fact that hydrogen is present is clear, but its chemical form is not so clear in all
cases. In upper layers, hydrogen is likely present in the form of physically or chemically bound
liquid water, which may not be distinguishable from the soil at mid-latitudes where ice is not
stable [4]. However, in lower layers. ice may be the only reasonable phase that can be associated
with such high levels of hydrogen due to hydrogen levels that exceed those that can be
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accommodated by the alteration of rock-forming minerals; the high concentrations being hard to
sustain unless a volatility comparable to ice is responsible, and the fact that these regions are
only found in colder regions similar to the conditions needed for ice [4]. Figure 7 shows a map
of the epithermal neutron flux of Mars from the Neutron Spectrometer, an instrument on Mars
Odyssey. The lower the epithermal flux, the higher the hydrogen concentration, and therefore,
the probability of the presence of liquid water is higher. Regions marked in white are regions
where water ice is predicted to be stable at 80 cm depth (not valid for regions poleward of 60
degrees latitude). It should be noted that these white regions seem to coincide with regions of
low epithermal flux, with the exception of the small closed region of predicted ice stability.
However, this small closed region does coincide with the purple (1 mm, depth) and blue (l cm,
depth) shaded regions shown in Figure 3 between the 30 and 50 degree latitudes north. Although
this region does not have the lowest epithermal neutron flux, its flux is still low compared to
other regions on the surface. It should also be noted that the areas with the lowest epithermal
flux also seem to coincide with the areas and latitudes where the depth of ice is believed to be
within one meter of the surface, as seen in Figures 3 and 4, and the general locations of gullies
and mantles as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
0.5 2.5 4.5 6.5 8.4 10.4 12.4
EpithlJrrmJl neutron:; (Gount:;"':;)
Figure 7: Map of epithermal neutron flux. [4]
The fact that numerous results and predictions as to the most probable locations of water
on the Martian surface appear to overlay each other supports the selection of an optimal location
for the operation of an ISPP system. The process of narrowing the possibilities for optimal sites
using predictions of the presence of liquid water was lIsed to determine an optimal site for this
proposed sample return mission. The following criteria were used: sufficient access to water,
located near 30 degrees north latitude for optimum year round solar collection (in the event that
nuclear power is deemed unacceptable), low elevation to accommodate heavy landing systems,
and relatively flat surface to aid possible solar panel deployment and for ease of traveling for
sample collection and water extraction. From these criteria, five potential sites were ~elected.
Their characteristics are shown in Table 2 and their locations are labeled on Figure 8, where it
can be seen that they all lie in areas with reasonable lower-limit water mass fractions and within
close vicinity of the 30 degree latitude, shown previollsly to be areas with high probabilities for
to
C',.)
the presence of water. In the end, the Northeast Amazonis (selection E) is being proposed for
this mission for its low elevation and very flat plain.
Name Location Elevation Comments
A Cerulli Crater 32°10'N 22°01'E -3583 m -60km diameter crater floor wi central mound
B "South Cerulli" 2T03'N 21°22'E -2692 m -50 km diameter flat crater floor
C "North Maggini" 30 0 40'N 9°12'E -2834 m -120 km diameter flat filled crater
D "East Maggini" 2T53'N llo29'E -4609 m -30 km diameter flat crater floor
E "Northeast Amazonis" 35°54'N 144°22'W -3867 m Large and very flat plain
Table 2: Potential Landmg Sites
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Figure 8: Map of Potential L.lI1ding Sites with Water Mass Fractions
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
As shown in Table 3, CO2 represents more than 95% of the Martian atmospnere.
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Table 3: Atmosphenc ComposItIOn of Mars as Measured by Vlkmg Landers
Atmospheric Composition of Mars as measured by Viking Landers
Carbon Dioxide 95.32%
Nitrogen 2.7%
Argon (40) 1.6%
Oxygen 0.13%
Carbon Monoxide 0.07%
Water Vapor 0.03%
Argon (36), Neon, Krypton, Xenon, Ozone, Methane trace
. . ..
Atmospheric pressure is known to vary locally by as much as 20% about the annual
mean, primarily due to seasonal CO2 condensation - sublimation cycles as shown in Figure 9.
That figure also indicates sol to sol variations in pressure which can be significant. Shorter
period ambient pressure cycles can be attributed to frontal weather activity, dust stonns, and
global oscillations. Frontal activity is indicated by large sol to sol variability. Pressure
variations due to dust storms tend to have a longer period and typically show minimal sol to sol
variation [5]. Global oscillations are seasonal and believed to be temperature dependant [6] with
a nominal period of one sol.
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Figure 9: Surface Pressure at Mars as Measured by Viking Landers [6]
Ambient diurnal temperature cycles are influenced by sol to sol variations that may be
caused by frontal activity or dust storms, and seasonal variations. Because the atmosphere is so
thin, it has minimal thermal inertia, resulting in large temperature variations due to changes in
heat input and mechanical forcing. Diurnal temperature variation is controlled primarily by solar
heating and infrared cooling of the surface to the atmosphere and into space. Heat exchange
between the atmosphere and the surface occurs in the planetary boundary layer whose local night
time thickness varies from tens to hundreds of meters, and during the day time it is on the order
of 5 km thick. Within this layer, the exchange of momentum, heat, and moisture between the
surface and the atmosphere are due primarily to wind and turbulence, strongly affecting the
thermal profile of the atmosphere.
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While water vapor only makes up approximately 0.03% of Mars' atmosphere, during
most seasons, the night time atmosphere is saturated over much of the northern half of the planet.
During the day, the heated atmosphere becomes undersaturated. In the southern hemisphere
during summer, the absolute humidity rises only until it reaches the water vapor concentrations
characterizing the equatorial region (even though the atmosphere is capable of holding more
water). While the north polar region has sufficient local water to saturate the atmosphere at
night, water vapor in the southern polar region is transported through the atmosphere from the
equatorial region [7]. High relative humidity can lead to icc-water clouds, forming fog around
mountains, contributing to morning fog, and to the visible North Polar Hood.
Martian winds are created by the global sublimation-condensation cycle driving mass
tlow from the summer pole to the winter pole, and infrared heating and cooling causes warm air
to rise, cold air to sink, and dense air at the surface to migrate towards areas where warm air is
displaced upward. The Coriolis Effect results in average wind directions that are nearly parallel
to the equator. Martian winds have generally been measured in situ, ranging from up to 10 m/s
to near 30 m/s during fall and winter with stronger fronts. Winds can occasionally rise to gale
. force, especially near the poles. The winds lift small dust particles from the surface and those
particles can impact larger regolith particles, ejecting them into the atmosphere (via saltation)
and these wind-dust interactions sometim.es produce dust storms that engulf the entire planet.
Dust devils are a common feature on Mars and have been observed at almost all
elevations. Dust devils are thermally driven vortices that contribute significantly to overall dust
and haze in the atmosphere. As a result, dust devils impact atmospheric temperature by affecting
solar heating and infrared cooling. The low pressure core of the vortex has proven to be very
effective at lifting even fine-grained particles; however the overall contribution of dust devils to
atmospheric dust is still not fully understood. Terrestrial observations have found that dust
devils occur in late morning and afternoon, with peak activity OCCUlTing between 1300 and 1400
h, then ending after 1700 h [8], and Spirit/Pathjlnder data compare favorably with this [9]. Dust
devils can be up to a few hundred meters in diameter and several kilometers in height and move
with the general circulation. While it is predicted that the dust devil season should be summer
for both hemispheres, observations from the Mars Express High Resolution Stereo Camera have
detected a clear peak of activity in the southern hemisphere summer, but a majority of northern
hemisphere dust devils have been observed in the spring [9].
Viking Lander wind observations indicated regular topographical slope winds which are
attributable to the large diurnal surface temperature gradient, a result of the predominantly
infrared nature of heat transfer with the surface. Daytime anabatic upslope winds form as the
sun heats the slopes creating warmer, less dense atmosphere. At night, as the slopes cool,
katabatic downslope winds result from descending cooler, less dense atmosphere. Katabatic
downslope winds tend to be stronger than anabatic upslope winds. Conditions for slope winds
are favorable on Mars in summer [10].
Because the atmospheric pressure on Mars is less than 1% of Earth ambient surface
pressure, the wind forces (dynamic pressure) on Mars are lower than terrestrial wind forces by a
factor of 10 than the force caused by a comparable terrestrial wind velocity. Currently, the lack
of knowledge of Martian winds and their variability is the dominant error source in predicting
entry trajectories.
The difficulty in accurately predicting the density of Mars' atmosphere was demonstrated
by the aerobraking performance of the Mars Reconnaissance Orhiter (MRO). Atmospheric
densities calculated from accelerometer measurements aboard the MRO differed by up to 200%
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compared with the Mars Global Reference Atmospheric Model predictions [11]. The current C.. .I
iversion of the Mars-GRAM engineering level atmospheric model (Mars-GRAM 2010) is based
on the NASA Ames Mars General Circulation Model (MGCM) for atmospheric variations with
elevation, starting from the surface and extending up to 80 km, while the University of Arizona
Mars Thermospheric General Circulation Model (MTGCM) has been employed for altitudes
greater than 80 km [12]. MRO accelerometer-derived densities demonstrated that periapsis
density varied significantly from orbit to orbit. Additionally, in-sitll measurements showed
strong latitudinal and seasonal variability in atmospheric density and the significant impact of
dust storms, further complicate atmospheric density predictions.
SURFACE OPERATIONS SYSTEM OVERVIEW
SIC BUS
The primary requirements of the SIC Bus systems are to provide a controlled thermal
environment in cruise and surface operations, target the entry vehicle to the required entry
cOlTidor, in order to decelerate and land the mission payload, and then to house and provide
physical protection from the environment during mission operations. The SIC Bus also provides
a foundation to mount the other sub-systems and to route power through. A mass of 2100 kg has
been allocated to the SIC Bus; of this 815 kg is entry system mass.
BALLOON SYSTEM
The balloon system consists of a Weather Balloon Right System (WBFS), a Heavy ( 1
Balloon Flight System (HBLS), and a Mars Autonomous Balloon Launch (MABL) System. The
functional breakdown of these systems is represented in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Balloon System Functional Diagram
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The three most common types of balloons for scientific or meteorological research are
extensible, zero-pressure, and super-pressure balloons. Recently, solar heated Montgolfier
balloons have also been proposed as aerial platforms for Mars research. .
Extensible balloons are employed terrestrially to deploy radio-sonde atmospheric probes.
Those balloons are inflated with a lifting gas (hydrogen, helium, ammonia, or methane), sealed,
and allowed to rise. As the balloon ascends, the balloon envelope - often latex - stretches, and
the balloon volume increases until the balloon film ruptures.
Zero-pressure balloons are fabricated from non-extensible materials, and are used to carry
scientific instruments to a predetennined density altitude. When partially filled with lifting gas
at the surface and allowed to rise, the balloon ascends, and the lifting gas expands until the
envelope is fully inflated - the altitude of first full inflation. At that point, the balloon system
begins to vent excess gas causing free lift through an open duct. The balloon continues to rise
until it reaches a constant-density equilibrium floating altitude where the buoyant force equals
the weight and the pressure differential between the balloon lifting gas and the atmosphere is
zero. The balloon will continue to float at that altitude, but its long-tem1 behavior is controlled
by its radiation environment. If the temperature increa~es due to radiant heating, more lifting gas
is released; however the balloon stays fully inflated. When the balloon teinperature decreases,
the lifting gas density increases, causing the balloon volume to contract, thus causing the balloon
to descend. The balloon will continue to descend toward the surfa<;e unless it reaches another
equilibrium altitude or until ballast is released. Zero-pressure balloons cannot be used for long
duration flights, because of the loss of buoyancy associated with night-time cooling.
Solar heated Montgolfier balloons are a special class of zero-pressure balloons that use
the ambient atmosphere as the lifting gas and radiant heating of the lifting gas to provide the
necessary buoyancy. Solar heated Montgolfier balloons have an opening at the bottom for
filling. A controlled vent at the top of the balloon can release gas allowing the balloon to
descend, or when closed allow the gas to be heated radiantly and expand, causing the balloon to
rise, In this way, solar heated balloons can achieve somewhat controlled flight and even
controlled soft-landings [13]. Solar heated balloons have been proposed for short-duration
flights with the possibility of multiple landings for controlled roving/landing and also as an entry
decelerator.
Super-pressure balloons are also fabricated from non-extensible material, but they are
designed to float at a constant-density altitude with an internal pressure greater than the local
ambient atmospheric pressure. Super-pressure balloons are partially inflated with a lifting gas,
sealed, and allowed to rise. Like the zero-pressure balloon, as the balloon ascends, the lifting gas
expands increasing the balloon volume until it reaches the altitude of first full inflation. From
the altitude of first full inflation, the balloon continues to rise, converting excess free lift to
internal pressures that are progressively greater than ambient atmospheric pressure, until the
constant-density equilibrium floating altitude is reached. Unlike the zero-pressure balloon, the
buoyancy of the super-pressure balloon is not affected by changes in the radiation environment.
Changes in temperature cause changes in super-pressure but not in the balloon volume. so these
balloons continue to tloat at a constant-density altitude. The tensile strength of the balloon
envelope limits the maximum pressure differential between the lifting gas and the ambient
atmosphere. As a result, a relief valve is included to prevent the balloon pressure from
exceeding a predetermined value. Because a super-pressure balloon only looses lifting gas mass
through valving caused by over-pressurization, leaking,' or diffusion of the lifting gas through
balloon envelope, super-pressure balloons are particularly well suited for long duration flights.
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,The design of Mars balloon systems is a heavily integrated process influenced by the
flight environment, balloon type, balloon geometry, payload mass, suspension system, and
material. As such, a systems engineering approach must be undertaken to insure proper
consideration of the impact of all of these factors in the final design.
Balloons, by nature, are thermally-controlled. The mean temperature of a Mars balloon
depends primarily on the thermal radiation environment in the vicinity of the balloon, and is
subject to major variations diurnally, seasonally, geographically, with atmospheric dust load, and
with altitude. Direct solar beam heating is small relative to the albedo and thermal inertia of the
surface. The balloon temperature maximum and minimum control the differential pressure range
required to maintain a superpressure balloon at constant volume. The pressure differential
multiplied by the radius of. curvature determines the stress level produced in the envelope
material, and the ratio of this stress to material strength should be sufficiently small to maintain
an appropriate Margin of Safety.
The low density of Mars atmosphere, combined with large thermal gradients results in the
neesi for a large balloon made of light-weight, high-strength material. For a spherical
superpressure balloon, the only way to increase the maximum allowable envelope differential
pressure is to increase the film thickness which increases the empty balloon mass, necessitating
even larger balloons, and thus increasing the envelope stresses for the same differential pressure.
An elastica, natural shape, or "pumpkin" super-pressure balloon can withstand higher differential
pressures by reducing the circumferential radius of curvature, but this shape requires an increase
in the number of lobes. While the weight penalty is less than for a corresponding spherical
balloon, the pumpkin balloon overall tends to be heavier than the corresponding spherical
balloon.
In a spherical super-pressure balloon, the envelope carries most of the load which
translates to meridional and circumferential stresses. This often makes the envelope material the
limiting factor in balloon size and associated payload mass. Another challenge for spherical
superpressure balloons is the attachment of the, payload; a concentrated load normal to the
balloon surface results in an "infinite stress" at the point of application, and a vertical force
tangent to the sphere at the point of application results in a stress concentration [14]. Because of
this, the payload is often supported by a harness of load lines which interface with the spherical
balloon at a point where the discontinuity stresses are low enough to be compatible with the
balloon envelope material-typically 30 degrees below the equator of the sphere. Another
method of supporting the payload is by attaching it to a bottom fitting' which is secured to a
center load line, shorter than the balloon diameter, and attached to an apex fitting. This method
transfers the payload load to the apex fitting. Both of these methods for payload attachment
create operational problems when the balloon is deployed in windy conditions [15]. Despite
these drawbacks, due to their simplicity and volumetric efficiency, lightly loaded spherical
balloons have been flown successfully for a variety of terrestrial applications for many years.
These balloons often use bilaminated polyester film [16] or 1\1ylar film [1 SI for the envelope
material.
The known limitations of spherical superpressure balloons prompted further investigation
into how to increase halloon volume and associated payload without increasing the thickness of
the film material. The result was the pumpkin balloon design, which is made up of a series of
lobes created by excess circumferential material between high strength tendons at the edge of
each gore. The tendons are longer than the envelope gore length, off-loading the meridional
stress load from the film to the tendon. Circumferential stress in the skin is reduced by the
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reduced radius of curvature of the lobe surfaces. This allows the utilization of envelope material
with required ultimate strengths that are significantly lower than the load tendons, while
maintaining sufficient strength to tolerate high localized stresses. There is a limit to the lobing
for a given number of gores before the balloon envelope buckles resulting in a cleft. This
phenomenon is shown in Figure 11 for a fully inflated, full scale Ultra Long Duration Balloon
(ULDB) flown from Australia in March, 20Ql.
Figure 11: Full-Scale ULDB with Undeployed Material [17]
As the number of gores increases, the allowable amount of built-in lobing decreases. C. R.
Calladine [18J developed a semi-empirical relationship:
n < 47/ a 25 (1)
where a is the half-angle, in radians, of the lobed gore and 11 is the number of gores as shown
in Figure 12. The manufactured gore width is defined by s and the distance between tendons
isc.
Figure 12: Lobed gore geometry
The Calladine relationship leads to a relationship for the maximum half-lobe gore angle and
maximum width ratio [19J:
c
( )o.Jan"" = 47/11
S / c =a / sina'lll~.\ 11ljX' Ill:!;\.
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The ULDB project tested this relationship by manufacturing a series of 48 gore model balloons
of various gore designs. Balloons with constant lobe angles and varying lobe radius behaved
according to the Calladine relationship. Those with constant lobe radius did deploy completely
with an s / c greater than that expressed by the Calladine relationship. Pumpkin balloons have
demonstrated the ability to withstand five times the pressure loads of an equivalent volume
sphere [20]. .
While a pumpkin balloon design can resul.t in lower stresses on the film for the same
pressure as a spherical balloon, the envelope material must still possess sufficient ultimate
strength to tolerate that stress.
In addition to ultimate strength, it is necessary to have an acceptable modulus of elasticity
in the temperature range associated with the floating altitude. This may in fact be of critical
importance, because if the modulus of elasticity is insufficient, superpressures will cause the
envelope to stretch which in turn increases the volume and buoyancy of the balloon. If that is the
case, the balloon will continue to ascend to even higher altitudes until it bursts. The higher the
modulus of elasticity, the more stable the balloon float altitude.
Long duration flights require the balloon film to be resistant to pinholing along with a
low permeability to the lifting gas. In addition to low permeability to the lifting gas, it is also
desirable to have a low permeability to the constituents of the ambient atmosphere in order to
insure that there is no appreciable diffusion of higher molecular weight atmospheric gas into the
balloon volume at any point during the flight. Long duration flight systems must also resist
degradation resulting from exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Since the intensity of solar
radiation at Mars is about half of Earth, it is likely that any stratospheric balloon material used
for high-altitude terrestrial applications will have sufficient UV resistance at Mars.
The mean temperature of the super-pressure balloon at float altitude is a primary concern,
and the equilibrium gas temperature varies primarily as the result of the absorption and emission
characteristics of the film material. Ideally, the effects of radiative heating can be minimized if
the film material is transparent to the entire spectrum of solar and albedo radiation. In that way,
the gas temperature varies primarily as a result of the more predictable night and day ambient
temperature cycles.
For maximum volumetric efficiency with the least impact on overall spacecraft bus size,
a high balloon system packing density is an important design consideration. Consequently, the
balloon material must tirst withstand the packing and associated creasing stresses, along with
possible plastic deformation and thermal processing that could occur during transit to Mars. The
balloon material must tolerate abrasion caused by chafing during packing and storage, as well as
during deployment. Creases in the film material can cause tears, and abrasion can cause
pinholes.
Packing and storage concerns are magnified at higher temperatures. While on the surface
of Mars, the material will be subject to ionizing radiation and cyclical temperature extremes.
The balloon material will be required to maintain its integrity after being exposed to large
temperature gradients. Additionally, it is necessary to know the capability of the balloon
material to recover if exposed to transient peeks in temperature outside the range of design
conditions. The response of the balloon fabric to temperature gradients may necessitate a
thermal management system requirement. The effect of long term exposure (on the order of a
year or greater) to ionizing radiation on the material needs to be understood so that it can be
factored into the design.
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Sterilization is required to prevent contamination of Mars with microorganisms from
Earth. Methods of sterilization need to be tested to detennine their effect on the balloon material
and balloon reliability. Sterilization should not weaken or defonn the material.
Lastly, the balloon material will require sufficient manufacturability that the finished
balloon is reliable. The gores should be sealed gas tight with seal strengths equal to that of the
parent tilm.
Zero-pressure balloons are not subject to the pressure differentials of superpressure
balloons, and- as such do not experience the same circumferential stresses. Additionally, the lack
of superpressure reduces the design sensitivity to balloon film mechanical properties and
transparency to solar and albedo radiation. Also, because the flight duration for zero-pressure
balloons is typically short, they are less sensitive to permeability and resistance to pinholing
requirements. Zero-pressure balloons must satisfy the other design requirements laid out for the
other balloon systems.
The trades for the balloon system are listed in Table 4:
WBFS HBFS
Balloon Type: Extensible, Zero-Pressure Balloon Material: Mylar, Dartek, Composite
Balloon Geometry: Spherical, Elastica Balloon Geometry: Spherical, Elastica
Envelope Storage: Folded, Wound, Rolled Envelope Storage: Folded, Wound, Rolled
Table 4: Balloon System Trades
Weather Balloon Flight System (WBFS)
The WBFS consists of the balloon - envelope, seams, end fittings, and inflation tube;
radiosonde; and suspension system. It is designed to carry a 150 g radiosonde payload to an
altitude of 20 km while taking in situ atmospheric measurements. The system summary of the
WBFS is given in Figure 13, including the overall mass budget.
Volume: 1161.8 m3
Diameter: 13.04 m
Geometry: Spherical
Balloon Mass: 2.54 kg
Gas Mass: 167 g
Sonde Mass: 150 g
System Mass: 2.86 kg
Material: 3.4J.1m polyethylene
Material Strength: 410±40 kg/em1 MD
370±30 kg/em1 TD
Figure 13: Weather Balloon Flight System Design Summary
The minimum meteorological measurement requirements for a weather balloon are
pressure, temperature, humidity, wind, altitude, and density. In order to reduce radiosonde mass
(and therefore minimize the balloon size and mass), only pressure, temperature, and humidity are
measured directly in situ. In order to reduce cost and risk, a key requirement is to exploit
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radiosonde sensors that are already space-qualified, and have a design heritage linked to previous
Mars missions. From 1989 to 1994, the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) performed space
qualification testing on small, lightweight pressure, humidity, and temperature sensors based on
the commercially available Barocap®, Humicap®, and Thermocap® sensors manufactured by
Vaisala, Inc. During the testing, the sensors were exposed to temperatures ranging from -135°C
to 60°C and impact shocks of up to 500g [21]. The specifications for the tested sensors are
listed in Table 5. Some or all of those sensors have been used on the Mars-96 Small Stations and
Penetrators, the Mars Polar Lander, Beagle 2, and Phoenix missions.
Characteristics of FIVII Tested Sensors
Sensor
Range
Resolution
Accuracy (3 Temperature
Hysteresis
Mass Dimensions
min max sigma) Dependence (g) (mm)
Barocap® (hPa) 0 50' <0.005 <0.02 40 hPalK <0.005 3 015xR
Humicap® ('7cRH) 0 100 <0.1 <I - - I 4x4xO.2
Thennocap® (K) 100 370 <0.02 <0.1 N.A. - I 01.52x:::A
, Blirocap® operating range is 0-1200 hPa
Table 5: Characteristics of the Finnish Meteorological Institute tested sensors [21]
The Barocap® is a capacitive aneroid sensor using a silicon diaphragm with an internal vacuum
chamber, The ThernlOcap® is a capacitive wire sensor, The Humicap® consists of two sensors
which are cyclically heated to prevent ice formation; the sensors are thin film capacitors which
measure relative humidity directly.
Analog measurements are converted to digital outputs and transmitted to the ground
station via a 405 MHz UHF transmitter, using a narrowband GFSK (Gaussian Frequency Shift
Keying) modulated downlink signal which carries 2400-bit data frames at a data rate of 2400
bits/second and an output power of 200mW. The sonde is powered by a lithium-ion battery with
a specific energy density of 150-250 W-hr/kg. Based on the component mass and the mass of a
similar Vaisala RS92-Dradiosonde, a mass budget of 150 g has been allocated to the radiosonde.
Wind speed and altitude can be obtained readily from ground station radar tracking of the
balloon. Because the balloon material is transparent to radio waves, a reflective ribbon will be
incorporated into the balloon tether, As a check, the altitude measurements will be compared to
calculations made using the hypsometric equation with data from sonde measurements. Density
will be calculated from the state equation.
Because of the small payload mass and the short flight duration, a zero-pressure spherical
balloon was selected. Extensible latex balloons were considered, but the large volume required
even at initial inflation translated to an unacceptable mass penalty. .Zero-pressure balloons are
deployed and flown regularly in the Earth's atmosphere. The spherical balloon shape was
preferred due to its simplicity and the modest loads resulting from a very low mass payload.
The balloon group at the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (lSAS), within the
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), has successfully flown ultra-thin polyethylene
zero-pressure balloons with payloads up to 10 kg to altitudes greater than 50 km in Earth's
atmosphere [22]. The ambient atmospheric conditions at those altitudes are comparable to Mars
ambient conditions 20 km above the reference surface altitude. The mechanical properties for
the films used in those balloons are summarized in Table 6.
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Thickness
Ultimate Strength Ultimate Elongation
em) (kgicm1 (%)
MO TO MO TO
3.4 410±40 370±30 520±50 960±60
25"C 3.0 360±20 270±10 570±20 720±30
2.8 340±20 250±20 610±20 790±20
3.4 610±80 460±20 330±30 570±30
-40"C 3.0 420±20 310±20 360±20 310±40
2.8 440±10 440±30 400±10 460±70
3.4 690±50 640±70 220±20 380±30
-80°C 3.0 490±40 520±60 230±60 230±30
2.8 660±40 460±20 230±20 210±30
Table 6: Mechanical properties of ultra-thin polyethylene film [22; 23 j
A 3.4llm polyethylene of the type used in the JAXA ultra-thin film test flights was chosen as the
envelope material. An iterative design tool was developed, utilizing a piecewise fit of Mars
Global Surveyor temperature and pressure readings from April 1996, to size the balloon
envelope based on the assumption of neutral buoyancy at 20 km given a payload mass of 150 g,
assuming a lifting gas mass sufficient to provide 20% free lift at launch, and using the empirical
balloon mass relationship mlilllfoll =o.23vif3 [24]. The balloon is inflated through an inflation
tube located on top of the balloon and each balloon is packed by folding.
When a launch command is executed, the MABL system radar and UHF receiver are
activated, initiating appropriate system checks. In addition, the WBFS sonde pressure,
temperature, and humidity sensor outputs are compared with ground station sensors to ensure
proper operation of the sonde sensors, including reconditioning the humidity sensors, and proper
operation of the transmitter. Lastly, in order to mitigate the risk of damage to the balloon by
wind or dust, local go/no-go \Veather conditions are checked against launch criteria. Once a go
condition is established, the balloon is inflated and released.
Heavy Balloon Flight System (HBFS)
The HBFS consists of the balloon (including envelope, seams, end fittings, and inflation
tube), the payload gondola, and the suspension system. The system summary for the HBFS is
given in Figure 14, including the overall mass budget.
In addition to small, short-lived radiosondes, planetary scientific needs require
instruments that make measurements of magnetic properties, mineralogy, and imagery. Balloon
borne payloads fill a resolution gap in measurements between orbiters and surface rovers.
Analysis of magnetic properties with a balloon-borne magnetometer of sufficient resolution
could provide understanding of the structure and source of Mars' remnant crustal magnetism
[25]. Local concentrations of ice, hydrated minerals, or deposits on carbonates could be detected
by neutronic devices, while electromagnetic sounding using radar altimeters may reveal sub-
surface ice layers [26]. Detailed spectral surface measurements can be made using balloon-borne
miniature grating and acoustic-optic spectrometers. 3-D image surface mapping can be created
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from balloon-borne laser altimeter topographic measurements. And, high resolution imaging can
be perfonncd from a balloon-borne aerial platform [25]. The HBFS is designed for a 50 kg
gondola utilizing a generic payload. Whatever the instruments, the use of technologies
developed for other micro vehicles can be leveraged. In addition, instruments will require
sufficient robustness to remain calibrated for months to years, while providing capability for
remote calibration. It is also apparent that scientific balloon payloads will require low power,
which drives the need for lightweight and low-power communications systems with a relay
infrastructure capable of handling the data-rate needs of the data generated [27] and operate via a
communication protocol of existing Mars orbiters. Long duration payloads will likely require a
means to generate pl:5wer.
Volume: 22101 m3
Diameter: 34.20 m
Geometry: Spherical
Balloon Mass: 74.83 kg
Gas Mass: 12.09 kg
Gondola Mass: 50 kg
Suspension System Mass: 500 g
System Mass: 137.42 kg
Float Altitude: 10 km
Material: 3.51lm Mylar/55 denier Kevlar scrim! 3.51lm SF-372®PE
Areal Density: 19.66 g/m2
Material Strength: >2500N/m
Figure 14: Heavy Balloon Flight System Summary
In addition to the science package, each gondola will include a miniature methane-LOX-
powered gashopper transport. The mini-hoppers have an allocated mass of 10 kg with an
additional 20 kg of propellant, for a total balloon laum:h mass of 30 kg out of the 50 kg gondola
mass. Up to 50% of the propellant will be allowed to boil off during the course of the balloon
mission. The mini-hoppers can be dropped by the balloon as it is passed over an area of interest.
Once dropped, the mini-hoppers collect up to a 2 kg sample, allowing return samples to be
collected on a planetary scale and from altitudes not accessible to rovers. After the sample is
collected, the mini-hopper will fly an uncontrolled parabolic trajectory towards the lander, and
land within a few kilometers of the lander where the sample can be retrieved by the CO2
gashopper. A 22 kg hopper, including 10 kg of propellant, should be able to travel 800 km
assuming a hard landing [28]. The reduction in payload mass will be offset by valving some of
the lifting gas.
HBFS long duration flight requirements dictate the need for a superpressure balloon
design. Mylar, Dartek, and a composite lay-up were compared for the envelope material. Mylar
- polyethylene terephthalate (PET) - is a common superpressure balloon film manufactured by
DuPont-Teijin Films. The thinnest standard gauge is 6,..lJTI. Dartek is a 6.6 nylon MDO film
produced by DuPont with high strength in the machine direction and high elongation in the tear
direction providing increased tear strength. Both of these materials are sufficiently ductile at low
temperatures to be viable for use in the Martian environment. Mylar is prone to pinhl)les
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c resulting from folding and storing. Improved manufacturing techniques have reduced the issue,but the potential still exists. Mylar also provides minimal resistance to crack propagation,
particularly at low temperatures less than -80aC. Dartek is hydroscopic, which requires material
handling considerations during manufacturing; however the trace moisture levels, even in humid
Martian atmospheric conditions should not impact material performance [IS]. , Nylon balloons
can fail at the seams, likely due to failure of the adhesive. The exhibited shortcomings of Mylar
and Dartek warrant the use of a composite film for a Mars balloon envelope. The 2001 Mars
Aerobot/Balloon System (MABS) proposed a five layer composite material- a 35 micron Mylar
film for substrate stiffness, a layer of polyester based adhesive, a 55 denier Kevlar scrim in an
orthogonal pattern with 160 yarns per meter to meet the strength requirements with minimal
weight penalty, another layer of polyester adhesive, and a 6 micron layer of polyethylene film
(Stratofilm 372) for pinholing resistance and crack initiation and propagation. The adhesive
layers provide bonding between the primary layers while also providing additional pinholing
resistance [29]. The layup for this composite structure is shown in Figure 15:
orthogonal 55 denier
Kevlar scrim
(160 yarns per meter)
adhesive layers
3.5 micron Mylar film
Radiation Effect I~~ degredation in strength fordiation levels of 2 Mrads
No observed component or
/Adhesive Performance adhesive delamination or
embirttlement down to -198"C
6 micron polyethylene film
(SF-372® PE )
Figure 15: MABS Composite Structure Layup [30]
The mechanical properties for this composite for the expected mission environment are
given in Table 7. The composite is sealed with a Mylar heat activated tape with seam strength of
88 percent of the parent material at 23°C and 98 percent at -140°C. In addition to improved
fracture strength over standard Mylar and Nylon films, the composite showed no sign of
degradation after 2 Mrads gamma ray exposure indicating suitability for sterilization [30].
/Areal Density I (o/m2) II 19.66
'Strength (23"Cto-140"C) I (N/m) II >2500
fT ear Toughness 23 "CI (N) II 12
~L========-=140===="C (N)l 43
ISeam Strenqth (23"C to -140 "C) I (N/m) II > 2500
(,;,,",,"
" I
, .
Table 7: MABS Composite Mechanical Properties
A composite lay-up based on the MABS composite \vas selected because it not only
satisfies the strength requirements, but also fulfills the ancillary requirements associated with a
Mars mission. A spherical balloon was chosen, because the strength of the envelope material
and the light payload did not justify heavier, more complicated pumpkin balloon geometries.
Furthermore, the heritage of successful spherical superpressure balloon flights and the simplicity
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of design mitigated somewhat the risks associated with balloon failure. An iterative design tool
similar to that for the WBFS was developed based on the assumption of neutral buoyancy at 10
km, which will allow a scientific balloon clear access to almost the entire planet with the
exception of the highest peaks, and wind currents should route a balloon around those peaks
[31]. A payload mass of 30 kg was assumed along with an associated suspension system mass of
SOD g. The payload attaches to a fitting at the bottom of the balloon and is secured to a center
load line attached to the apex fitting. The envelope mass was calculated using an areal density of
19.66 g/m2 for the composite. A free lift of 10% was used to provide a slow ascent and to
minimize the expected shock loads associated with an autonomous launch. The balloon will be
filled through an inflation tube from the top, and will be packed by folding.
The expected responses of the HBFS to changes in local ambient atmospheric conditions
are represented notionally in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: HBFS Response to Atmospheric Variations
After launch, the balloon will ascend until it achieves neutral buoyancy with the ambient
atmosphere and continue to float subsequently at a constant density altitude. The balloon
volume remains constant as long as the super-pressure is maintained and as long as the mass of
lifting gas is maintained. A balloon can circumnavigate the planet during the course of a 100 sol
mission [26]. The mass of lifting gas defines the life of the mission. Pinhole leaks and diffusion
of the lifting gas through the envelope should be negligible; therefore tears will most likely be
the primary cause of loss of lifting gas. As the lifting gas leaks, the balloon will rise until the
balloon shape can no longer be sustained by super-pressure at which point it descends to the
sUlface. Even with that type of failure, the balloon payload can descend and continue to operate
as a surface-based scientific payload at a distant surface location. If the scientific payload is
integrated into a micro-rover then it will be possible to greatly expand Mars surface coverage.
Because the HBFS will be out of range of the lander for much of its mission, a communication
link with a Mars orbiter will be necessary for data relay.
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Mars Autonomous Balloon Launch System (MABL)
The thin Martian atmosphere translates to relatively large balloons for modest size
payloads. The large size of these balloons translates to major autonomous launch challenges and
most likely represents the riskiest part of these missions. The balloon launch system must be
capable of launching 25 WBFS balloons and three HBFS balloons. It includes the structure,
electronics, mechanisms, and inflation system, along with the tracking radar system. In addition,
the MABL system includes a meteorology package with sensors of the type used in the WBFS
radiosondes. An integral part of each launch will be the deployment and inflation of the launch
cone atop the launcher. The launch cone is employed to stabilize the balloon during inflation
and minimize the risk of damage or tearing of the balloon envelope. The MABL system sits atop
the SIC Bus like a turret, and rotates until the payload is downwind of the lander. The balloon
payload is then extended from the lander on a jib boom. The consumable hydrogen lifting gas is
produced via electrolysis from Mars water resources via the in situ propellant production system
(ISPP) described later in this document. After a "go" condition is established for a balloon
/light, the inflation gas is injected into the balloon fill tube through a diffuser, slowly at first and
then at a higher flow rate as the inflation bubble is established. The balloon is held in place in
the launcher by a reefing collar with a tear strip and only the top portion of a balloon is inflated.
Once the required lifting gas mass for the given balloon is injected into the balloon bubble, the
reefing collar and clamps holding the payload are released and the balloon begins to rise with the
envelope unfolding under it. The wind carries the balloon, which snatches the payload away
from the lander. A mass of 1480 kg has been allocated for the overall MABL system.
IN-SITU PROPELLANT PRODUCTION (lSPP)
In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technologies have the potential to reduce costs, risk,
and mass, as well as increase capabilities on planets like Mars by allowing systems to be self-
sufficient. The purpose of in-situ propellant production (ISPP) on Mars is to produce propellant
for Mars vehicles using Martian atmosphere and water in order to eliminate the need to bring the
required propellant from Earth. A major ISRU application is propellant for Mars ascent vehicles
(MAV). MAVs transport Mars samples (as well as crew for manned missions) from the Martian
surface into a low-Mars orbit for retrieval by earth return vehicles (ERV) [32]. If enough
propellant is provided, the remainder of the return trip to Earth can also be completed using
ISRU propellant, which could completely eliminate the need to bring significant quantities of
propellant from Earth for the return trip, with the exception of small thrusters and other devices
needing small amounts of hydrazine or other propellant. The ISPP planUs capable of successful
operation for missions that span years or can simply continue to provide power and fuel for
continued science operations well after the end of a mission given no system damages or failures.
This clearly shows the potential benefits of this technology and why it should be implemented
into future MAV and robotic designs.
The Mars atmosphere composition is sho\vn in Table 3. A few propellant options using
the Martian atmosphere include nuclear propellants, carbon monoxide and oxygen, and methane
and oxygen. In the end, methane propellant proves to be the best candidate because it requires
the use of well developed chemical processes while producing a high performance propellant
[33]. Portions of the process are very well developed and are currently in use for space
applications. The ISPP system for producing methane propellant consists of the following
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elements: acquiring and compressing carbon dioxide from the Martian atmosphere, conversion of
pressurized carbon dioxide and hydrogen into methane and water using a Sabatier reactor,
conversion of the water by-product into oxygen and hydrogen using water electrolysis, and the
liquefaction and storage of the propellants (methane and oxygen). This process can be seen in
the functional flow block diagram in Appendix C-I.
Assuming that there will be a minimum of 400 days of wait time after landing on ]\lars
before an opportunity to return to Earth, analysis focused on producing I kg of methane-oxygen
propellant per day. This results in the production of 400 kg of propellant in 400 days, which is
enough propellant to fuel the MAV for the proposed Mars sample return mission. To achieve
this rate of production, 1.4 kg of water and 0.825 kg of carbon dioxide must be supplied each
day. However, with these inputs, the system will produce over twice the required mass of
oxygen for an oxidizer/fuel ratio of 3.5. As a result, the tank size must accommodate for the
storage of this excess oxygen. The hydrogen will be stored for the inflation of the balloon
systems, while the remainder of the methane-oxygen propellant produced during the 800 day
production cycle will be used to fuel the hoppers of the balloon payloads.
Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide (C02) Extraction
The fact that the Martian atmosphere is more than 95% carbon dioxide by volume makes
CO2 very attractive for use in ISRU processes. In order to concentrate the atmospheric CO2, a
NaX Zeolite system has been selected. Zeolite can selectively absorb CO2 as Mars atmosphere
flows through a canister at a low constant pressure. A blower can be used to remove any built up
nitrogen and argon gases, but is not necessary because such small quantities of these gases will
not affect the overall system and propellant production. Next, the canister is closed and heated
using waste heat from the ISPP plant or from some other heat source. During heating, the C02
is released and the pressure naturally rises. Once the desired pressure is achieved for entry into
the Sabatier reactor, the canister valve is opened to release the pressurized CO2 into the reactor.
When the canister pressure finally begins to drop and the usable CO2 has been released. the
canister is closed and cooled for its next cycle. In order to minimize the canister size and NaX
Zeolite mass, two units will be in operation and each unit will perform four cycles per day. This
will result in a total of eight cycles perfomled per day with each cycle lasting approximately
three hours. With the goal of producing 1 kg of methane-oxygen propellant per day and
supplying 1.4 kg of water per day, 0.825 kg of atmospheric CO2 must be extracted daily and fed
into the Sabatier reactor. In order to account for design margins, it will be assumed that I kg of
CO2 will be extracted per day. This is equivalent to a demand of O. I25 kg of CO2 per cycle.
According to Sridhar et aI. [34], the process has a CO2 loading of about 14 wt% or about 14
grams of CO2 per 100 grams of absorbent. When used in a comparable combined
electrolysis/Sabatier ISPP plant for a sample return mission, the CO2 separator and compression
system have an estimated mass of 3.07 kg, a volume of about 4.42 L, and a power requirement of
about 67.3 W [34]. Table 8 shows the nominal specifications for the system.
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Table 8: C02 Separator and CompressIOn Model SpecIficatIOns. [34]
Number of Units 2
Number of Cycles 4 per unit per sol
Canister Material Aluminum
Sorbent Material NaX Zeolite
Specific Heat Capacity 0.9 kJ/(kg K)
Density 0.7 g/mL
Heat of Absorption 41 kJ/mol
Inlet Pressure 0.8 kPa
Outlet Pressure 101 kPa
Minimum Temperature 200 K (Mars ambient)
Maximum Temperature 348 K
Mass 3.07 kg
Volume 4.42 L
Power Required 67.3 W
..
c.
Surface Ice Processing Plant
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The primary source of water is icy Martian regolith. It will be assumed that a well
qualified, water rich landing site will be chosen based on previous scientific data. The ice can be
extracted from ice-containing regolith within one meter of the surface utilizing an excavation
robot equipped with ice core drills, bulldozers, dump beds, and water detection equipment. The
rover technology will be discussed later in the report. A batch process will be employed for
water extraction, whereby the raw material will be accumulated in the dump bed of the collector
robot for transport to the ice processing plant. After arriving at the ice processing plant, the
feedstock will be dumped down a chute leading to an initially unheated raw material processing
chamber. The opening of the chute will have dimensions that are slightly larger than the width
and maximum height of the elevated dump bed. Subsequently, the raw material batch will be
confined in a closed volume and heated so that the ice is melted, allowing the water to be
separated from the regolith. During heating, the entrance to the chute must be closed to maintain
an elevated pressure in the chamber and to eliminate the possibility of any water vapor escaping
through the chute. The floor of the chamber can be tilted to facilitate the removal of liquid water,
enabling the liquid to flow from the raw material processing chamber into a distil1ation unit. The
liquid water solution flowing from the processing chamber will be pumped through a filtration
unit, prior to distillation in order to minimize particulate .concentrations. Once the water has
flowed from the chamber into the distillation unit and before the next feedstock batch arrives, the
chamber is cooled and cleaned of residual regolith and rock. An auger system will be used to
auger the feedstock into the processing unit and to auger the remaining material back outside the
chamber after the extraction of the liquid water. After the distillation process, the processed
water will be pumped to the water electrolysis cell for conversion into hydrogen and oxygen. In
order to produce I kg of propellant per day, 1.4 kg of water must be electrolyzed per day. The
amount of actual ice to be extracted per day will be determined by the density and water
concentration of the surface ice in the particular area and depth of excavation. This will, in turn,
determine the volume of the chamber required to hold a shipment of surface ice. Assuming that
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the regolith collected has a water mass fraction of 20% and that the processing plant will
successfully extract 10% of the available water, 70 kg of regolith must be collected per day to
provide the needed water for the proposed Mars sample return mission. It is estimated that the
system (including the two excavation robots' mass of 200 kg each) will have a mass of
approximately 500 kg and require a power of 800 W (including the excavation robots' power
requirement of 300W each). It should be noted that these estimates will change pending future
mission oriented data that will affect the sizing of the system.
Excavation Robotics
With reduced gravity, low ambient temperatures, low pressures, dust storms, and very
hard water-ice/permafrost, it becomes a challenge to design a low mass, low power, excavation
robot that can successfully extract ice from within a meter of the surface. However, deep ice
core drilling technology proves to be a promising solution for Mars surface ice excavation. Deep
ice core drilling uses a hollow drill to cut a cylindrical pathway around the core to be extracted.
This technology is currently used in harsh conditions in Antarctica and similar conditions around
the world for the drilling of hard ice and underlying bedrock up to several kilometers below the
surface at temperatures as low as _900 C, which is approximately the average ambient
temperature on Mars. Two key aspects of this technology that must be achieved for successful
use on Mars are autonomous operation and reliable core retrieval.
Both of these concerns were addressed in the design of the Mars Astrobiology Research
and Technology Experiment (MARTE) as seen in Figure 17 [35]. Its purpose was to create an
autonomous deep ice core drill for core collecting below the Martian surface. It utilizes dry
rotary cutting techniques with carbide drag cutters and mono-crystal diamonds with a maximum
electric power requirement of 150W during nominal drilling operations. While creating a 4.8 em
diameter bore hole, it is capable of drilling to depths of 10m and produces 2.7 em diameter, 25
em long cores. The core hand-off system removes the core from the lead drill tube and places it
in a core clamp for sample analysis preparation and delivery. There is a highly integrated sensor
feedback control on all drilling axes, which allows for future integration of intelligent drilling
algorithms and fully autonomous operation. The system is also equipped with a life detection
system, a panoramic imager, and bore hole inspector. MARTE is based on a previous Honeybee
Robotics design for the Mars Technology Program. Their system drilled a bore hole 8.3 meters
deep with Mars "flight-like" power and thrust levels (less than lOOW and less than 450N).
Figure 17: Mars Astrobiology Research and Technology Experiment (MARTE),
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It is proposed that a similar technology be utilized by the excavation rover. The drilling
process is identical, but the core hand-off system would transfer the collected cores to the robot
dump bed for delivery to the ice processing plant after going through some or all of the scientific
tests on board the r(wer. As mentioned before, the amount of surface ice to be collected per day
will depend on the properties of the ice being collected at the excavation site. On the basis of the
ISRU feedstock discussion, 70 kg of surface ice should be extracted per day. Based on the ratc
of operation of the drilling system, the power requirements, and the constraints on the size of
core that can be brought to the surface, the amount of one shipment of surface ice can be
determined. If it is calculated that the most current technology cannot produce the required
amount of surface ice per day, then additional excavation rovers will be needed for the operation
of the ISPP plant. For this concept design, it will be assumed that only two rovers will be needed
and they will each have an approximate mass of 200kg (including the 50 kg drilling system) and
a power requirement of about 300W (including ISO W for drill operation). The rovers will also
be equipped with dump beds and bulldozer attachments on the opposite end of the drilling
mechanism. These attachments can be used to clear and level research and/or water extraction
sites when needed and to dig and collect surface regolith for water extraction or sample
collection.
Water Electrolysis Cell
Water electrolysis technology for the production of hydrogen and oxygen is well
developed. In the basic ISPP system, the hydrogen product will be fed into the Sabatier reactor
and the electrolyzed oxygen will be cryogenically stored. For the proposed mission, the excess
hydrogen that is not required for the. Sabatier reactor will be stored in a tank for fueling the
balloon systems. In all, approximately 46 kg of Hydrogen will be required to fuel the 3 large
balloons and 25 weather balloons. At the proposed production rates, 0.135 kg of extra hydrogen
will be produced each day. This excess hydrogen will be stored in a pressurized tank until
distributed to the balloon systems once required amounts are achieved (about 7 kg of hydrogen
for each large balloon and less than I kg of hydrogen for each weather balloon).
The water electrolysis cell operating currently on the International Space Station was
built by Hamilton Sundstrand. It produces 2.3-9 kg of oxygen per day when operating
continuously. Since the system is already being used in space applications, it does not need to be
drastically redesigned, only modified to fit the requirements of the given mission. According to
Ash et al. [33], for a system that is supplied 9 kg of water per day, running continuously at 67
bars, and with a mass of about 60 kg and volume of about 50 m3, 1.875 kW of electric power is
required. When these estimates are scaled down to the proposed sample return mission, only 292
W of power will be required for a 60 kg, 50 m3 system running continuously at 67 bars.
Sabatier Reactor
Sabatier reactor design is a mature technology. Utilizing hydrogen and carbon dioxide
feedstocks, the Sabatier reaction produces pure methane and water after a single pass through a
nickel or ruthenium catalyst reactor bed [36]. The reaction is exothermic, so once started the
process is self-sustaining and it operates optimally at about 4000 C [36]. Hamilton Sundstrand
has also produced a Sabatier Reactor System that produces about 2000 pounds of water per year
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on the International Space Station and is almost identical to the system that is needed for this
study. Hence, the allocated reactor mass is 40 kg.
Cryogenic Propellant Storage
The difficulty with the methane-oxygen propellant is that the methane and oxygen need
to be stored cryogenically on the surface of Mars. According to Ash [33], both oxygen and
methane can be cooled to a temperature of 130K for liquefaction. There are a variety of
refrigeration cycles, but it can be assumed that a system that cools at 30% of Carnot efficiency
can be developed with a power requirement of about 550 Wand an estimated system mass of
about 95 kg [33]. For thermal control of long term cryogenic storage, multi-layer insulation
(MU) in a rigid vacuum jacket should be used to insulate the tank. The average vacuum jacket
has a wall thickness of about I-3mm and 100-125 layers (5.1-6.3 em) of insulation should be
sufficient [37].
The optimum tank shape is a sphere because it provides the most volume per surface
area. Because the methane and oxygen can be cooled at the same temperature (l30K), a
spherical common bulkhead tank can be used. A common bulkhead tank consists of two
independently pressurized compartments, one for fuel and one for oxidizer as seen in Figure ] 8
[381. The cooling device can be placed in the oxygen portion of the tank, while the methane is
cooled by heat transfer to the oxygen tank [37]. It is expected that 400 kg of propellant will be
produced with this system in 400 days and it will also be the maximum amount of propellant
stored in the tank at any time during the mission, so the storage tank will have a capacity of 1600
kg of propellant in order to account for excess oxygen produced. This results in a volume of 2
m
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and a 1.56 m diameter. The tank dimensions can be altered based on defined MAV and other
enhanced mission requirements. Its size could also be reduced if it does not have to
accommodate the excess oxygen produced (i.e. the excess oxygen is vented instead of stored).
This tank size is feasible given the previously proposed payload capacity of NASA's next
generation heavy launcher, Ares V, whose payload inner diameter ranged from 4.52 m to 8.77 m.
The empty tank mass is allocated to be 250 kg, for an expected total cryogenic propellant storage
mass of about 345kg. There will also be a separate pressurized tank for Hydrogen storage. If,
for whatever reason, the Hydrogen is not regularly dispensed to the balloon systems during the
800 day production cycle, the maximum amount that will be stored will be equivalent to the
maximum amount produced in 400 days, which will be 54 kg. Accounting for design margins,
the pressurized Hydrogen tank should be able to store up to 60 kg, which requires a diameter of
1.14 meters, an empty mass of 183 kg, and an estimated power requirement of 200W.
Figure 18: Common Bulkhead Tank
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Total ISPP System Specifications
In summary, the entire ISPP plant will have an estimated mass of approximately 1500 kg
with a 2.5kW of power requirement. Table 9 shows the estimated mass and power required for
each component of the ISPP plant.
COMPONENT
ATMOSPHERIC C02 EXTRACTION
SURFACE ICE PROCESSING PLANT
WATER ELECTROLYSIS CELL
SABATIER REACTOR
CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT STORAGE
HYDROGEN TANK STORAGE
RTG
MARGIN
TOTALS
MASS
(kg)
3.07
500
60
40
345
183
300
68.93
1500
POWER
(W)
67.3
800
292
o
550
200
o
590.7
2500
Table 9: Total ISPP System Mass and Power Budget
Solar electric power and nuclear power were the only options considered to be viable for
multi-kilowatts of electric power. The two systems were compared in terms of overall mass and
footprint size, reliability, sensitivity to the Martian environment and environmental impact.
However, for producing large amounts of power over an extended period of time, nuclear power
has the advantages of providing continuous power, having a smaller size, having easier power
transmission capabilities, having a longer duty cycle, and not being affected by the Martian
atmosphere (i.e. wind and dust). A 2.5 kW electric power generator utilizing a radioisotope
thermoelectric generator (RTG) integrated with the ISPP plant is feasible as well. The allocated
mass of the RTG system is 300 kg. The system tier structure (product hierarchy) and system
requirements are summarized in Appendices C-2, C-3, and C-4.
MARS CARBON-DIOXIDE HOPPER (MACHO)
A Mars sample return mission can be enhanced by utilizing sample acquisition systems
that can gather samples from a wide area around the landing site. Surface rovers like Spirit and
Opportunity (MER) rovers, operating currently on the surface of Mars can serve that purpose but
they are very slow and cannot traverse difficult terrain. The MER rovers have traversed an
averaged of approximately 10 m per sol [39]. The Mars Science Laboratory rover is to traverse
on the order of 200 m per sol [40], but its ability to traverse difficult terrain is limited. A system
that can exploit Mars' reduced gravity and fly over difficult terrain can provide the ability to
achieve science objectives within the assumed 400-day sample return mission that are
unachievable otherwise. A hopper vehicle that can propel itself on ballistic night paths, over
terrain, to reach its destination can greatly expand mission capabilities. Multiple hops can be
achieved in order to reach specific locations. With CH.j and 02 in production for a Mars ascent
vehicle, one hopper concept can be propelled using a Methane/LOX rocket. This type of rocket
would be good for long distance hops, on the order of hundreds of kilometers, but would need to
return to the base for refueling. Methane/LOX systems cannot be refueled at these distant
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locations, placing critical constraints on that type of sortie. A hopper system capable of
producing its own propellant as it travels can overcome those constraints while providing
enhanced capabilities for extricating itself from "potholes" or "quicksand" hazards. Utilizing
CO2 from the Mars atmosphere and compressing it onboard is the easiest option. Although CO2
propulsion may not have the range of Methane/LOX, it can traverse large distances using
multiple small hops. "Gashopper" is a term coined by Zubrin [41] for a CO2 powered hopper.
The operation of the propulsion system on such a CO2 gashopper is as follows: Carbon dioxide
is extracted from the atmosphere and stored under pressure in a tank. When enough CO2 has
been collected, the system is ready for use. Activation occurs when a valve is opened and the
pressurized CO2 flows into a heated pebble bed, initially at 1000 K, raising the gas temperature
significantly. The heated CO2 then flows through a supersonic nozzle and into atmosphere
producing thrust. The delta-V required to reach a specific landing zone can be programmed,
based on trajectory calculations, and the hopper can execute the maneuver. An onboard weather
station allows the gashopper to input factors such as surface temperature, pressure, and wind
speed and direction for pre flight trajectory calculations. The flight of the gashopper can be
timed to occur w'ith the pass of an orbiting spacecraft so the orbiter can track the gashopper and
provide it with navigational commands. Approximately half of the propellant onboard is
expelled during liftoff. The gashopper then begins to coast on its ballistic trajectory using CO2-
powered reaction control thrusters, utilizing the same tank as the main engine, to maintain proper
attitude. Prior to landing, the hopper re-orients itself so that it can use the remaining propellant
in the tank to slow down sufficiently for a 'soft' landing. The gashopper utilizes a ground sensing
radar to detect the ground and properly time a braking tire of its engine. The radar also detects
features of the landing zone that would make it unsafe such as the ground being too steeply
inclined or a large boulder in the way. In this case the gashopper uses its fuel margin to
maneuver away from these obstacles. When not in use, the reaction control thrusters must be
covered to prevent them from clogging with dust during the time when the CO2 tank is being
recharged for the next launch. Once safely on the ground the hopper is able rove around its
immediate surroundings to search for interesting targets for a sample return. While performing
science duties 'and searching for samples the rover continues to charge its CO2 tank. Once the
hopper has completed its science objectives at a particular site. obtained a sample, and recharged
the CO2 tank, the process is repeated for a return to the base. Upon landing at the base, the
gashopper w:ill need to land some distance away from the base to avoid a collision that could
damage critical equipment and threaten the health of the mission. The gashopper then drives to
the base to drop off its samples, or hands them off to an ISPP rover.
For the gashopper to be an attractive option over current technology, it must represent a
significant improvement in tem1S of mobility. The mobility of a gashopper is superior to that of
a rover due to the fact that a gashopper can simply fly over hazardous terrain. A gashopper will
thus provide access to very rough and mountainous terrain that would be otherwise inaccessible.
Another important factor is the hopper range, or the distance it can travel in a certain period of
time. The gashopper range is controlled by t\VO main factors: the mass ratio, and the rate of
propellant acquisition. A larger mass ratio will allow it to travel greater distances in a single
hop, while increasing the rate of propellant acquisition will allow it to hop more ofte Il.
Optimizing these factors can result in large increases in mobility. Williams, Ambrosi, and
Bannister [28] baselined a gashopper with a mass ratio of 1.114. using 43 kg of propellant, and
could achieve hops of I km. Zubrin et al [41] assumed that a CO2 acquisition rate of about 0.5
kg of CO2 per day was achievable. This would result in a range of I km every 86 sols, or about
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11 m per sol. This falls far short of the 200 m per sol range of the Mars Science Laboratory. An
increase in propellant mass can result in larger hops (a hop of over 17 km is needed to match the
200 m per day range). Freezing CO2 out of the atmosphere is an attractive option and would
produce dry ice at 60W/kg 128J. Ash [42] determined that it is possible to produce dry ice on
Mars during the cold night, requiring approximately 7000 kJ/kg. With current battery density at
about 720 kJ/kg, 20 kg of batteries could support a CO2 production rate of about 2 kg per night.
This would mean that the hopper could charge its tanks and fly every 21 sols, resulting in an
average travel rate of 48 m/sol. This may seem much slower than projected MSL rates, but this
means that the hopper will have 21 sols at each site to search for promising samples and conduct
science. Over the 800 sols of the sample return mission the hopper can travel over 36 km and
thoroughly investigate many sites with varying geography. It would be possible for the
gashopper, upon returning to the base, to recharge its CO2 tanks more rapidly by tapping into the
power supplied by the RTG aboard the lander, improving its rate of travel.
For comparison, MSL's MMRTG produces about 2.5 kW-hr/sol for its 900 kg mass [39J,
while the Mars Exploration Rovers produced about 0.6 kW-hr/sol [43J for its 174 kg mass [44].
At about 350 kg, the Mars gashopper requires I kW-hr/sol for all rover and science operations.
The gashopper needs to produce about 4 kW-hr/sol for CO2 production alone. Bringing the total
energy production needs to 5 kW-hr/sol.
The heating of the pebble bed can be achieved in two ways, electric heating powered by
solar arrays, or radioisotope heating. Radioisotope heating is preferred since it will provide
consistent heat generation throughout the year, and waste heat can be used to warm electronics
and pressurize the CO2 propellant. Solar arrays can still be used to provide power to heat the
pebble bed, but with a significant array already in use for freezing CO2, a further increase in size
may'be difficult to deploy and retract before and after each flight. Williams et al [28] proposed
using 4.22 kg of a 50:50 blend of PU02 and Am203 sintered with a high specific heat, high
melting point material such as boron carbide or silicon carbide to form small pebbles. The
radioisotope blend can supply heat to be stored in the high heat capacity material, while the high
heat capacity material would be utilized to provide sufficient heat to operate the CO2 rocket
engine. A small tube can be routed from the main tank, through the radioisotope core, to provide
heated CO2 to the RCS system. Figure 19 shows the layout of the CO2 rocket.
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Once the gashopper has landed. it reverts to a rover operational mode for precise (;
maneuvers in the vicinity of the landing site. The gashopper will be equipped with cameras, and
remote sensing equipment in order to navigate and search for suitable samples. The guidance of
the gashopper will be managed from Earth. The gashopper will be capable of scooping fine
material, gIinding rocks, and picking up small rocks. The sample material will be stored and
shipped back to Earth in small sample containers. Each container will be sterilized on Earth and
sealed to prevent intrusion of foreign material until it is opened by the gashopper. The
gashopper carries small sample containers so that soil samples can be gathered every time it
Iands, and larger containers for small rocks of interest. Once the gashopper retrieves a sample
and deposits it in the lander, it will once again be sealed and not opened again until it reaches
Earth. The sample containers would be stored in a holding case aboard the lander, where the
total sample load can be weighed, and then transferred to the MAV once it is ready for the return
trip to Earth. The gashopper would then retrieve a new sample container from the lander and
head off to gather another sample. Since the gashopper can operate as a stand-alone system it
can continue to operate and conduct field research after its primary sample retrieval mission is
completed. The gashopper can then travel to very remote and difficult areas to perform science
until the end of its usable life.
C&DH
For the Mars' sample return mIssIon communications have a two-fold purpose.
Researchers on Earth must be able to send commands to the autonomous base to control events
and they must also be able to collect. scientific data and perform health checks on the subsystems. C.''-
This requires two communications with the base itself for signal uplink and downlink. Secondly, ' .. )
the autonomous base must be able to transmit instructions and receive data from the rest of the
systems including the hopper, balloons, and launch vehicle. Terrestrial communications can be
accomplished using current technologies, such as the Deep Space Network (DSN). DSN has the
capability to communicate with the Robotic Base from Earth at various ground stations.
The system requirements for communications with the Earth are included in Table 10:
Command and Data Handling Requirements
Telemetry and tracking
Commands
Data Handling
Health checks
Clock, bit synchronization, and timing
Table 10: Necessary tasks for Mars surface base commUnIcatIOns system
Telemetry. tracking, and command (TT&C) interfaces with all of the subsystems of the
Mars base and is essential for mission success. Minimum command and data handling signals
operate at a bit rate of approximately 100 kbps \\ ith a typical bit eITor rate of 1x I 0-6 on the
uplink and Ix10-5 9n the downlink to the Earth [45J. This can be accomplished using the DSN
system using its S-band capabilities. DSN is capable of a user channel with a bit rate ranging
from I bps to 2 kbps uplink and 6.6 wlbps to 8 Mbps downlink. DSN do\\nlink capabilities
adhere to the Space Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS) standards outlined in Table I I below [45].
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Uplink Downlink
DSN Capabilities S-band S-band2.03 - 2.12 GHz 2.20 - 2.30 GHz
FSK PCM
Table 11 - Space Ground LIl1k Subsystem standards tor II&C packages
where FSK is Frequency Shift Keying and PCM is Phase Shift Keying, both fomls of carrier
signal for digital communications. A typical S-band command signal will contain a
synchronization code, address bits (to direct the command to the subsystem), the actual
command, and error checks to try and prevent boggled communications.
Much of the capacity of a deep space telecom package is controlled by severe mass,
power and size constraints. The general desired trend is to get the highest perfonnance out of the
smallest package possible because electrical power is very limited and must be shared with other
critical subsystems. Smaller more power efficient telecom packages reduce the integration and
launch costs for space payloads. For the Martian surface base this constraint is somewhat
relaxed, because the nuclear and radioisotope generators used by the individual subsystems
provide ample power for telecommunications. Uplink and downlink can be accomplished with
the Martian surface base using existing technologies with characteristks outlined in Table 12
[45]:
Table 12: Nommal phySIcal characterIstIcs of the telemetry and command system
Combined Telemetry and Size 6,000 - 9,000 cm j
Command System Mass 4.5 - 6.5 kg
Physical Characteristics Power 13 - 18 W
..C';
An additional challenge is the DSN system moving out of transmission view of the Mars surface
base. Accommodating this would require dedicated ROM for data storage until communications
can be established.
All communications to the other deployed surface systems will first be transmitted to the
autonomous base as the primary communications node, linked with one or more satellites in
Martian orbit. Communications with Mars orbiters and deployed surface systems is via UHF in
the 400MHz range similar to the communication protocols utilized by the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter and the MER rovers. These commands will then be disseminated to the appropriate
recipient, hence the address bits in the command signal. To maintain the simplest system
possible, communications between the autonomous base and the other systems deployed on the
surface will utilize the same telecom frequencies and hardware. The autonomous base must be
able to transmit and receive signals from weather balloon systems, collection hoppers, deployed
rovers and the launch vehicle. This goal can be accomplished via the techniques outlined above.
The additional benefit of maintaining homogeneity in the telecom system is risk reduction since
common systems can be interchanged.
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
The thermal protection system will be required to maintain the thennal operating
environment for the duration of interplanetary transit, EDL, and surface operations. The SIC bus
will be cold biased with active electrical heaters to maintain the temperature of critical
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components such as batteries and electronics. The total allocated mass for the thermal subsystem f-· ..
is 162 kg. ~. }
MARS ASCENT VEHICLE
Pressurant gas is required in order to sustain the propulsion system. That gas is stored at a
Mars ambient temperature of 210 K and a pressure of 2000 psi (13.8 MPa), which is near the
lower average limit for pressure fed systems [46]. The mass of pressurant gas can be estimated as
follows:
(4)
where mg =mass of pressurant gas (kg), Pp =propellant pressure (Pa), Vp =propellant volUlne
(m\ R =ideal gas constant for the pressurant gas, Tg =gas storage temperature (K), Pg =gas
storage pressure (Pa), and 'Y = specific heat ratio of pressurant gas.
Nitrogen (N2) and argon (AI') gas pressurant options were considered, with the added
benefit that both could be extracted from the Mars atmosphere. The estimated mass required for
the nitrogen system is 35.8 kg, while an argon system required 60.9 kg. An ideal gas model can
be employed to estimate the volume required for the pressurant tank, with the results
summarized in Table 13:
Gas V (m'i) M uas (k~)
N2 0.24 35.8
AI' 0.29 60.9
Table 13: Companson of pressurant gases based on mass and volume
While the volumes are similar, mass savings dictates the use of Nitrogen, which can be stored for
the trip to Mars.
Potential tank materials were RZ5 Magnesium, 6061 T6 Aluminum, and Kevlar 49. RZ5
Magnesium has a density of 1840 kg/m3, with a yield strength of218 MPa (31.6 ksi). Aluminum
has a density of 2700 kg/m3 and a yield strength of 276 MPa (40 ksi) while the Kevlar has a
density of 1380 kg/m3, and a yield strength of 1379 MPa (200 ksi) [47]. Using the tank mass
equation and using a factor of safety of ].5 results in the following estimated masses as
illustrated in Table 14.
Material Pressurant Tank Propellant Tank
Aluminum 76.2 kg 45.3 kg
Magnesium 65.8 kg 39.1 kg
Kevlar 49 7.8 kg 4.6 kg
Table 14: Mass trade study for pressuralll and propellant tanks
From the above analysis Kevlar 49 provides superior performance with an initial tankage mass of
12.4 kg. The Kevlar has an additional benefit because it does not require any seam welds.
Reliable ignition is essential to a successful mission. This is especially true for motors
that must be ignited autonomously away from .the Earth. The ignition system must produce an
environment within the combustion chamber that assures ignition. To this end, several designs
have been developed and used in other systems for different operating environments and
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applications. A few of these ignition systems are: pyrotechnic devices, spark plugs,
monopropellants, and hypergolic devices. A review of the available literature revealed
characteristics, advantages, and limitations of each [46; 47].
Hypergolic devices have been utilized successfully to start the Atlas, Delta, H-l, F-l, and
Thor engines. In addition, the hypergols' lower melting temperature of 180 K (92.9°C) precludes
some of the low temperature storage difficulties of liquids such as hydrazine. Having a boiling
point of 366.2 K (93°C) places the operating temperatures of hypergolics within the ambient
temperature range typical of the environment of Mars. A 15% by weight triethylaluminum - 85l-i(;
by weight triethylboron hypergolic slug-type igniter was chosen for the present Martian sample
return launch vehicle design.
A great deal of experimental work on the topic of liquid jet impingement and break up is
available in the literature. Much of what makes up the topic of propellant mixing and atomization
is still an empirical subject backed up by extensive testing and refinement, especially as it
pertains to the injector design [46]. Several incarnations of basic injector designs exist that have
been used in liquid rocket applications. Of these, the most common designs are: like doublet
impinging; unlike doublet impinging; triplet impinging; shower head; hollow post and sleeve;
and variable area concentric tube. Impinging type injectors have become the most commonly
prescribed designs, in part due to their ease of manufacture and operation [48]. For this reason, a
like (fuel on fuel and oxidizer on oxidizer) doublet impinging injector has been chosen for this
Martian surface launch vehicle design.
Attitude (or Thrust vector) control is essential in maintaining orientation of the launch
vehicle during ascent. In addition to following the prescribed trajectory the attitude control
system must also respond to abrupt changes in the flight path due to external influences. These
changes can be caused by aerodynamic/wind loading, and thrust misalignment with respect to the
launch vehicle center of gravity. Typically, control systems use either mechanical actuators or
propellant flow regulation [47]. The design of the Martian surface launch vehicle requires
multiple motors for a single stage, which requires an attitude control solution capable of
manipulating the exhaust nozzles.
The current Martian surface motor design is capable of producing thrust levels up to 1200
N (271 lbr). Maximum throttling for this scheme can reduce the thrust from two of the operating
motors to 1023 N (230 Ib f). This approach has a distinct advantage because the only associated
hardware requirements are variable flow injector units. While simple, the direct throttling
approach can produce combustion instabilities. Fluctuations in propellant flow rate coupled with
the lower chamber pressure could produce chugging (f < 500 Hz) instabilities [49]. While most
low level frequency coupling can be avoided by machining and installation of damping devices
in the combustion chamber, this could also add cost and complexity to the design. In addition,
extensive testing will be required to avoid any other possible detrimental coupling mechanisms
could.
Although actuators add non-propulsive mass, they allow the motors to operate at 100%
thrust for the full duration of the propellant burn, avoiding instabilities from propellant mass
flow rate fluctuations. A common actuator driven TVeC method utilizes gimbals [47J. An
example of successful implementation of gimballing is the Space Shuttle Main Engine [46].
Through the use of two linear (hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical) actuators operating
orthogonally to one another, thrust vectors can be di verted in any direction around the full 3600
circle with respect to the vehicle line of flight. Typically, maximum slew angles are on the order
of ±12° [46]. Due to the inherent stresses of transferring the thrust force from the engine to the
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main structure of the launch vehicle gimbals are usually constructed of high strength materials (._ .'..J
such as titanium alloys, as was the case with the Space Shuttle. On the basis of reliable _
perfomlance, gimbal thrust vector control has been selected for this Martian surface launch
vehicle design. The thrust vector gimbal design for the proposed system is depicted in Figure 20.
The In situ production of methane and oxygen from Martian resources will likely yield
propellant that cannot be subjected to the same levels of quality control as terrestrial propellants.
In theory, hydrogen and oxygen are separated completely by electrolysis at the cathode and
anode. However, in practice this is not the entirely true because of the presence of a liquid water
interface. The electrolyzed gases surrounding the cathode and anode will therefore be saturated
with water vapor. That water can be removed via condensation, but that method does not remove
all of the water, and multistage condenser systems add complexity and mass. Eventually a point
of diminishing returns is attained and no further water molecules can be removed from the
saturated mixture. The presence of the water molecules can cause thrust fluctuations, particularly
when ice particles temporarily clog the orifice plate passages: Coupling this possibly random
disturbance with further tlow metering could induce instabilities and decrease the motors
efficiency further.
Actuator~
Gimhal joint
C··\: )'."., "
a
Figure 20: Simplified view of gimbal thrust vector control
While thrust vectoring is adequate for the power-on portion of the launch, it cannot
provide attitude control for the entirety of the return mission. Provision has been made for this in
that excess nitrogen from the gas pressurant system can be used in a cold gas thruster
configuration. The current pressurant system is sized for two times the pressurant gas necessary
for delivering propellant to the thrust chamber. At 2000 psi (13.8 MPa) this should serve as an
adequate reserve for a simple four way pointing attitude control system. Additionally, the
balloon radar system can pull double duty and serve as a tracking system for the launch vehicle
to add redundancy to the system.
From a systems perspective the launch vehicle is broken down into two sub-tiers. Tier I
describes the top level subsystems of the launch vehicle and includes the Engines, Attitude
Control, and Structures. Tier 2 describes requirements for components of the subsystems and
includes: Ignition, Combustion Chamber, Injector, Pressure Feed System, Nozzle, Propelbnt
Tanks, and Structural Members. This system is shown schematically in the product brcakdo~'n
structure. Requirements for these individual systems are detailed in the Appendix.
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INTERFACES
The interfaces considered for this system are shown in Figure 21. Interfaces for the MABL
system include the mechanical, electrical, and power interfaces between it and the SIC bus to
which it is attached supplying the power and control; the mechanical piping interfaces between.
it and the JSPP system which supplies inflation gas and associated electrical interfaces with the
ISPP for sensor feedback on inflation gas; electrical and mechanical and thermal interfaces
between it and the thermal protection system which provides environmental control; a
communication interface between it and the Command and Data Handling System, and
mechanical and electrical interfaces between it and the WBFS and HBFS balloons which it
inflates and deploys. The WBFS and HBFS also have communication links to the C&DH
system and the HBFS has a communication link to a Mars orbiter. The ISPP provides power to
the SIC Bus and a communication interface with the C&DH system for data relay. It also has
mechanical and electrical interfaces to the thermal protection system for environmental control,
and mechanical and electrical interfaces with the MAV to which it provides propellant. In
addition to the ISPP interfaces, the MAV also has mechanical, electrical, and power interfaces
with the SIC Bus from which it receives power; a thermal interface with the thermal protection
system for environmental control, and communication links between the C&DH and orbiters for
data relay. The gashopper includes mechanical, electrical, and power interfaces to the SIC Bus
for surface transit; communication links between it and the SIC Bus C&DH system and a Mars
orbiter; a thermal interface between it and the thermal protection system for environmental
control; and a mechanical interface between it and the MAV for transfer of samples. In addition
. to the interfaces to all of the sub-systems, the C&DH system also has a communication link to
the DSN for data and command relay.
I
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FIgure 21: Interface Control Chart
SYSTEIVI LIFE CYCLE
The life cycle of the proposed mission varies with respect to the system component. For
example, without any damage or failure, the balloon systems can have a life cycle of years. This
is also true for the CO2 hopper and ISPP plant. As a result, it can be expected that the system
can operate successfully well beyond the duration of the mission. This ability may be extremely
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beneficial and crucial in order to fulfill the mission requirements in the event that the desired
production rate is interrupted and/or delayed (i.e. water is not extracted at the needed rate). It can
also be very beneficial for powering and/or fueling rovers/hoppers when it is desired to continue
to collect samples up until the next earth return opportunity as opposed to being forced to cease
collections after a given time period. Also, the possibility of multiple sample return missions can
be considered. However, for the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that the total system life
cycle will span the length of the minimum mission time, which starts at Earth departure and ends
once the sample has been returned to Earth. This proposed Mars sample return mission will have
an approximate length of 1355 days from Earth departure to Earth return. It will take 260 days
to travel to and from Mars. After arrival on Mars, five days have been allotted to properly land
and unload equipment as well as run system checks. The CO2 hopper will become fully
operational immediately after unloading and without failure or damage, .can continue to
successfully operate and collect samples for the duration of the mission. Thirty days have been
allotted to allow the ISPP system to run system checks and get all components operational.
During this time, however, the ISPP excavation rovers can immediately begin scouting for water
and begin extraction operations and/or needed site preparation once the desired extraction site
has been chosen. The ISPP plant is assumed to operate on an 800 day production cycle. Only
400 days of production are needed to fully fuel the MA Y, which will be then ready for departure
at the next available launch window. The remaining fuel produced will be used to fuel the
hoppers from the balloon payloads. The balloons will be constantly deployed as the needed
amounts of Hydrogen are produced and all 28 balloons should be deployed before the end of the
ISPP production cycle. Figure 22 shows the baseline mission timeline.
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COST ANALYSIS
A budget cost analysis was performed using NASA JSC's Spacecraft/Vehicle Level Cost
Model (SVLCM) and Advanced Missions Cost Model (AMCM), resulting in estimates for
Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation (DDT&E) cost and Life Cycle Cost (LCC) [50].
The SVLCM model is an on-online cost model derived from the NASNAir Force Cost Model
(NAFCOM) database developed for quick turnaround, ROM cost estimating. The AMCM
model is an online ROM cost model for the development and production cost of spacecraft.
All models and costs were adjusted to FYll dollars using the NASA New Start Index Inflation
Calculator. The budget costs are summarized in Table 15. .
Cost Cost
I($mil FY11) Model
DDT&E 2,086 SVLCM
LCC 7,618 AMCM
Table 15: Cost Summary
RISK ASSESMENT
There are a few mission critical risks, that should a malfunction occur with the system,
loss of mission can occur. The most obvious of these would be a failure of the launch vehicle,
but since this risk is out of the hands of mission planners, it will not be considered. Next would
be any number of issues that could arise en route to Mars such as: power failure, incorrect
trajectory correction, software malfunctions, micrometeorite damage, etc. These issues are
handled to the best degree possible with hardened electronics, software testing, backup systems,
and other appropriate environmental protection. The next mission critical risk is the process of
entry, decent and landing, where failure of components can result in a high-speed collision with
the surface of mars, causing a premature end of mission. Appropriate design margins, backup
systems, and rigorous testing and simulation will enable successful EDL.
Once safely on the surface of Mars, assuming communication with the lander has been
maintained, a failure of any particular component will not necessarily result in the complete loss
of the mission. The most important mission-critical objective of surface operations is the .
acquisition of water for propellant production. Without water, sample return and balloon
launches will not be possible, although some science can still be done at the site, and possibly
from the independently operating gashopper as well. This risk is mitigated as much as possible
by careful site selection based on data from previous missions regarding the availability of water
at certain sites on Mars. If the water ice proves too difficult to extract from the underlying strata,
it can severely slow the process of water collection, thus two rovers will be employed to increase
the rate of production, and ensure system redundancy should one rover fail. If propellant
production still falls short of the amount required to return to Earth by the time an Earth return
launch window opens, the ISPP plant can remain in operation until the next window opens, the
following l\:lartian year. The ISPP plant utilizes power produced by radioactive decay; there is
cUlTently a shortage of Plutonium that can be used for NASA missions, and plenty of opposition
to the use of nuclear power in space. Should such a situation remain during the timeframe of this
mission, solar power can be utilized. A landing site has been selected that has a large flat telTain
profile that would suit the deployment of a large solar array on the surface, in addition to an
abundance of solar energy and access to water ice.
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Sample. collection is another critical component of mission success.. There are several
ways that samples can be collected on this mission, but primarily by the gashopper and long-
range balloon sorties. There are a few obvious risks associated with the gashopper design; most
noticeably the frequent flight and landing of the system increases the possibility of a crash. This
can occur due to a system malfunction mid-flight such as: reaction control system failure, ground
detecting radar failure, improper landing site characterization, etc. Just as in the case of EDL,
appropriate design margins, backup systems, and rigorous testing and simulation are required.
Adequate protection of thrusters guards against dust, which can cause the mechanisms to become
clogged rendered inoperable. Pre-1light checks must be performed to ensure that all systems are
working properly and that surface measurements of atmospheric conditions are within flight
margins. Should the hopper not be able to fly, surface roving is still an option. Should a major
malfunction occur with the gashopper, resulting in the loss of the vehicle, the ISPP rovers can
still be used to gather samples from the landing site for return. This is feasible since the rovers
are already equipped with coring drills and can retrieve core samples for return. They will
simply gather more surface and core samples from the immediate landing site in case of a
gashopper failure. Upon return of the gashopper to the lander, the risk of a collision between the
lander and the gashopper is present. This risk is mitigated simply by allowing for a "no-fly
zone" around the lander, causing the gashopper to land some distance away and rove to the
lander to return samples.
IVlalfunctions that can occur with the MAVin flight can result in failure to return sample
material to Earth, and the' subsequent failure of the sample return mission objective.
Contamination of the propellant can cause the ascent engine to prematurely shut down and can
result from water ice, the risk of a loss of vehicle due to this problem can be reduced with
thorough testing of the engine on Earth at various levels of contamination to ensure adequate
perfonnance. The MAV may not achieve sufficient delta V for a return to Earth due to
uncertainties with propellant mass, specific impulse, and high winds causing too much fuel to be
used in course correction. Upper level winds before a launch can be determined by the launch of
a weather balloon from the balloon system, which should allow mission control to determine if a
launch is 'go' or. 'no-go'. The MAV will be housed inside of the lander to ensure adequate
protection from the elements during the 400 days it is inactive on the surface of Mars. This will
ensure that components have not become jammed due to dust intrusion, or failure of critical
electronics due to large amplitude temperature fluctuations. The MAV will have redundancy in
code execution and error checking to protect against a guidance computer fault in mid-flight.
Failures in the balloon system, such as failure of balloons to properly inflate, balloons
becoming stuck in the launcher, and data collection errors, are largely overcome by redundant
systems, sound engineering design, and thorough testing and simulation. A risk that must be
dealt with on Mars is the potential of impurity of the hydrogen made on Mars. Impurity of the
hydrogen can result in improper lift of the balloon system and the inability to obtain data from
higher altitude regions of the atmosphere. Quality control of the hydrogen processing will be
required in-situ on Mars to ensure the proper purity of hydrogen, and design margins are
included to ensure proper balloon performance given impurity in the lifting gas.
CONCLUSIONS
A sustainable ISRU based sample return and exploration mlSSlon such as the oTie
proPosed has the potential of returning a great deal of information on the climate of Mars, as \vell
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as sample materials that scientists on Earth will be able to investigate in greater detail than if
they were 011 Mars. The development and implementation of the technologies required for this
mission would also be required of a manned mission to Mars. The landing of heavy payloads,
ISRU propellant production, and subsequent return to Earth can be viewed as a robotic dress
rehearsal of a manned mission to Mars. Both the large quantity of science return and validation
of ISRU fuel production on Mars will lead to intra agency partnership within NASA between
planetary science and manned exploration, and act as a strategic enabler of mission funding. In
one mission, some of the greatest questions surrounding Mars can be answered, while acting as a
springboard for further human exploration.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A: Mission Level Requirements and Verification Criteria
1. Mars Robotic Base Resistance to Temperature
The Mars Robotic Base shall \vithstand maximum and minimum temperatures experienced
during the mission profile.
Rationale: This requirement ensures the thermal properties (d'the autonomous weather balloon
system are sf,~fficient to lvithstand maximum and minimum mission profile temperatures such that
operational integrity is maintained.
Verification Success Criteria:
Mars Robotic Base Thermal Protection shall be verified by Analysis, An analysis shall be
performed to predict temperatures during mission stages. Verification shall be considered
successful when the analysis shows the predicted temperatures are enveloped by the operational
temperatures used in the analysis to calculate margins of safety.
2. Mars Robotic Base Resistance to Natural Environments
The Mars Robotic Base shall meet all functional and perfomlance requirements within the range
of environmental experienced during the mission profile.
Rationale: This requirement establishes maximum exposure time to the natural environment that
the Mars Robotic Base may experience. This period includes on-pad. launch, transit, EDL, and
Mars surface. Exposure to natural environments for the necessary time duration should not
invalidate the design pelformance or operational capability of the Mars Robotic Base.
Operational procedures can be used to supplement element design capability, as necess(U)', to
meet the natural environments.
Verification Success Critella:
The Mars Robotic Base resistance to natural environments shall be verified by analysis. An
analysis shall be performed to verify that the Mars Robotic Base meets the functional and
perfomlance requirements defined within the range of environmental conditions experienced.
Verification shall be considered successful when the analysis shows that the Mars Robotic Base
can meet all functional and performance requirements defined within the range of environmental
conditions specified.
3. Mars Robotic Base Resistance to Induced Em:ironments
The Mars Robotic Base shallmcet the requirements during and after cumulative exposure to the
induced environments encountered duling mission operations.
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c· Rationale: This requirement ensures the properties of the Mars Robotic Base are sufficient to'withstand induced environments throughout the mission profile.
Verification Success Criteria:
Mars Robotic Base resistance to induced environments shall be verified by Analysis and Test.
An analysis shall be performed to verify the Mars Robotic Base for all induced environments. A
test shall be performed to verify that the Mars Robotic Base can meet the requirements during
and after exposure to the induced environments encountered during mission operations.
Verification shall be considered successful when the analysis and test confirm the Mars Robotic
Base meets the requirements during and after exposure to the induced environments encountered
during mission.
4. Mars Robotic Base System Access
The Mars Robotic Base shall provide access for servicing at the launch site.
Rationale: This requirement ensures that access for servicing is possible during all phases of
assembly and integration. ground operations, and on-Pad operations.
Verification Success Criteria:
Mars Robotic Base accessibility shall be verified by Analysis. An analysis shall be performed
. using drawings and/or CAD models of internal volume, access points, and associated
remove/replace operations, and human anthropometric data. A demonstration may be performed
using a ·volumetrically representative mockup to simulate a representative access operation.
Verification shall be considered successful when the analysis shows that the Mars Robotic Base
provides access for servicing.
5. Mars Robotic Base Electromagnetic Environmental Effects (E3) Control
Mars Robotic Base shall route avionics and instrumentation lines such that Electromagnetic
Environmental Effects (E3) are minimized.
Rationale: This requirement ensures that the Mars Robotic Base is compatible with
Electromagnetic Environmental Effects (E3) Control requirements. in order to meet operational
and performance requirements.
Verification Success Criteria:
Electromagnetic Effects, Induced Electromagnetic Environment Compatibility shall be verified
by Analysis, Inspection, and Test. An analysis shall be performed to verify that the Mars
Robotic Base is in compliance with the Electromagnetic Environmental Effects (E3)
requirements while in the presence of the external electromagnetic environment. An inspection
shall be performed of the drawings to verify that the design is in compliance. A test shall be
perfonned to verify that the operational performance requirements are attainable while meeting
the applicable E3 compatibility requirements. Verification shall be considered successful when
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the analysis, inspection, and test show that the Mars Robotic Base is in compliance with
Electromagnetic Environmental Effects (E3) Control requirements while in the presence of the
external electromagnetic environment.
6. Mars Robotic Base Resistance to Corrosion
The Mars Robotic Base shall be corrosion resistant.
Rationale: This requirement ensures that corrosion build-up will not occur on any Mars Robotic
Base hardware.
Verification Success Criteria:
Mars Robotic Base Corrosion Resistance shall be verified by Analysis and Inspection. An
analysis shall be performed to verify that the Mars Robotic Base comply with the provisions of
NASA-STD-6016, Standard Material and Processes Requirements for Spacecraft. An inspection
shall be performed to show that the Mars Robotic Base comply with the provisions of NASA-
STD-6016. Verification shall be considered successful when the analysis and inspection show
that the Mars Robotic Base meets the provisions of NASA-STD-6016, Standard Material and
Processes Requirements for Spacecraft.
7. Mars Robotic Base Contamination Control
The Mars Robotic Base shall comply with Contamination Control Requirements.
Rationale: This requirement ensures that the Mars Robotic Base is qualitatil'ely verified to be
free ofall particulate and non-particulate material ,visible to the normal unaided eye. The Mar:~'
Robotic Base will also be appropriately protected through prepackaging prior to installation.
Verification Success Criteria:
Cleanliness Requirements shall be verified by Analysis and Inspection. An analysis shall be
performed to verify that the Mars Robotic Base is in compliance with Contamination Control
Requirements. An inspection shall be performed to verify that the Mars Robotic Base is in
compliance with Contamination Control Requirements. Verification shall be considered
successful when the analysis and inspection show that the Mars Robotic Base is in compliance
with Contamination Control Requirements.
8. Mars Robotic Base Interface
The Mars Robotic Base shall interface 'With adjacent components.
Rationale: This requirement ensures that features necessm)' to into/ace 'l'ith adjacent Launch
Vehicle components are included in the Mars Robotic Base design and that the intclj'ace
prevents damage and does not negati\'ely impact peljormance ofa((jacellt components.
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cVerification Success Criteria:
Interface Requirements shall be verified by Analysis and Inspection. An analysis shall be
perfonned using drawings and/or CAD models. A demonstration may be performed using a
volumetrically representative mock-up. An inspection shall be performed to verify that the Mars
Robotic Base interfaces with adjacent components. Verification shall be considered successful
when the analysis and inspection show that the Mars Robotic Base interface with adjacent
components.
9. Mars Robotic Base Mass
The Mars Robotic Base shall have a mass no greater than 8000 kg
Rationale: This requirement ensures that the mass of the Mars Robotic Base lvill have minimal
negative effect on the overall cost and implementation offunetional requirements.
Verification Success Criteria:
Mass Requirements shall be verified by Analysis and Testing. An analysis shall be perfonned
using drawings and/or CAD models. Testing shall be performed to verify that the Mars Robotic
Base mass does not exceed 8000 kg. Verification shall be considered successful when the
analysis and testing show that the Mars Robotic Base mass is within limits.
10. Mars Robotic Base Power
The Mars Base shall operate at a power no greater than 3 kW.
Rationale: This requirement ensures that the pmver demand of the Mars Robotic Base H'ill have
minimal negative effect on the overall power ofa Mars lander.
Verification Success Criteria:
Power Requirements shall be verified by Analysis and Testing. An analysis shall be perfonned
using engineering models. Testing shall be performed to verify that the Mars Robotic Base
power does not exceed 3 kW. Verification shall be considered successful when the analysis and
testing show that the Mars Autonomous Balloon Launch System power is within limits.
ll.l\lars Robotic Base Weather Balloon Requirement
The Mars Robotic Base shall be capable of launching up to 25 weather balloons capable of
atmospheric measurements of temperature, pressure, humidity, and wind up to 20km.
Rationale: This requirement sets the minimum acceptable number of launches for the system to
meet the desired number ofatnzospheric measurements for the desired l'ertical atlllospheric
projlle.
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Verification Success Critelia:
The Requirement to launch up to 25 weather balloons shall be verified by Analysis. An analysis
shall be performed using drawings and/or models. Verification shall be considered successful
when the analysis shows that the Mars Robotic Base is capable of launching up to 25 weather
balloons each capable of atmospheric measurements of temperature, pressure, humidity, and
wind to 20km.
12. Mars Robotic Base Heavy Payload Balloon Requirement
The Mars Robotic Base shall be capable of launching up to 3 heavy science balloons capable of
calTying 35kg payloads to 10km for a duration of 7 days.
Rationale: This requirement sets the minimum acceptable number of launches for the system to
meet the desired number of heavy pay/nad flights.
Verification SUGcess Criteria:
The Requirement to launch up to 3 heavy payload balloons shall be verified by Analysis. An
analysis shall be perfom1ed using drawings and/or models. Verification shall be considered
successful when the analysis shows that the Mars Robotic Base is capable of launching up to 3
heavy payload balloons.
13. Mars Robotic Base ISRU
The Mars Robotic Base shall produce the required propellant and inflation gas for MAV and
balloon use.
Rationale: This requirement ensures the minimum mass ofpropellant and h~fl(/tioll gas are
produced to ensure succes,~ti" completion of the sample return and balloon mis,',iollS.
Verification Success Criteria:
The Requirement to produce sufficient propellant and inflation gas shall be verified by Analysis.
An analysis shall be performed using models. Verification shall be considered successful when
the analysis shows that the Mars Robotic Base is capable producing sufficient propellant and
inflation gas.
14.l\Iars Robotic Base Autonomy
The :Mars Robotic Base shall be fully autonomous and self sufficient and capable of perfonning
necessary functions to complete the mission without the aid of ground operators.
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Rationale: This requirement ensures that the Mars Robotic Base is capable ofhandling
operational situations necessary to complete the mission without continuous ohservation and
control j;"0111 Earth ground station,
Verification Success Criteria:
Mars Robotic Base Autonomy shall be verified by Analysis and Test. An analysis shall be
performed to verify the Mars Robotic Base is autonomous and self-sufficient. Tests shall be
perforn1ed to confirm that the Mars Robotic Base can meet the autonomy requirement for
mission operations. Verification shall be considered successful when the analysis and tests
confirn1 the Mars Robotic Base meets the requirements for autonomy.
15. Mars Robotic Base Sample Return
The Mars Robotic Base shall have the capability to gather and return 50 kg worth of sample
material from an area greater than could be covered by the MSL rover.
Rationale: This requirement sets the scientific o~jective ofthe sample return mission and also
defines that the coverage area of the samples shall be greater than that o.lthe MSL rover.
Verification Success Criteria:
Mars Robotic Base Sample Return capability shall be verified by Analysis and Test. An analysis
shall be performed using models. Tests shall be perforn1ed to confirm the Mars Robotic Base
has the capability to gather and return 50kg of samples from an area greater than could be
covered by MSL. Verification shall be considered successful when the analysis and tests
confirm the Mars Robotic Base meets the requirement for Sample Return.
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APPENDIX B-1: Balloon System Product Hierarchy
Balloon System Product Hierarchy
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APPENDIX B-2: Balloon System Tier 1 Requirements and Verification Criteria Matrix
TITLE REQliIREM:-'T RATJON<~LE n:RIFlCATlON Sl!CCf.SS CRITERIA
l'3allrXJIl Sy'IC!l1 Rc~i.'lill}(,l: 'rh.' Bill h)llll SY~I~'m lIhal1 \\'trh~land
IIJ..:ni mum and mi ni mum t~lllp~rillur('.,
10 T..'lIlp..·ritlmC c\pl't'k'nc"'d durin!:, lhe mi,,,.~iull pr()lil~,
Thil; rl'tjlur,·n"ll·nt \'lhUrL'~ lhe Ih....m1J1 PPljkllit:s of
,h...' :IIlIOllUITI)U.., \vc:uhC'r ballllon .,y~h.:1Jl :trc
~ullicklU lO wilh"tar.d n~xill1Um ,lnd minilllwn
mh,ioll pn)(jk Ll'l'l'cra(tlfl'.\ 'Iud) lhal op('ratillnal
il1!1:grily i~ maintained..
l3allonn S)'~lrm Thl'nnal Protcc(i0n ,'ihJII be
wrili\'d hy Aflaly_"i~. A.ll :In.:lJy~i., <,h:.lll b...
~rl~Jm'l'J lu prelli':l !l'l1pl'r:llur~'i Juring lIii,_"illn
.<,ragl~s, Vcrili':,ltioo shall bf cOll\itlcr\.'d .... \t(,:cl'~shll
when!hl: analy... i~ ,I,huws lh.... pl\'Ui ...'IL'd
k'l1lpCr<lIUH"~ 3rt' 1'Ilw]llpt'd by UW opl'ralional
IcnJp.... ralurc<; tllcd in lhC' anaJ:- .... is ILlcakul:ih:
l1largi n,\ uf !-;!fL'ly.
B,IIIOO/1 SY<,IClll Resi ... ll\l1(':
14.\ Nalw'al Envirl1nm..'llts
Thi~ rC'4uircm.~nl t:.,lal~li\h.:... lluximurn ~'XpO'IU'C Th(' Ball,)on Sy.qcllI."hall be veri lkd byanaly... i....
lim: l~l lllc natur,d l'!1,,,lnmllk.'n1lhJ( [Ilt: Balloon An analy"i ......hall he pcrform..:d 10 \"t..:ri(v Ihallhe
11k: 8;111,)on Sysh.:m ,hall m:d all SY-'!1'1ll11uycxpL'rience.l11i.1, period i"cllldc~ Iln- BalklonSy\telOlI~l'l\lhc IUll.:.:liona! ilnd
hUK'lillllJI and pl'rJl1fllwllCe paJ. laundl, lun\il. EDl. and ~lar .... ~lIrfart:. r-;rl"nrll1:mcc n:quilt:m:nr.~ ddineJ wilhinlhc
r~quirel1l:nl.l, d{'lincd wilhin lho: w:lhi" ~xfllNlr(' ~o natural \:m'j~l'nn~ilb fnr 1he ~lt:l,,,ary wilhin the range \)1" l'lIvjrorun.:ntilll';"Pl~l il'IlCl'd
.. _ . tll~ dmallOll ~hould 1).)[ lnvallJ:lIe tl1l.' dC"I~'Tl during lhc mi.'l>ion profile, VCl'ilication.'>hall be
lllc ~·,ln.tl' III ~m~II0J1nk'~d:11C,\IX'fll'/JC('t! pCl'fonrunc..: or opcrati<mal clp.hil!tv of ItA:. cIJJhidcrcJ <illccc.'.'lill when Ilk: analy<,i<; <,htJW.<'
Jllnng llll' lIlJ~."ll.lO pn\llll'. BalllxHl S~tcm Opcrall(lnal pnx-cllul'l'" can ~ U1:11111(' Balloon Sy,'\{(,lllcan lIel'! all fUIK·ti'Jnal JnJ
u<"l'd 10 ,'llppl(,lJ~nl cklr...~nt dc>.:ign rapabiJily, as !X'r1i'rIltlncc rcquirl:n~lIt", Jdin;:d Wllhin lilt: I'Jn!!l:
I1c(c"",ary, 10 lUX! 11k; n:uurall'lJ\,lnll:na:nl.<;:. eft:nvilOllIn:mal ('ouJiuun" :o.Pl'CilkJ.
8::111:011 Sy,tcm rc~i"'lancl' ll) inducd
Lndrorun..'nL" .;hall bl.' vcrilh-d by Altily.;j" and
Tl'''l. An :ll\;ll~~i.'i ,~hall bt: pcrrllrm.~d lu \'Cri 1~'Ih:
1'hl' Balloon Sy"lem ,lullncl'! rhe B:tlloun Sy:-'Il'lJ1 10r all induced l'n\'ironnlclll~, .-\
I /\;qllin':fl)':lI!~ Juri ng and afrer TIli .. requirena:1ll ('rt"m·I.:" llie propt'ltk~ (If (111.: Ie"! sllJlI be p....l'li)rn~d r.) \'Cl i ,y lh:11 the Halloo."
I
Balloon Sy."lem RC."i"liln;c Clllllll,l!l\''': \'.'pn'\lI\' 10 Ill\: il1dll.:·~t1 B:lIlL'\..'1l S\ 'ill'OJ :11''': ,ulJiclcnll\ I with'lilnJ if1dll~\;d Sy.~IClll ~anll\;~l the r~quirellclll.~ dill'ing and :dh'r
to Indlici:G Envin)I111k:1l1!'l ~'tlvjronnll.:ms ('ll(.'Ulllll('l"\'U dUling "'llvill)J1Il)':lll.~ Ihr(Jug!:olll the mi:-!>il.'o J1l1llik. L:\P.O"IlI\~.IO.Ih.:' j:ldllt:~d cn\'i!O~l~\::n:.~ Cill'f:unkl(.:J
'll1i.,,,j()1I0p\:I':lti(~rh. dUl"ln.:;: lI'US:-'1\,Jn \lpVI'i1110n.... V ... nhr:tIIUn .~l1all hl·
l c{)ft~idc('('[1 "uC'(c:-:o.llll \\'h~n th.:- ,1Il:1ly~il :100 1(':0.1l',)lllirm the 8allOl)l1 SY.I,ICtll na:l't the l'l''-!uir.:rrCni!'lJuring and ;llier t:\plNlr..: to [ht; IlldllceJ_______'- -'- --'-C_IlV_i_ro_lln_'_'Il_"_'_Il'_')_"'_II'_'I\_':U_'_I,,_n_l1!_,,_tli_."'_iu_n_<__-,
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C·.- TITLt: REQI.1RE~I~T TIER IRAflO!'ALE n:RJnCATIO~su;crss CRITERIA
Ihlh)p/l S~~,rl'lII
Ekctr.llll.J.p1,;ti,
E/I\,jr,)ijm.~n1:tl Efl(:ct~ (EJ)
ConlI,)l
E.lth)ClIl Syl.h:m s,hilll fliUll' ;l\'i(lnic'>
and in'ilnJO\.~IlI;"Uun linc.<... .'u.:h ~lat
EkC(Tnlll.l';:Ill:lic [;n\,jr'mll"k.:lllal f.fl~eb
~L1) ;If;,; llljl1in~/L:d.
Eketr0nla!:!h.'ri.:- [n~';I""', Irl\lll,;(~d Et...·l·u0rn.:l!,:n,:ti{'
[/l\'irnml\~nt C(lll~':JrjbiIJly\h:dJ he lLTifh:J hy
Anal:-,,,j,, In,p::ction. 'Uld Tt",1. All ;tn:tly,j<.. \hall
be paf,'rnl:d to \'\:rify l!lalth..' B:llloilli Sy'l~lll i..
ill cOflJpli;mo.:c with tlk' Ek...'l.Io1l\.l':;fiC[ic
En\'ilonlH..'lltll EfT,;cb t.E)) rcqlllrl'mcntL wlu1c in
Ill.: plt'."enc~ Llfth.....:xlt'fJl:lI.:kt.·U'C1Jll.lpl.::lil·
. ('lJVihlJln.:nt. An in'pcciion ~h'llIlk' pedt)rmcd vI"Thi~, rCljUircn~n! :1I~urt.~ Ihal ~c BaJl~)nn Sy"kmJ~ lhL' drawim:~ 1(1 vail" thaI lh..: JC:-i~l i;; in
C\'n1P:lilhl~ \'.lth EkL(rt)n~c'Th::(J( E~l\'lwnlll'nl;j1 (,{)JlIpli;lf\\.'l~' A l':~,l ,C;h,lll h~' lcrf.,rm,:d 1(' v~rJrvElIi.TI~ (E.') C"'nlHlI f~qlllf.:n..~nls: In md<:r IlJ llk;:l'l dill! thl' urcr:llional p~rlilrn~lflcc l"\:quirtn"'n1~ ';Ire
opcrallonal and pl'rfvrIrunc-: rcqlJlrl·n~nh. all:lil~bll' ",hill' mX:ling the :Jppli;;:lhlc £3
':omp:llibiJity r\'qllirl·n~nt,. Vl'rilicalion sll:.lll be
t:llll,idaLJ \uci:o.:.",,,ful Wlh:lllk: an:lly.:.b,
in,p"ctinn, ;lnJ Ie.)! ~h,)w ~lal Ih~' Rall,Jof1 Sysh:rn
i \ in cnlllpi iaOl:e wi Ih EI ~CIWTll:Jj,,'Tldjc
Environlll:nlal EtTcCI:-- {E.1) Ctlll\wl n:l\uifcm..~nl\
whik in lhe pn:<,cnce of Ilk.: exleln.ll
dl~ctnlllngllclicCnVi'{ll\llk'nt,
Ba110'Jll Sy<,IL'lll R~~\i'il:iIIl.;(' The U~tll()lln S)~l~msh:tll r.~ cOlTil"ioll Thi, r('quirL'Il~'111 ('Il'llr~'i lhal i.."orro)jnn bllild·up
III ClllTl,,~i(lIl n~'ii.'il.tnl. will nol occur ,m any Rdl(lull Sy~lt>llllurdw:u-c.
Balloon Sy~\('m Corro\.inn R",;\j,tarll::e ."h:.tll h,;;
\'~'l'ijiLd hy AJ1aly~i" anJ In~pet:li()lL An ,m~lly~j~
~hilll II... paform,~d In \wify Ul.:ll thl' BillJolln
Sy~I,:l1l r.omply \vi III Ih~~ pl(l\'i."illn~ of NASA-STD-
till 16. Slandard Mah:ri:l] ilnd Pnlcc.\",('.~
Rl'fllljrell .... nl_~ fi,r Sp:,reefall. All in\rl'Clinn .-ha!1
h\, p~'rlilf1n,:d In 'h,'\\' Ih'lllh~ 13;,.!JI'IJll Sy_lt'l1I
COJllply wilh lh,' Jlr,!vi~iull'l nfNr\SA-STD-601h,
VI.'fifiealhm ~11:1l1 h~ c\tn... idneJ ~UCLl·.,>~ful when
Ih.: anal~',\i~ ;lnd il\~rcl'tioll ~h(lw IIt:JI the B;,.llorl/l
Sy~lcm n'k:'d ~k; pro\"I,illn~ ,If NASr\-STD-hO 16.
Sl.llldan! Material and Prncl·_~.,\~~ Rl·quirl~nx:m.,> lilr
Spacn:rafl.
B:lllnon S~ ,[("Ill
Gllliallunarion (01111 nl
Th..', Ball,lOIl S~'(.lcn\.)h:J1I cl1mply wiu;
C0nl:Jlllin:tUon {:onthll Reqllin:n~nb
DllClllll:lIl.
1'J1o.: B:lllll(\n Sy.,ICOl ~h.tll illlcriacc
wilh :IJja':l'lll e(l/llflOllcnb.
Ch;anJinc\" Rcquirl"tn::nls :-lIall h\' wrilil,d by
Analy"is :lIld In,>pcl.'lilJO, .-\It anal~ ,is .\11;\11 he
perfm11lcd tv \'clify Ih:IIIJw BaU\)"n Sy,ICJIl i.~ in
Thh fI'qlrir,~IlX'n!~n"llf~;; that lh~ B"IIJUOl1 S~k'lIl conlpli:lne~ \I'i\h COlll~lllIllLllion C\lI\lnJI
i.~ l.juaJilali\'dy I'aifkd i,) b.: fI ....e ofaJl parllculak R~"1ltirl'lll'nl' Docllm..'nl. An IIl<...rerlinl1 )haJJ he
and nt)fl-panlcul:Jlt.: m;uCfial vt.,iblt W th,: f1Vflllal pc-rlilrll\."d ill V\'fify 111M ~le B:alhlIJll Sy~,,~1lI i., III
llJuidl'd I.'rl'. Tlk: 0:1110011 Sy~ll'm will :11.-0 hI' cOlllpli:lOce ""i'h Cmwmill:alicll\ C,nlh)1
,lpprorri:.tlely pwlcrl.'d [!UIIUgh pfi'p:J.ck:1fing prior Rcquih.'I1CIl[:'> Do"::lIm."lll, V,'rjtil';llilln:-h~tll be
1,1 ilt'l.tl/;lli>.lll, ('on~iJen'd ·)Ilt..:c,,;.,~ful whcnllw a/l;II~'~i~ imJ
ill"p~clion ~h(Jw 1h..llthe D:l!101:'1l Sy..,ICIll i:- in
cOIllrli:JIlce \.... ilh COnl:Uuin:tlinn CQnl/nl
RI''1l1ih~m,'flh DtlCW1"k:1II.
c
l\b~~ R,·quirel1l.:m... ~h;Jll bo.: wr:fh.'J by AIl:Jly'll'
.Ind T':,)ljJl~!, Al1.ll1aly.,i., "~li.lll hL p~ll~lfJn.'d lhlll~
Thi~ ("\'ljum:I1l<:ni t:lhtU'l':'> thaI Ihe nLl.'~ (lflh~ drilwings <llld/or CAD IlAli.kb. T,·:-,Iinr. ,h:ill Ill'113~llhll'J: S:.'~k·nt :-'la,." TlI" B.tllnl1J1 S.v~lt·lll_'l\:dlltl\·,~ ,I 111:.:.'_, B.dldl'll Sy-,lI.'lll \\ J!! h:l\'t: mll1lm!1 1l\',g.lIJ\'\' \.fl,'CI IWrfolfllk:J [o! \'\Tify th.11 lh,' l1alldi)!l S~ '!l~lllllla~.'·
, Ilk' p,',ll,:r lh .. l1l 2:'i'JO kg. on 11:1.' ;\\-:T;dl m::~~ ,l(a :.tt;~ la:Hkr. ,In,'~ r.llll'\Cl'ed 2500 ki;. \'."I'iliC:llinn ~h;dj hI'I (l1l1'ilrJn"d ~lli..'(,":S~!ltl \I'!i.'n th~' ;1iI.d~'~I~ ar~d
I 11""llIW ,Ihl'." m,1l I!},: B.dh)'lll ~)'~I,:Jl1 J11;1~.' 1:-
j '.1"1 ~ 111 nil Illi I.'.
1
---------" -----~!l,'R,~q!lill'jl:t:,:~ :,'],lIlill'Jlllj; l(l::~ 'I·\"l!!: .. '!'
hall,le)l)) .~It,l!1 be wnl;I'J hy AJl.dY'I.~. An ,lJI:IJ~',:~
181111',)11 S,I.(, III \\, ~ilhl flh B,dh),lll S\,1L1ll ~hllJ 11.. l ,p lhk "I\Thi, I< 'luJr In,'I'[', [, 11\ :,liJ rUlIl1 ,,(,!,1 ble ,h;lJllh: r,'rt;1nIL:d \l,jl\~ ,lrawing~ ;lnd','r (',\D
I
B'i1I'\lll1 L.ltlllrh I [.JllD,r ,)1 Ll1m...1 ,t 1J II. ,»~knt 10 l'I,',llh\.' m.:.hkl~. \'ailiC:lliOIl ,1J:dllll' cnn'ida.:d
t llJJl...·lll,l!!lJj' hi 2i \1, 1[!l rbdllol),))
R"yllit"!n,'rlt ~ ..k.,n,d IlllllllL'1 tlJ .lilh.1'pl1... llt 11'i,';1.'lif,:I\~IIL,. ,w..:n·_,,~fdll\'h'·l1111,: .II1,IIY'J'; .~hCl\\'" [1l'H lit.'
Bail,Ii\1I S:"'l.'liI i" .::IP:lhk Dfl.tlJJJ::hill';: \Ir 1,1 ~5
i !I TBRl \\I::llhl'l" 1':dh)I.'I1~.
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TITLE RF.QlIIRDI!'iT
TIER 1
RATIONAI.F. VERlflCATIO!'i SUCCESS CRITERIA
•
c
Ballol,'l1 Sy'telll H~a\'Y
P,ly!CI;IlJ B::llI~l!lJ UIIHl\'h
Rtquin.'IIlt'HI
B:.l!h.101I Sy-.lc'nJ BJllfion
Payload Rt'qUlI't_"n~Jl'
ilalloon Sy.,rt"n1 Weatht-r
Ballullil Alf"illJde
Requirl~nJClIl
Balhlll Sy.'lt~nl t-lt':1\'Y
P:lyhm! BallollO Alritll<k
Requirement
Balluull Sy\1c11l
AUI.hph~l'ii: :V1ca.'UH~l1\'n!
Ikquin'llk:m
8alll)1,n Sy,qem Sample
R..:ltll'll.Re:qoi rl'n~rlt
111t" Balloon Sy,It"Ill-h;ill Oe ~a .wlt of 1111.\ r~qltirenX:1l1 'CO': the minimlllll acrepl3bl.:
laullchinl! u'" tu J wt',l\hl'1' h:.I1Jt)c~lI'. nVlllher of b.u:'II.'hc~ tnr ;h:.> 'y"tclll fl: ll~'I':t fhe
p ,. dt::'Jll.:'d nLlIl'Cc:r ofhc':l','Y pa~I\IJd tl!gllf."
TIl~ B:Jlloon Sy,tem.\llJll bt' capablt' of
l:lullclling \VeaUler hall,)oll'- wirh Thi ...; Jeqllll'en"k:"llt ';c'l." the minimunl payl'):Jd
P:lY]O;trJ, up III 15/)g and h~,IVY rc:quin'll~nt~ for ill\.' w~J.thel' ballC)('ln J.nJ ~avy
IJ:lylnad I'lillll)on~ with r;Jylead~ up {I.l p:JyloaLi balloon.
5Ukg 'WR).
111(' Balk'll.ln Sy'lem <.;h:l.1I ~e ~apable of 1l1i.~ requireme.nt <.;eh the minimum a...·ceptahle
flying weather hl.llhmn, 10 a Mar~ alutuJe f()r 'he ~~slt:'mtu 1\t'el the de~ired
atm:)~phatl altitude of20 km atTlo'pheric pmt1k coniJ0r.
11lf'. B;llb.'n S)'~lel1l !>haJ[ l:\c- cup,lDle of Thi~ lequirem:nt,rIS lhe minimUlll arccpfa\1h'
flyillg Ik:ll'y payllJad balloon, II) a altitude lilr th\: "y.;;ttllll 10 n~el the Jt''iirrd he:.l\'Y
Mar., ;Imlu\phert:' aitillll.k of 10 km payluad tli,!;llll'OrriJor.
~dl Heavy Payload BallL)(ltl.~hall ~ Tlli.' I't'qu:ren~nt \','(pand.• tht.' ~rop[' of!':uupk
capable ut ('otlee-ling a 2kg .~)'''em and l'Olleell\\(1 to a planetary .-,'ale.
n:t11111ill.!.: it to I.he virinil)" ofllle IJnd.:r.
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TIle Requirement III launch up IU J heal')' paylo,lIJ
b.ilk'O/l'i ~hall he w";fit"u hy ,\I'I;I1)'.,i .... AIl,!ll<II),i ...
;hall be perfonrlr:d lhint: drawings ,II1lVor CAD
Jl'K-...:Id~ VC:lit1catiPIl ...hall tx rOlhideled
,\'U(,l'e, ... ful Wllt:ll the ;lIlJly_* "I"II)\\''i Ihal the
Balloon Syql"m i~ l'..Ip;lbk l)fl;mnchin~ up to 3
hi.'.avy p.lyl,'ad haIJo!.\fl".
1h~ Rl"quirclrent 10 prlwide wc:ather b<lllllOm 1!l:Jt
clllljft up In 150g and hea\'Y p:lylo.:ld bJlIuoih II)
Ii tlllr 10 50kg,hall bt" \'~rilied by An:Jly~il.. A,B
In.aly.... i .. "ball be' performed thing JLI\\'illg.. anJ!o!"
-:oll1puter mOtkl•. Vel'ificatilm ...hall ht".l'on~ideld
... uc,:-e...... ful wh::'n Ih~ an;J!y...i, ."how~ Ihal thl.'
8:11100n SY'item i., (Jpahk of launching wc:atht'r
balh.J\.'lh wilh paylo:IJ... llP 10 150g. and l~u\'Y
pJ)'load balJol)lt\ wilh payhhh up to 5/jkp,
TIle R['quire.n~l,t fo tly weatlle~ hal loon, up to 20
km ~hall h.t' veritieJ by AJlaly"i.'i. An :l1l;l1y:-i ... :-halJ
be pCI ft)rn"k.'tllL..ill~ t'lle' Ill'c:ring mV{k~I~.
Vl'rit1catinn 'ihall he: con"iderc:d .. ucce!-sful \Vhl~n
the anJI:-I~is ... hows {hat thc Balloon Sy~tt"ll\ is
cap:1ble of flying wt':Jtllt"r ball11nn~ up II) 20 km.
'Ole Rl""quj[el1~nr to tl)' heav)' p~ylnad bll()olJ~ lip
tl I I() 1.J11 ~hall h~' wrifit'd by Analy.... is, An an:JIY.'ij.~
shJII r.t' perrhrn\:'J u'ling t'ng:incc:ring rmJcI'i.
Verification ~hall be ~'omiJel't'd sUl'ce~~ful when
the .utll}'"i'i ~llllwS that lhe Dalloun Sy,k~1H i~
capaj:\1e ef tlying heavy payluJd bitll00li~ up I,) I()
kill
~ Atn:mp~rir ~kJ~\lI'en~llt Reqlurcn"ellt ~hall
hi: \'t'fified by Analy"i~ :lIid 1n.<,pcl.'tion. An
all:lly~i~ .'ih.~1l be perfom~d thing dlawin~.'i and/or
C\P llJudt'b. An hl<"pe:crion "hal1 be 'pt'dornrd [u
\'c:rit), thar tllt' AutolkHll.m.. W('<1IJk;'J' Balloon
L41wK:h Sy~tt'llI i!l capablc Of rre:l<,urin!!
1t:'llller:.tt1.u·c. rll'~~ure, !lluniilil)'. and wind .~pt't'd.
Vainl':ltil)1l "h:.1l1lx con,idered !llK'.::e,.ful whe:n
tJlt' JII;J!y",i,'i and in"r~·\'til.ll1 ~how t1lJt the
AlttonOtllOU<" Weilflk"-I' B::Illuun LawlC'h SY!>lcm is
cap:lhJc l}flJ~a~urillg It''nl'eraWe, pre~<,urc.
IllllUiJity. and winJ ~peed.
TIlt' Requirement fO lip 10:': kg .,amplt".~ .. hall b:=
vnifit:"d by AJl:ll).'ii~. :\11 an31~'ii ..... hall h~
pt'rflJmrJ u.. ilJ£ t'1ll=il1c:erillg m)lJel<" \1{'l'iti('atinn
Sh;lll bt' (',)n~iJ('r\'J ~lI('l,~ .. ~flJl wll(lI tilt' anaIY"i.~
~hl\w.~ Ijm the Hl'av,v PaylcJJ B,tlJo.m S)'~ll:m.. i'i
',lpahle l)fr~llJrning 2kg 'iJlllp!t:"Il I,) tl~ l:lIl(kr.
(' ....\". I
/
•c APPENDIX B-3: Balloon System Tier 2 Requirements and Verification Criteria Matrix
Twa I (LAl'~CH SYSn~"t/8ALI.oo~ S\'~TE,'l!
rm.f: REQ(!lRBI:'I.7 RATIOSAU: n:Rlf1CATItlS Sl}l:n:ss CRITI:RJA
lhiJ,\(,:\ Ll\.:.dl Si:lloSy,I"!ll Ti~:rll"d I'lflT ..cllnn ,!::,lJ h,' "ailiti! by
,\ II illl.t1: 'I~ ~I~d I h' I'l'fl.l,uni 10 pred ·.et iClrjll·r.lll~~'·" ClU: IJ:';
V..rilj,;"lw:I~I:,tll h,:(·I-'I1."I(!~; .. J 'U,'':'i,!lll <\'I;"'J, If:,'I::','"
.,n;,!y,I' ,h,)"~ Ui' pI ,'d:"'ln~ ":l1~:,:r 11l!l':~ "hi '·ll~.'i"r".J by tJf~'
":"";O\:'IIJ:.! 1'lIlfl'.. r"tIU<'~ Ih..:d ill th~ .Illa!)";' 10', :d'I:1.,b.: ntlr!:':n-: or
,1110:1)'.
TI:..: h:,!:, ,nr. L11111.::h Sul,.~~y,tCl:\ Tt:::; 1"qlJllc'ln'I~! ,'I;,t:lC' the :11;,;rll~,l pr"pcrli,:~ (,ftJI':
.l\.,ll wllh·';lIld 11.\ \1I1ll:t:\ :11I:! ':lhWo',:n'IIS II c·.,rl~·~ n;I!I"nll ')':'~l!' ;,r,' ~::fli(;'~JI: (,j
11~!lIIiU;Ii) 1~1t{"T,,:UI'" ".\iK·r~cl"·l,',! "il)t,r:mJ 1I11.\~I:Utl\;i1;d Illil\il~~III,mi"lo:i pr,'lilc
uU:'ilr;; til<.' :\~'~I(lll prpJ: I~. kll:p"'I:l\il;"~ '1;;.:11 III ,I ')!ll'n11:oIHI in:..vr:l} i" jJl:.lil\;"II:n!
ltd jU(lll L.,\1I1~h '\l,h·S\ '\'~Ill
lk'I.'I.,ji,:,- to T"JJp~I~'tur,'
H:,:iO'l1l [~,ul;l:hSl1~-S:
Ih~,i'l:ll._l·l" !'bHlfll
E;;\ il(.nnl'lll~
11"A' Ua\lon:) L,I::o.:l1 ~;llb·SY'~,·:Jl
,,~,)J na:<'1 ,.II hU:":lIOtl"i :,nJ
p'·JJ~rn:.m;:';Il'''':I:f<')l:r.·I1:,d..riJ''·'[
1":1);111 lh_,"ith;1I l!-": r"ni-\,pr
.JlI·JJOa~r~·nl.,! ::.\fl,'rl,·un:c dll:-ir./;
Ih· lrc.,~ion profil.:.
Till ~ r':q;t~JClll'l1t ,,,I., I'li ~Ik'; m,~:inll!l1",'rO~Ht'c 1.1l~ lfl
t1 .... It 'll:r:l c:l\';ltlnm,:n; :h,[ ll~ Halj,·,n LU1;.:i1 Sub· TI... B"I!'lOn L,uJI, h SI:h,S;<~I<·1l1.,h.11J h,' \'crirlnj lly ;t:1"ly.'i~ A1
S~~t"l:lll\<r "\P"IJl':)::'~' 111., f1crilli.l iI" l\~t", (l1.-p.,J. .,a.dy,i, ~b)] Ix: p,·.r"llIl.'lllll \cnl} 1]:.,( 11 .... Ih:l;'e:1 w,lm.:h Su~-
i;ul!:'·!l. ir"li;il, EOL :tll~ ~hr;, ,w[;,,;.:. E'.ilo'l:tC 10) .sy~I"1l1 ra.<.!l~ IJI"Ii~l;'linl,,,l .nul Jl',:r!dru..nk<' rNJI::n:nl'llt- ddll,,,d
n"lur:ll ,~l:\ Ir'l:lJll m; [or tl: ... It<', "'~;'I1'ljll1' Chr.,!J()Jl 1\':Ii:I:: lhi.. "'ilhilllh.. J:Ill~" I'" "11\ irOtllll:nl,.! ,·\pcri":J.ccd durin; lll<"
,Lna:d 1\,)r iJll "lid.,lc t}-~· '!"':pl i'.... ':.·~1I1JI:, Cor IIj',lcm 1':,,::1.:. V.rtfk:t:io)l ~blJ h.. Cfllhid.:n:d ,1:,:( L'"fu: "·b.'11 Ih.'
"i... 'r,tll"I~;,I":;Ij!.lhtl:ly (1[(!1,· R.,i1c.JC Lm::.ciJ S~I!""Y'ICllt 'll.dy,io!< ~h'\\ ~ 1!~'J Ilk; l3:0Jl,I,)Jl L1\1:11 h S:lb·.')y,k:l1C"1l m.:'''' "I:
Op,·r:'li,.. rl,l P/l.:..:dlr.<·~ L:'ll h: ll~l·d h. 'urr!<.'Jl~·lIl.-!l·)lk;r:: hm:t:(JI\':,] .tt.:J r,·rhl:J1~·,nc,·, r"GlIiXlJ)'llL, (kJi:•.,J wnhin Ill\." f'lllF l)f
,] ... 'J1=I: :'p"!)J!:I~. I,o!< I;~."·<~;u'}'. 10 1I~"'1 Ilk' n,II:,.,] "/lI':IOl1lll.ll:l"j l'l';I.llli.,r~ .,pc..:ifinl
,r.l':rnr.la.:n:,.
U'llf"on Lo1,n~il :\lIh,Sj;;klll
Ih;,j,:.,n"l'lu/rlo:b.·,d
En\·ire!lIlCl1I."
lh.: H:dl('(l1l L'lla:/: Slih .sy,:..:n:
~blJ lll:' t I);>: r":;luih'I~:"'IlI' d~lrin~
,l!j,!~fkl ":lIllda:i"'<·,'p'.,an: If'
IJ~ j!ll.hl~,'d "l:\imlllr~'lIh
,·r.;:chUIt.'r<"'l.l (Juring llu"i,lIl
l'p.·I',U'.lll'.
'nl:, J"l.'yll:n'm,'Il: ,nu:I',', lh.: plup,'i1i," ,)1 th,:'M"]I;',,lI
Ll\lIldl Sllb·~Y'I..:m :,r,' ~1\Hi( i..:m ;,) \, ilh,I,'I:J mUI....·":
,·t\l'lnlllnl:nt, :l:roll~l:uuI dw lIli'~IUJl flt"rlk
H"IlII<In LJmH.'h Sllh.'y,kmr",isl;'I:(C If) ir.du:.'u cnvir(>um'l:~' '!1;,;]
k,: \'<.:rilid by Au:d:~l ... I,nt! T.:'l. Au :lr~l[r~i~ ,11.,11 be po.rli:.trl:....d 10
\..:ri(1 Ilk: "Ii\r., Al(I"I~11l\l>t1; B"lJ"I')1l WUII<'l1 Sy'lcm r"r :,11 i:J.'lIl't·u
,'I:I':mllu"CI,t'. A k~l ~h,Jl h,' p,·rt'lrnI.:U 10 venly rlrdllltt: IhJlI)~'n
l.;'llll' 1; Sllh·S~ ,;,'m ,':'11 1·;'Tllh: rl,'l.jllJr,·)lL'r.I'. JUI:r:~ "ud ;lfla
(lH1r,l].lIil""\i!("ur., l'lll~ 1Ij,IJJ;;.:d C1l\il(lll111l..m, ':I>,;,)'"m:l.:o dlrnn,;
1I~~'iil'll UP~II'I:"lb, V"ilic,tjlJl) ~llitlJ b,' ,'ClIbidclcJ ~ll':"';'~(ll\ I', h"r.
ill<" I,".rly,i, :,ll;! IC~ll'l)lll'irlllllw Ball,'"n L:1llfl(hSun Spl..:n1n}:,'llh..
r'\lllil<·lI~·III.' ,hlri::~ '1ltd Akr <.::l.p,J,ur.' 10 lll,' illdu<·<.... J ~lJI·jruJU1~·r.:~
,·!tL',U:jl'JI\"J ,I::rin/; tlli~,inll
c.
f-j"lhJOIl blllH:llS\lh'~Y,ICill
Ek..:tTl'llll'pldh En' IfOlUll,.'IlI~1
I:H"-.:"h ~E:l) Cl'tltl"[
k:dlp,)ll L:,tIl,,'h S:l~·SY'I"lll ~h~l!
r.)JIl·.lv:v!lleS;m<!U1,lrllJh:1I1.t1I0!l
liJl"~ ,u,'h tI:;,1 EI'·'1J,.l;l~,;;m'il("
1-:J1'J:nlr:1I"~1l1,,1 E/I,I~'lj (EJ I :.n.:
llulIiml:lcd:
t=1""U"tn\.'!,~l""ll( I:ni.',·t.,. 'IlJll~,J E!('CUOII\I!Jh'lic Ellri,vnlll":(
C(lIJ'~) Il:hdily 'l:,lil h" h'l iii,'!! hy Arl;dy,i~, L:~J"'l'tilllL :UIU T('~l All
;'l1,lly.,i~ .'hlll I,.; p"flilrl~d hI \lai Iy Ilul Ilk.' H:lllnO!l L"ln<.::h Sllh-
Sy,l<.::m j, in cU:lljlIJ~Ih:"" wIlh lik.l EI,·"trc'l:lJplC!I( tlll'ir.llllll:IILil
Elf,', I., I EJ) n''!(lir.... n~'u:' It hilc in I])", flr.:~l"r\{"'· orl1r ,',lltorllul
Thi, r"'qllir':lrcill ,·n'un·. l)~,ll!,,· lbjl'I<.IJlI.,;.,:mdl Suh· d.'CJr"lr~';;;lCll'· :~n\'jr'llllll.:r;l. An i';.'Ik.·(li<1l1 .,t~llJ h<.: Ik.'rfor::rd .If th::
S;',kUl j, '('llp:ltlhk wi:h F-,k"!l'JlJ~'':IICli, bl\ 1~"llm"IlI,,1 drl<wil1,1;" 10 v"nfy' llul lh., J"'ij!ll" iii (,'n1FlJ~Jl(".A k'i ~ILill he
Ffk.:t~ (1:3/ C"lilwl h·'I::J!~·lI\.'a'<. :n "nkr 10 n-.:<'l p..:ri'lnra:J 10 \l"rif~ lhal (J~ ojl<.:r:tli.)ll"II',·d"'lrlR;:I.:C h·qllir,':ll.'ilh ;11':
'llh:rll:t'JlI"j .'llt.l pl'rton:t1tI":c t""yllllc;u·n~. ~Jl;,:Il.lhlr whrk 1n.',·lint: Ill: ;,ppli"abk f:j (."n1:'llibJlily 1"f''1uin.·lt!<:·m,.
V"nfic,ltin:l ,hull ~ .:.llJJ'JJI:lt't1 ~ll,:n·."hil wll-n lil: "n.Jy;i.,
in,p,'cli"n. :lIui Ir~1 ,lk)W ll:~l t1~ B:,llo"lll LII:Illil SUh·S~'l,.mi~ ill
t"lllllll,ul.:<': with r.1'·,lfl,llJ~'p1,'I~C Eu\,ir,'::Jill·Ut.,] f.lr.. l'l~ (E3/ CmlmJ
rcquir....!IL·lll. whik ill lh... pl,·~t·.::r,· 'JftJ),,: <'.\l,'nt:! <·!.-(ll"U~,gr."lic
'·;'\-lrtlnlll:n1.
1~.,llonll LLutwh Sd-'·.'\y·:~m
Ik.,i~,l.,ll':.· 10 ("~rnhl"j:
B.dll)OIl bllndl Sllt'l·SY~l<.'lJJ(('In"hion f{nl~l"l'';;~ ~!l.dl 1' .... \,aif";.<,{1 by
AJl"l~~i~ .,/;.lln-'pCl,'I:,m AI, ,oIt,ly~i~ ~1~,11 h.... ll..:rf'lrlll·C ((J \nifyllMl
~i: Ihllo"n Lil:l:dl Suh·Sy,kBl ~IHllll~ \\ IIl~ I;)i' pru'l.'>illlh III K·\SA-
STl)·f,illl'. ~la:lJ;u\ll\-b1t'ri.ll;11 ..: Pn>C"'~'l'~ Hl·i.JUllcll.:n~~ for
TIl<.' l-l,d blUIl L'll:J.:h Sllh-SY,lCIIt nli, f"'iniICI1~nt,'I:,ur\'~ r!~,1 <:r'~~'hi'llIhuild ·up wi I! lin: Sp"""'L·ra(1. An jn,pL ~:i,\\l ~lt,~l Iii' p"riVIII'C(J Iu ,hOI\" t.I~llll~ H.dlOi'::
... 1\:,11 hI' '-"17,,'IC·;1 J<:,jq;,I;I. "l' llf "II ,>Ir) II.<I 1<:" 'n LlIUl..:h r,llb,'lY~l~·lIlh,r.l\. ;,! ..~ L'lIlh.'1l Sl.lb·.'i~ ,1~1ll <'}Il~Jly 1\ Illr th,' pr,WI,tlJII' \,r 1'ASA .<ITI),(}016
\\'rilic'IIHlr ,h,iI! h..: l.lIl,ith.':,'d ~lI,l;",~rl!l I' h":1 (l~ :m,J!y'ls ;mu
'JI'p"'cll'ln ~l),.',\\ tl:,'llh: B:til,H':1 L:,uu.:h S~I!-.'i~;\,·m 111'':ll~l<:
1'1.,1 i'~Ult' ,J!, :'JASA·S f[)·!i(llt,. SI:,mLlIl! I\bl .... ll'.d.mJ rf"'·".\"·~
Rnju:n·ID:I:L,I:'rSp:'";.,,I'.d1.
!t:!<'[f"" 1\,·;;:t.;,~r!..:r:L' '!:.,:! h,' \<'r:(:~d h~ A;I":~"i) .'l:l~ trl'.p,,,"O;: .-\:.
,,:;.';~'J~ ,It.:: h" r": ';Irt:Ctl .1.'II:g tlr ,\\ l:;,i' "nJl(J~ (AD lIn.!.-!> A
'~L"l:",,':;~lf.ll:llli n,y 11" J",r:~·.r:ll::! I"IJ:'; ~ \·.,i1ul.-t':A·',;;\ r-':l'le"'rl:,,:ih'
1:""..-1,· l:j' .\.:: il: ,pee lion ~It:; I 1>,' Fcd~)r:l.:d I', \ c'r. ~~ til ..: :1..: H:';!l\<~:·!
LJ,:;l'i: S:l~)-SY'klll :;'T..:rLt,',·, I' :I~~ .,dj:ll·"l:! SIC Ik, ,·,ll:11111J:.';:··
\'.:r:l:. ,;,lI1\ ~!...dl i'~' ,:o:'-.d,'! ,It! 'I·.:.... ~~~;,:j "'"'' " ...",,:, "''''.''
J:O:"rl''':''II,mJII'''I!'~'I::~,I:.,:: 1,,' \"I:(:d~ II) .\1:.,:; ': ..,~:,! It''.'l''d~=
p''',,, """ "."," ,.",,",,,,,,,". it!·," ,", "":11: ~',,:. Ii,,' ,::,d.\ ,. \ ~:: :i: 11,' 1',';';, 'I';:l'" :h:::;; ·.It:1 • l::~.' ..11.:'", '-::"\J) ;~~',!, h, .:\
",J:I:~:":1 hI .1l~.·1 :'."..: \, :!: "t:i"""11: IL,;,,,):r '\"::":':':"::1 t:,·It~",~,.ll :.f:lJl~ I:l,y ill' jk:i;lr::;.'.j 1<l:L;·ll'lf.,·.,;]} 1.:r::"~'·I::.JI~','
:"'!dr' ", ' "'L: Jl :':... I~ "\~"'l .. ,"'. ',,1"· I:A>." '·."i'. A•.u'i·' ..:;.,':~ :t"i ~", ".,: hJ' "rf~ 1:'.\1 \h' d.,I.l"''';ll
S":,'n: ,l.".p: .;..~ I<,~'I tl:..· :l:;"::'·,.~;: 11;';" ~.:;~' ';".;:l.'~" "J:d I" .. '''' ':S"',.,, ,I,,,, :.:1,':':""':'" I' :l!'... ;!:,,,.,,::! l~ ,\;I'~'l: .<;IJ!)·.\: ,lc:l:
~( ...t' 1:01 i:,',.::t1.\,'I;. I;T:...:I r,·r:"1r:I~.l~""~ ,ll;",':I:
,·,:.Ilj· """n!~
I
I~'~l~:: l!~,:;l'i,:I; ::~'.:~;:::~~~ ~:.r:':;: l~:;: ~~~';JII~~';i~~~~':~:';';:-:;~'~;:~
I~i~~~i::'::i~i::::':~:~':,~~~::',':;,:,~~:;:;,;~:":~ ::~:~:'::~+ "",1
I . ,
n;~· fhl!(,oll bUl-.:I: Suh·S;. 'kIn
,iI"lI "'UI:;,I;, 'nl];(\'II:.'II::I:.ltj,ll;
CnOirul Rcq:ur"lll.·n!' j).'''::JlI}'r:l.
K"lInl'a L.1l~lch 'ilJh·S~'i,·n:
(,)Ill,IIl111uLiO:.Cm:J<J:
I
1::.:~ ~::::.~ ~.\.~:'.:~\: ~;~.l;:" ~:;~,~': '::~c.
I11::,::i;,::::,~'::'1 S,o'", '" SiC I~'::~,:'~':,~:,".~:~"'::;::::~:!'~;:~i~--------+-I---
i
:l~ '!J ,11""1: LtI.':..h'<:tl'·:;}~:,~JtI
);;.. lJ: . ..-rr"""."i ,.:.",,'1''-.
/'Ll'"''''''''':'''''''''''''''''':'''''
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I
ii~;::!: :;::~;; :~~:;!II::_J,~S~~~'~;~:~':~::~l;j~
IL"""h --
I
TIFR I 11.r\lJNCn SYSTI-:<\l I IIAI.(,()()N S\'STEMI
Rt(}lilRBf."Ol' R·\TIOS.4.I,E
Tbl.' B.1IJ"o:l Laur.:h Su~-Sy,tl'm
.h,ll n,,1 d:lIl~:!:c til' i3:J:!"llt1 Sub- TIlj, reCjllir,:,a.'JI: l'll'llr~, :h:11 :'~:lT:!r..:', n":l:l"'ary iO
Sy'lc.'1ll Juring 1,,::111:11 III l:lllllal I j, Ininiml/c d:I!1J:\fC In tbe b:~I:(Jq!i if till.' ~.11Joun :md
m.il].: b,'\\\ ~l'n lho.., ball0'~11 :IlK! Uk' lawk:::.,:r in;:lh C'nnnG;. (,!..di~l( I <'a:-I; i}(l':T Jlln:l./.: I:ll:l;'::'
:'t~,l;d..'r.
\'ERU1CA1'JOS suceF..','; CRrn:H.IA
Dall~I!='" nril:i:-:n/;l:i(lll rrqtlin'll:\'m~ ~hal! he v..:'riJkJ by r\11..lly,i~ ;~ ..!
D':JlIon,ur:tinl1, All ,maly,i\ ~h:lll b.: p..'r;'llm:u u'lr.£: Jrawing, ;ui(j,','r
CAD m,del, A 1l.':I"'llI,tralion Illa:,' N' ['k"rfnrm.:d U';Ilf,: f\
rt'pr.'\\'n:iulv..' llOh:l,-up of ,imil:l..'" ml1aiOll·. V,'tiriraLiIlIl .11:111 hI'
.·o)lhid,·r..:d .ll-: ...·.~ f~jl \, h.'11 d;,~, anOlI~ ,i~ and llL'P"'~lion ,h·'\I" I]~': (h..:
B;:l!lloll Lnlll!.;h Sll~"S} ,I"::ll II :li :l, ,: '!:Ult:p: t]l": [JalltHlj! St:i'-Sy't':-lli
dlno:r, l;lll:\~h
•
ITI""",,,',,,,,"" .llhl:l"e, :bllh.· n.l" Oflh: Blll;',oll
IL"",'hS,,"-S,"",IlI wili )~I\(' l\:':\lr:u! 110.'::;:1: 1'(' ,'fr,','1 <1',
,I~' owrali UI." nl':l \i,lr, I.wc,'r :1llC \.. ii: :'I)~ ddfaci
:;\11:1 '.11 ... IlIlt" :l!l,).:alitlli 10 Ih.: Balluon .'l\\~-S:':t':a
."-1a<. R<"\juirl'Il'I'I1I, ~h:lll h.' vcl'i!i,.'d l'~ ..1,.;:al.I·,i .. alid Te"lill~. ,.l,,;l
aL;ol}',i, 'I~lll bi! p ·I,{ort1l,d It,in~~ ':I;~'.\'If\'::' ;[1.11101' (:AD JI))I! ... I·.
Te'lir.~ ... ));:11 r.l' p rf"rm.:J h' \ ...riJ~ tl~ll :):., !l;'Jllo<1I\ L1\l:I,:h $ltl)-
SY'kl~\ 1::1" Jo,', 11"t .., ,c,·.:d ~()WI I,~. Ve: ilkalh'on .Ji.lil b... ":'llc"lJef<!J
'lK~· ..'~.lhl \"lk'~lll~,,' an::l;"I' ,md l...",linr ,!l<lW {h;.\i :h: Ba:lOl<m L:lln~'h
Sub-5y.lt'fll ll~l~~ i.' wi l!:i~l :' I~i l~.
£l:ll!I~,t\ UlUll;h SUh-Sy'lcIl'
Wl':n'::"r Balloo.l L'\t\ll\:!l
/{nILJll .... J, .... I:1
Tb..' B:II:oU:l Lm""'11 Sllb·S~ -len: ·[hi... It"qllir"'I:l'I:! WI. 1~ mif]imWIl :It:l',,·pl;\hl.., l\lt:h...r l)f
,i~ljl 11.: l:lpa1-:.., '-ll bm..:hlll,l: 1~;'I(' i'IiH:;:h~. fl,r Ih: ,y,ll':llI0 l:~cllh: J ...·'lr..J ::U:llb....l of
~:; \\c:ll!lo.:r h::lloon, ill~YJ"'J1hcrk 11l::t~\lh'll ...'nb
Tt... R.oljlllrem::jll'l laur:th up :', 2~ I\'l'mlll:r 1-JIIO(lIh ,1-..:dl il" \I.'rifil.'{i
h~ A;'..1!~.j ... , An a~l:y,i ... ~h:lll {>I.' l"·'lillll'C.IIl.i:1~Jral\li:lg, :l.rd/e'r
C"\D n:(}d,'i~. \'...·T11i.:aliun ,h;l!l h' ,othiflcrt:d 'lio..'tr.,fd I,:j;:n tl...'
:ll:;II~.: ..... 1,.. \\'", lbl II...... Ballou:1 L'lu:~:h Sll\'>-S~'!l'm I' l';lIMhlc ,)f
1:l\I.-:..:!iinl; up 10 ~S '\ eml:.:r Iooaj:ur)fl~.
Rall.{'r· !.;lunch Sul1-S:"lelll
\\'1.':lIJk':· Ballo')ll Slmarx
Il,,:qdn'l!'I,'n:
Th," RI.'Cjlli/t"llk'UJ 10 ~[r)r~' up 10 :5 \\\,:t:hcr ldl{)I~!I_,!'.a!1 i}(~ \'l'riih::J by
Tlk: R;LlJ{llll1 L:l\llo.:h S\:h-S:,'I~n~ Thh l'I.:qtllfcrn.'fll ~,·l' l~ ~l1.n.itl::m :~l''':'';'lalllc :l\:t,:h~r oJ AI;al~.i,. Ali Olll~I~',i, ,.h;!:1 bl' ;lali'mll'll \l~iJ1g,h;I'":n~,;' :::IJ!(\[ CAD
.·hall h... '::~l'ab:", tof<.lfJrrn:: up If,::, 1\<::l\I~r hal!ooll. 1I"k: Ballnon L~imd: Sll~-S~ '1~'lU IIll;.ll;\<' llil.';d". V.:ririe,ninn ~l\:ll1l-c ('()lhit! ..'r,,~ ~"I.','''''' ::11 '.\ b.:n t1:~ "'::li~.!,
\\C:ll!lcl' 11;I![oron.... at'!ll~ 10 \lOr.,.· .hol\ ~ fb:J tl:I.' BuiinOIl L1:~'1l.'11 Sub·.':~I":Tl1 i~ eap.lhle of ,:orlns up l(>
~5 II "Oil::cr balllJon,.
Bdlo"n LU::l.:h Su!l·Syq,'1ll
f-[c';Jv:, P,I/Ioad Ba!loll!1 Ll\il'..:h
f{"i.j\lll'·I'~rll
ID:.'ll'llln L~lln.:h Sllh·SY"iI:m
H,w:y P:\yfuaJ BaUou:; Slora~l.'
]("'ltul"{'.ll'l-'nl
I""II""" L,,",-h S",-S,,,,,,,
!Ball.)on "a~ !oad R"QllJrl'Il;"l1\
Tlk.' Ballt'on lmll1ch Slll'-S~ -~cm T!u.' n oql1jl"'m':Jll ~\'b 11k.' minimum :~(;l''''p:abk nur:lbl.'r of
~hall h.: ...:~pahl ..· IIr imul.'lldl~ UP,Il1 I;:un,hc> fo'r tll':'Y"'ll.'lll 1<) 111.',,\ :.l1c· <k.il.:d IlllTl;b':l of
.' 1l..'iI\ Y]l::yl":ld hall,.ovll;'. hl~:I\'Y JI;I~ll):l\t J1:~IIl'
~~~ Il~~ I~';~~:1~1~U,~;.t~;:)l;;:;: ;;~:';::l :l I;~.~~~ :';:'~;Il;i;'~/I :~~:\ l'I~~I~ll~,IC~:,li~~:;~~11~;1~~~~~~~;~~:, I~~l;:\:';~l~f
hi.'llvy P:l~ In:lJ b:,lhkmc I~\(l.t Ix ab,,' hI ~I(,f\~.
Th... Ball('or! L:UIll.'h Su;"'·S~"I,·1\l
:~:i:~::~ S~;;::::;~~:,~::~:~;:::~:;:;,:i' :I,:::~;;~~~::,~:'~:' ~~':,':~,,:';'::':;:~,;~~~I:;~~~:'~:::,IO"'I
["l!lllon., \1 ith p.tyilwd, :'1) II; ItJm'!= h,llll~\1a.
,TBR).
TI'k' R'~IJ;llrl'mCm II) 1:11mdl up In .\ h'a\'y pJyloatl h;I!!I"m, ,hall ho'
\l'rifil.·u b::At1.:lly~i•. An:ll1aly~i, ~halJ h,~ pClfur!ll:d llli'IfJ1::I' ing...
,u:d,'.)! CAD ",,1-11.'1,. VcrJ:;L'alioJ1 .hall h... Cl)!\.,:dl.'rcd <t.:.·.... ' ... ri!l Ilfl~1l
Ih.: :m.:lfy~i~ ~hcIII·.' a~lt lh,.' Alltlll<lll!.;l\IlI.:11 Stlb·S~,tl'\l1 i. ('apI-ie 01
i;utll.:I:!I1~ ap ll):l h,';lI'}' pOlyh'aJ hall'aJll'
T)lo..· R... tj\ljr~ll~Tl: III ~T('ft° Ill' \lI (I h{,:1\'~ payll,tld h:I!l<IfII!" ,hall h..'
H'rilinl hy Al':lly.h '\JI t:n:lly,j, ~hall h.: p'Tf"~JILd lhiJ1~ clril\,.. ing"
anil/lor CAD lnlJl'!, \'\:r!1:~';lllOIl ,h;lll he' '<UI'llklcU 'll!.:c· ...."flll \\'f1<'11
tl1I.' al\a!~,i~ ,,IlOll" IlLol til<.: Balhl,m l..:lllli.;h Suh·S:'~lem is l':lpahk <)f
.\Inrjl~~ lr,J [0,' 11\';l\~' p'l.\~IJad c:ll!l.l,'n,.
TIlL' R...'<.jUit"'llk:llt 10 pru,'id,' \\~:llh..'r halloe)ll, that C:Ul !ili up (0 ~OOg
~TBRl::nJ h..a\·~ paylll:\J ba!1'l>lIh hl hflllp tn j(}llk,; (TBR) ,hll: be
l't:rifi,',llly Artll)'... i,. All anal~\i\ .,I1:~11 h~' p,>rfor:1L:d ll"ill~ drawing,
;:nJ/"r compllla ni'l,!.:']. V,·rifira::Orl .• b\ll ho' t:')~l,id"r"'d ~u.:",·,'~~~u!
.....1'11:1\ IJ:..~ ;Ulilly.b ,h,,'.\" thaI tll:' Oallolln L111f),~h SU"-S~'lelll ;, C;IIl"t-I,·
"I' lalilk:lul:g \\·(';\1]lo..'f b:dhYJn... with j:;lylu:ld ... liP to 21~l,!.' (TBR) :ulL!
11o.,.ll :'IM~'lo11J !'al1<'lln, wilh P:J.yl(I:IJ~ lip lP ll!ojl~:g ITBR)
llallllUlIl..::llllll.'h Slrll-SY,I~m
W....IIl:...·1 B::U'Hlr: lnlt.lt!,m (;:1'
[(<:l!lllr"!l-w..·!lt
Ihll o"J::L:.lil1li.hSub·Sy;.t.'n:
Ikll': P.I;.ir,:I<.! Ba!h.'olllnlf::l;()l~
G:~~ H..'ql:ir"Il"·!11
Till: B,dlnon l..:LU:,x:h Sub-S}'l"m
',bll h.: ,ap:lhk "fl-lr{,\'id:J~!,
~l<llil'jl'll\ Ii fling gal, !O Ii:: '.I't:;\Uwr
I'::ll"on. IU a i\lar~ :ill\)IJ'l'h'::l ..,
;dli:\JJl' ..,f ~n ~m
Thl! Rllll>CIlL:lIlllCh SIlI'-S~.ll'r:l
"J:aI1 11l'Clp::hkll;"pn).. idillf
:.li:'::I.'I...:I:: lifliJ:~: fil' [oj :;~ ~A':g'::
i':I;,lu;ld U;:I!O,.. ll'tol;1 \1;::0
:llJl:,l.pf.... l.'::Jli:IlJ ....JIWllll
T~..: Rl'\lUir('m:111 \1) pr..lViJ....urii.:icl\llifl:n::- ~:l' III 11;. 'Vl':Llh:r 1'o:111c'o:"
lr,l {<J ~O!--;m ,halJ ht~ h'rifil.'c1 hy AI!;\l:,H"', .-\n ,11l::1y.i. ~h<!1J h:
'n~, r.:tjll:rem.·1ll ,('I;. II:.: J1ta"~ "f j::.Jl;~wJl!~l" to la."·\ lhc pl'lf'Hm:iJ lI~lIlgl'I:PI\(Xlillgml,kb. V(:lifiraC,'!I\ .•lttl] h.:: CllJhi ..krl.'u
1l~llinJ:1I11 \',,':llhc'r bal~t'oll aftitlll.k r('qlJir.:-nk:lIl. 'lJn"'~.,rlll \(!WIl th..:: :In,l\y.i, .• ll()\n \J~lllh(' Balllll\ll L.mfll.'h Sltl'o·$y,l<'ll!
l~ l',l)l:1r.k o)fpI<)vjdillg ~uJli('l"m Ef1illl:t:;" 1>1 lly w-::lIr.:r ~:l!lo,1n. up
102(1 km
TI:..· nl:(\ll:r('Illl.::JllI.l pr,)vid\' ~llm(,:-:lH lil'lilly. f~a, III ::y h":I\';.' payload
r-al1l)\'~h :IP In JO kill .1\;1111'0(' \'I'l:lkd h~' Alld}'.l .. '\1l :tmly,i, dLJiI h'
'f1li- l"tiu:r'·lli.'m ~l:I~ IJ;.' ll~~' \)f lUO.:1 ion ~a. tel:\.'-:t Ill.: pl.'l'f'lr::k'J m Ln~ '~llgjl!l.., ...'ri I~f' 111)d.::l~ V,~: i r:1.·:lIiol1 :.!L:!i I'oe c<;'I1,!\kr..:d
lI:irll:1ili:;II~:L\ y pa:I(,,,J h,111i10l~ alliluJ.: n.'tjllll\·l1k'r:1. ~ll':"c~,rul \\ h-:n Ill,,' ;L:LII~.i: .... llIl\\' .. t!:.tlll ..: B:L!lullr:. LlIllk.'): Sllt--S,\,IC1~:
i, L'ap;lblc <If rro\'ahq; :,tc"Ti':;I.·rJ\ lifcnt,: 1;:1' [0 l1y h::l1 y 1"I:.'~(';al
1J:l)l'lon~ l~lll) JIlj,.:m
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TIER I (tAUNCH S\'STE~IIBAttOO,," SI'STEMI
TinE
B~1l0{)1ISub-SY\lem
Re,,,i.;.taIlI:C 10 TClIllJo.:.rature
REQUIRE~INT
Bnllooll Sub-Sy~lelll. ;,hall
with,und llU}jlllunanJ minimum
. f~mpcratulr:~ e\pt'.rienc:rd (bring.
lhe l1li~"ioll prl1lik.
RATIONAI.E
Th;, requirCIl~llt en\ure, th.~ therrml
I'H'pcl1i~lI i\ft1:e DUIOIlOlll'JU" wt:Jtho.:.r balll'olJ
"Y\l~m <HI' ItJ/'t1eielll tn witll\I~t11d lnl\lnun!
:llld Illin:nr..llll n1i",linll prPfih: lo.:.mperaf\lre\
~Ik'h !lUI opcmtiDt\;11 illi~~.;flty i~ Imill!:Iin~d.
VERItlCAnON SUCCESS CRITERIA
Balhml\ Sub-S)o<;,tem Thermal Protection :./ull b~
v~rifit'd hy Al1Jlysi,. An a[4dy~i~. ~lu.dll'!c
p~rfornrd 10 prc:dict t.:nlpt'l":ttur(... during: mi~~iOll
,~t.JgC). \'erification ... lull be cOIl,idcl'C"d
,~tJCce,):-ful when thl' Jllalysi,'l'lhi\w,) t~ prediCteJ
ft:mp~rafure.~ at'~ envdoped oy the opt"r:1fiorul
te01paarurc" u~ed ill t11t' :1naly,i.s If) clIkublC
m.:lrgin.; nf ~af~ry.
B:l1lool1 SUb-SY;'lcm
Re.;,i~fancc to Natural
Ell\'imlUl"Cllf.'
Thb rcLluircnclIt eMahli.'l/'lt') 1111I:\inUlll
t'~~po,urc till):: to dle llaturrd cnvirolln~lI1 thut
!lIe Baltt10n Sub-System nlJy e.xperic:n.:::c. T'u.~
Tht" BallDoll Sub-Sy)tcm "balJ m:d paiod include:. on-p:.ad, lawlLh. r1'JIl~it, ED~
all fUIl..:tional anJ pel'(urmance yfar~ )urface, and Mar... Ilight. E~rO'lllrt~ ttl
ll'l!uirenro,... dt'fillcd wIlhin the mlural t'uvironllll:lIl.s fOT Ihe neCe\~al)' tiJ]~
I\'ithinlhc rall::~ of cnvirllnn~nt:ll dunllion "hotlJd nnt invJlidJI~ the (k~igJl
expericnced dlu·ing: the mjll,~ioJl pertimn;.JJlcc 01" operational CJp:.ahilit)' '·Jf Ult:':
pfonk. BaBnon SUb~SY~h~m. Operat,iona! pr,)ctdurG~
can he lM·d tn .)llppl~rrent eleln:nr dt'.~ign
capahility. .:1\ llCL·t'.)~aIY, 10 neet the nalUl':ll
\:ll\ Irnnnruh,
The Balloun Sub-System ,hall be verified by
.:IllillySI). All "JlIaly",is .\h~11J he perior~J to verify
t!l;lt lhe Balloon Sub-Sysrem ncet~ lbe nmctinnal
:Jnd perf,)rnunce re~uircll~nh ddilh:d within lh~
willulJ the range of cllvinlrun:nf.uJ expel"icn..:-ed
durill~ (he mi.~\jon profil~. Verification shall be
l:tlrL~idcred :'1J,;ce.~,)ful when the al1aly-~i,~ .. how,
that the Balloun Sllb-Sy.~tl'Il1c:m rreel all
funcliillJ:ll and r'Crt"OTlrtJIlCC reljllil't'Ill.:'Jll.'i dt:fined
witJlin the I"ullfe of cnvirollllt::ntal corldirioll)
~pecjfied.
mj.~.~iOllllpt:r~tillm.
lhe It'qllJlCI~I1l~ dWlIll,; Jnd anel
\.·'UllJlative e;\pt'.~ure to the indu..:ed
ell\'1I0nnk'nt<; cJlcoUJltercd during
Ballo(~n Sll\"l·Sy.~f('m
Ik"j,~raflce [l} IJKluced
Ell\'ironm..~III<;
8;11101111 Sub-Sy\rt::m rc.,>i~lallce 10 inJuced
t:ll\·irOnllk'tllll \hall be verified by Analy.~i., alld
Tc)l. An an::ll}'~is .)hall be pClt"llrn.:d to \'e'.rify the
~bll{)on Sub-Syl,lem for all ind\K'ed
Thc Balloon Sub-Sy\tem :-.hall m:l't ~nvironJl~l11\. A le!lt \haJI h~ perfornl."d til verify
TillS le~lU1T~nrrn ell'Ule, the pTllpelhe~ of Iht: that the Balhlllll SUb~Sysfcmcan n~t'l Iht:
Balloon Sub-Sy;'lclll <Ire .~lIffiCit'lll til ......ilh~l:lOJ rt.:4uir~1l~nts during and arrer cWl1I.llative
illdllc~d ~n\,jronm:lIl~ Ihl'OllghoUlth,: mi.~~il)n L''\PO'>W'(. to dle induced c:n\'ironHl:lIl~
pronk. t'IlCI\Ulllt'reu dw·jng mis .. ion opt'Latit1ll'.
Veri!icanon ~hall be considered .'lllcce"fuJ whc:n
the :1l1t'lIy(i~ and te.~r cllntirmrhe Balloon Suo-
SY_~It:m ll~el~ the n:quirerT'l:ll!s,uuring ~Jld after
1:,PlJWlt: to lht induced em·iTl)lln~Jlt.~
Balloon Sub-S)"'tem
Re~i"'l;l1l('e to COITD,ion
The B~lIlool1 Sub-Syqenl ~hJII bc
~\llTO'li\)Jll\'~l\t.lOr.
Thi.~ rt'quircnrlll t'lhure.... thaI ('·On"OSiOlI build~
up will nllt O~Ym Oil JI1)" Ballnon Sub·System
hardw:lI\:.
BalJoun Suh·Sy"relllCnrrn.,ion Re.'lislJnce :.hall
he' verifieJ by Analy.'ii,;, and IthpectilHl. An
:JIl:lI),)i5 .shall hi: perfortTlt.'d to veri I:" that rhe
R:Llluon Sub-S)'l,tcmcomply with the prn\,j.~ion:-.
\)t' NASA-STD-liOI6, Sl:.tnd:ud Material Jnd
Pmce'\,'>es Requircrll::l1t.\ for Spacen:..ft. All
in~Jlt:clil)fl .~h.:lll he p.:rformed to ~ho\\' Ihat the
BalllJtln S\lh-Sy,tem comply wilh Ihc pr\lvislllllS
()f NASA~STD-()OI6. Vl.'riflt::nion .\h:Jll he
l:omidercd sU(.'ces.~fuJ wh~n the an....dy.~i,... and
in,;pl~diiln :,how that !he Ballllon Sub-SY.'1lcnJ
llk'el lht: pl"l)\"i~i("lll'l of NA.SA-STD-6016,
SI:md:JnJ M:"lerial an,l PnlCcll.'1t".'1 Reqlllrenleot.s
Balloon Sllb-Sy,rl'nl
Clll\lJlllill:Jtion (l)Jlu'nl
Clealllil1e... ~ R~quirt!trl::ntll .~haJl be verified by
AJ1idy~j\ and In~pc(tion. An analy"is shall bc
Thi... l"equircnrm t'IISlU"CS that tht: Balloon Suh. ~t'~·ftln~J ~o vt'l"i~ Ih:1I the B~Il'IUll Suh-SY'!l:m
Sy.~tt'm i~ qm!jl::lti \'t::Jv vcrifil~d In he fl't::t': of I.) 11\ ~llrnpllJnCe with Cnnlan~lIl..1til)J~COlllml
. .... Re411I1'ellrJlf.~DllCUOlCll1. An JIlspct:1Jon ~hall be
llle B~llo~)Il S'ub-Sy.~ler~slu~J <l~J pan IC\llutt::'Jud nllll- p:.ITllculart" ~ll:lIt'n:"1 erforn-rd tll v\~rif" thi.il the 8alloon Sllb-SV.~ICnl~'ortlplv with CCJl1.:mun:lllolJ Contr\ll Vl.)lhh~ III 1111..' lllll"lmi un:udeJ l'VC. fbe Balhlon p . .'. ......
. , • , LS III compliance \\'l1h Clllltillllll1.1l1lJl1 ClllltrolkC4uirl~n\';nh D()Culn:~nr. Sllb·Sv~lcm will al.,,) bc ilprrllpn:ife'lv R . J
rrllICC·h:d tJlr\)Ul.!h rc:pa..:h,ll!.;ill!..: prior ~o ~qt~rcnrll1.~ DIKu~nt. Venficution ~h,l I beill.~laJ!Jriull. .. P w ~ conq\!~rcd sllc('~s~;hll whcn the =III:.lJy:-.i~ :llld
in~pC('tlOn show that ttll: B:1!111l)n Sub-SY.qclll i~
in ~0rnpli:1nce willi ComalllinatiLln Cmnt)!
RC41Iirt'lrl.~nt\ Dlk·mnCllr.
Tlk,~ B~IIIlCflSuh-Sy.'fern ~14i11
BallthJll SUb-SY'lt:m Imer:':ll'l' l1\!(rt:ICI: with :J,jj;lCt:nr
COJl1f\llk'rlh.
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TITLE REQUIRE~v...'T RATIONALE VERIF1CATION SUCCl~~S CRITERIA
~1a.~~ RC4uiren~n:~ ....hall be ..'ailjed by Anu!ysi:-.
anJ Tl:':'ting. An aOJly'ii.......hall he pt'fforrn=d thing
Thi.'- requiren~lIt en,urcl" that the nl.:l~'" 0fthe drawill~'\ nlld/or CAD nJ(xit:h. Te<.,ling ... ball be
The Ballooll Suh-Sy~tem I,hall have Balloon Sub-Sy"ICJll will have ntinilml perfonrcd (0 "erily Ih.lt the B<.IlIoon Sub·,Sy tclIl
:ll1tl'i') flQ gte.ller Ih:.J1l 500 k~ ncga(jv~ effc:ct Oil d~ overall [ru~.~ of the ~br~ In.:ll,l, dOcl; not t~\cc('J )()(l kg. Verifii:atioll hall
Au{(lllrllnou,:< Balloon LUJnch S~"lertt be L'un"idcl'ed su.;,·c ... Ju! Wht'lllhe JJl:}ly.... i and
kMillg "ibow that the Balloon Sllb.SY'ileIllllrJ .... 'i i~
w:lllin limit...
BalltKl1l Sub·S~':'tem P,lyloi!d
Rcql:irell1~~nt
The Ballooll Sub·Sy.\.tem sh:.tll
indude wt:ather b:ll!norh cap'1Qle
t'f carrying payI0:Jd<; up to 150 g
arKI heavy payload ballufm..
ciJpable uj'I,::.trrying payJu;IJs lip h)
5IHgITBR).
This requilenrm seh the millimum p:lylt);lJ
r~ljuircmt'llts for [he wl'tlthcl bal1(IC)n and
heavy payload balloon.
The Rcqllir<.:n~llt hi pn)\':Jt~ \\'r.:mh~l hul1ulln,
t llat ":i.I11 lifillp 10 150 gand hellvy payluad
b:tllol)lls tu lift up to 50 kg shall be ...erifie,~ by
,\nnly~is. An allaly.~i.~ ..hall be f'errormed U'.,ing
Jrav:inp 'lIld/I.)], computer rnodel~. Vel'ifkutitJn
\11;111 bl: c('>I1\i<.h:red slli,;('essrl.ll when the ;lllalrsi~
~11l1\\'~ lhat the Balluol1 Sub· System is capabk of
I:UUlChillg wt:ather balluvn\ with p'lyl'lad'; up IQ
150 g llnd ht::J\'Y payload balloon.'; with p,lylo<tuc,
The Balloon SLlb-Sy<;!ern shall
Balloon SUb-Sy"!t:m We:lth:r include we-abler ball')Oll\ capable
Balk)l}n .-\ltirude RequirerTk'1lt of flying to:.J \1:Jr\ .JtrnO"ipbl~rC
a/lilUJr ()f 20 km.
Thi:- reqtliren~m ~~ts t~ minimum accl~['table
altitude for the "'y)tt~1ll to lll.'..:t riA; Jesir~d
atmo....pheric pfl)file COrriLh)r,
Th\.' R~qujrt'rrel1t for "'t.'~th~1 I,);Jllool1:-' capal'le of
flyillg ur fO 20 km .. hull h..: \'erilied by Analy,j ...
An Ltllaly:-.is shall b~ perl"l'rllr.d ll-'iilliellgil1C~rillg
l1KJdeb. Verili('atioll \lm!1 he ~;ollsii.kred
~UCCC'iSllll when the JI13I)':-;" ..,liows thaI the
RiJlI'~(lll Suh·Systelll im.:hlde\ wel..tther balloons
cl..tpable uf Hying IIp 1() 20 km.
BalloUl1 Sub-System Heavy
Payll)ad Ballt)\lll Altitude
Rcqtlirt'l1~m
Balloun Sl1b-S~...,tem
r\[TllO"pheric Mea:-.ure.mcnt
Requireillelll
BalJonn Sub-Sy.qem Sample
Renlfll ReLjuil't::lllelli
The Bullolln Sub-Syqem .... hall
illl:llldc heavy paylr)Jd pulilldll"i
capable l)f flying to n M:.Jrs
;J.tmo"prere altitude of IUkrn.
The Balluoll Sub-Sy..tem .... !lall be
capable Ofmeil"iuring in situ
temperature, pre",sure, humidity,
and wind speed.
Each Heavy Payload BaBoon shall
l't' C:lp~ble of coJlecti ng a 2kg
.~Y"Jelll and l"cllirning it to the
Vic"lllity of the lander. '
This requirCfl1t.'nt ~els the minimum acceptable
altitude for the sy.'ltenl to n~et the Jt'''Jired
heavy payload night ..:'orridur.
Thi... requiren'k:l1t dt'fint:-; the l'equrieJ
,ltlllO~pheric Illeasurl~ll~nh.
This requil\~~lll e,pnnds rlr !-cope 01' sample
u'llectioll tv.1 planetary ,~cale.
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The Retjuil'cn~nt for heavy payload bal1cJl'>I1S
capable offlyillg lip to 10 km~hal1 oe verified by
Analysi..,. All i.lllalysi ... \hall be perforrred u'iing
engilleering lTlodd .... VerificJtion shall be
..:'oll...,idereJ 'uccc..,\nd whellihe ilnalysi<t snows
{h:.lt the Ballot.'1l SUb·Sy.~lCm include:" !'cavy
payload ballocillli capable tlf flying up to 10 km.
The Atmo~pl~ric Mcasuren~llt Require/l'l'Il!
.~ll<tll be veritit'd by Anuly...,i", and lTl"ipel.'tioll, An
analy.;is ~hall be perfornrd minI! drawil1~:."J
ilnd/or CAD nll)deb. All In~pt'cti(fn shall he
pl'. forrred h) \'erify that tlk' Rallcwl1 Su~-SYl\tet11
i."J rap'lble c,f nriJ~W"ing tempernnlre, presslUe,
humidity. ilnd wind !'lp~ed. Vel'ilkatioll 'ibJlI be
..'oll\idel'eJ ",uci.:essti.~ Wht'lllhc analysis and
ill'ipt:Clioll:-.I\IIW thul the Ballo(JIl Sub-System i ....
t:,lpable of meu:-.uring temperature, pre.... 'illfc,
humidity. ,1llJ winl1.\peed.
Tht.: Re4uir~lrk;'m to up 10.2 kg san~)lt'~ shall be
vrrifit.:l1 by Allilly... j.~. An ilnaly\b sh~lI he
perfClfmed u-:-:ing ellbilli:~rin~ Olndcb. Verificatioll
.... halt be (oll"iiJ~l'cd .~lJcce ....... rtll when the ull:tly\i ....
.. how" thallhe Heavy Pa)'I'JuJ B,JlloOIl Sy.'.teuloi is
capabb.-' nfreturnillg 2kg .~<tmple'i hI the lanJer.
c)
HER I (LAUNCH SYSTDII B~LI.OONSYSTF.~IJ
TITI.E REQl!IRUINT RAllONAU: VERIf1CAno," SUCCF.sS CRITERIA
BalioUll Sub-S~~relll :vla,,~
f\.lass RequiJ't'Il1t~nt. ... ",hall be verified by Al1nly<.,i'i
and Te:-.ti Ilg. An a!l:.JI~:,i:, ~hlill he pcrfornL'd ll.... ing
Thi ... fequirenl('1lt r.11'iune' tl1:11 th~ 1l1J...,~ oj tl~ dr:l\vins,"i lInd/or CAD mood!'>. Tl' .... ting shall he
The Balloon SUb-SY~It'm ."Ihal! IL1\'e B:J.l]ooll Sub·System will hav\~ minill\11 perlornlCd t{~ verif')' tlml the Balloon Sub,SYMelll
',I 111J!l7'> no ,9"r.ater thJIl 500 l~g nrgJlivl' dfert ollllx>. overall [n.1 ...... of II~ '....1"1"..; n'41\~ d(le;" nor l';\\':~d 500 kg. Verifieation ....halt
r\utOIlOlllOU;, Balloon l.m.llch S)_'Mm be COll ... id~rl'd ,uccc ..."ful whl~1I lht' an:J1y;"i~ and
le..,tjll~ .'lhow thur the Balloon Sub-Sy~r~l1llllf.l~.') i'"
within Jirnih.
Balln()ll StJb-S~~tern Payload
k~q\lirem('nt
The Bal1\kJO Stlb-Sy.~fem .~h:ill
include weather ballolllh cnp:lble
of carrying pay!tlJd, up to 150 g
[llld henvy payJlJad b..dloQlls
c<Jp:lble of carrying payloads up III
50 kglTBR).
Thi~ requirel1~JIt ~eh the minimum payload
n:qui rement.') for the weather baJ IOCIII Jnd
heav} payJr);Jd halJt)on.
The RL'qlliIClll':tll to pro\'itk \\'eath~r b:tlioulls
th,alt:an lift up to 150 g Hlld heavy pJylo:td
hallroom 10 lift up tv 50 kg shall b~ verifid by
"\naly~i~. All :,Ill<lly\b ."llJll he p~rf('lmed u~ing
drJwillb:"S and/or computer model ... V~ntkatioll
~hall be cOIl\iJered ...ucce:-, ..ful Wlk'lilbe allaly~i~
shows liiat the Ballonn Sub-Sy.;;tem i,') capable uf
launching weather bullllOll'" with payload.... up Ie}
150 £: aud heavy payload balk),11l~ with payload~
",
Th~ B31100n Suh-Sys[~m ~hal1
Ualk\lll1 Suh-Sy:-lcrn Wcather illo.::Jude we:lhrcr ba.ll,)ons t:apable
BJ.IIQ()u AltinlJe Requiren~llt (,I' flying to a ~1ar .... amlQ~pberc
altinlJe ;)f 20 km
Thi~ requifc;ll~lltscb t1~ miniJl1lUll acceptable
altitude for the sY~lem to Il~c;t Il~ Je~ired
atrno~pb~lil' protile corridor.
The Requirerrem tor weather hallolJlls capable of
flying up to 20 km ~.hall be verified by '\naly~i.~.
An ;lIlaly:'i.'l ~hall be perfor~d u~il1g engineering
model ..... Vl~rifit:minll shall be cOI1~idered
.... ucce-"sful when the Jni1Iy.~is .show.~ thaI the
Balloon Sub·System illcludes weather t'lallnons
capable (1fflying up 10 20 km.
(;
c
Balloon Suh-Sy<;tt'm Heavy
Paylo:.ld Balloon Ahitude
Rtyuirement
Halh10n Sub·Sys[~m
Armo<,pherit: Measurement
R~ljuiremcm
Bal!IJO:J Sllb-SY:'i1em Sample
R~rul'l1 ReL/uiren~nt
The Balloon Suh-SY;"lem ~hall
illcJud~ tk'Jvy payhid halloons
t:upabk.offlyinglO il Mar~
all1\IJ"ipht're altitude \)f II) 11.111
The Balh)Q1l Sub-SY'>tem 'ihall be
l',lpable Ill' lTk:J.''!w·lng ill .~ir\l
tt:mpcrJtuTc. pre.')sure. InuniJity.
ilnd wind ,>pe~d.
Each H~av}' Pny!l)lId Balhlon ",lull
be l:apable of cullecti l1!! a 1kg
.~y~cm and returning it II) tile
vicinit)' ofthc lander
Thi.,; rellllirel1'k'nt .'el:- the minimum acceptable
iillilUde for {he :;~ .... tem to n~er rl~ de!o,ired
hell\'Y paylQJd fliglll corridor.
Thi!o, requireJlk:nt dt'fine.s Ihe rCljuried
atlllu....phel'ic: nlt:aSlIIcfl.enl'>.
This r~qllil'emcllt e.\panus the .~cope of .,ample
colJectinn to a planetary ~c.l1e.
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TIlt' Rcquir~ll'Ent I'm hea\'y paylo.:ld balh)un.;
...·llpJhle of flying up to 10 kIn ~hall be' wrifieJ by
Allaly-~'i.s. An aUJly.",h shall hr. pc-rfollllcd [bing
t'l1J:,t1llcering rnodds. Verification sh:lll be
(ollsidt:reJ succrs!-,ful when tl~ allaly.~is ~hnw!o,
lhal the Balloon Sub-System int:ludes heavy
payload balloon') t:apable.of flying up to 11) km.
The Atmll~p~ric f\leasuren~nt Requjrcn~nt
shall he \'t~rill(;d by r\llaly~is lind hlspet:tioll, An
<lllilly"is ~haU be perforrreJ ll"illg drawings
aud/or CAD modeb. AnlIhpection .slull oe
perfi)rn~d to verify that the Ballnllll Sub·System
h capable 1)1' nr~Sl1ring lel1lpcraturl~. pressure.
humidity, Jnd wind .:.;~ed. Veriticatioll ....hall be
comidered !o,lI.:ce-;sful whenl!'k' illlaly."is :Ind
ill~pection ~h(,)1\' lhat tile Balloon Sub-S)i>lem i~
('apahle of ll'k':I:-,uring temperalure. pre,>"ure.
hwniJity. and wil1J ."!peed.
Tile Rcquiren~llt lu up to 2 kg ~alllpk~ shill! h~
verified by AllZlly.';Is. All an:Jlysis sh.111 be
perfl)rmed llsing tllgineering models. Vcrific:ui<.\11
shalt be cl}l1~iJer~J ~llcces:,tul whel1 thi.' 'Inaly.,i.'i
.sllow~ [hal Ihe He<:lvy Payhlud Balloon Syslel1l'l i ..
capable of felurninr 2kg samples 10 the lill1d~r.
... ,/cr:oger
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APPENDIX C-3: ISPP Tier 1 Requirements and Verification Criteria Matrix
TIER!
SYSTEM REQUIREMNT RATIONALE VERIDCATION SUCCESS CRITERIA
The ISPP plant shall produce the required
To fulfill its functional purpose and The system shall go through testing on Earth in aISPPPLANT propellant and Hydrogen for MAY and facility with Mars like conditions to test the
balloon use. cnsw'e a succe.\SIUl MSR. production rate and quality of the system.
The system shall go through testing on Earth in a
The ISPP plant shall operate under the Tn ensure successful operation li.cility with Mars like conditions to test it.s ability to
ISPP PLANT harsh Martian enviromTIental conditiOllS under the natural Martian operate under Martian conditions. including
without f:lUlt. environmental conditions. simulated low temperatures, low pressw'es, high
winds and dust storms.
The operation of the ISPI' plant shall not
To ensme the protection of the The system shall go through analysis to cnsme that allISPP PLANT dramatically distw'b or damage the natmal
Manian environment. parts of the system arc below contamination risk
Martian environment. levels.
The ISPP plant shall be fully aulonomous To ensure complete sy:item The system shall go through testing on Earth in a
ISPPPLANT
and self-sufficient. operation without the direct facility with Mm's like conditions to test the autonomypresence of humans. of the system.
The excess Hydrogen supply shall intcrhtce To provide Hydrogen fuel to power The system shall go through testing on Earth in aISPPPLANT
with the balloon refueling system the weather balloons on Mars. bcility with Mars like conditions to test the transfer
of hydrogen to the balloon refuling system.
The methane and oxygen supply shall To provide needed propellant to the The system shall go through testing on Earth in aISPP PLANT interface with the MAY refueling systems. I>'IAV for its retmtt to Earth. facility with Mars like conditions to test the transfer
of methane and oxygen to the MAY refuling system.
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APPENDIX C-4: ISPP Tier 2 Requirements and Verification Criteria Matrix
TIER 2
S\'STHI REQIJIRF.MNT RATIONALE \,ERlFlCATION SIICCF.sS CRITERIA
To htllill ih functional
rtlrl'~l"": amll'rl'l!r': a
~\ll·i.'\,'~\f\ll MSR.
.1,5kg 1~rC02 ~.hJlJ lx- ~'11 :~('{..:d ;:nd pn:",~tri/('d IL'
lUI kP.I. tHing r"UW of power ,'act! day
TIl cn~Ule "lI.:ceviful
'n-l(~ C02 L'~.l!'aL'li()1l pl'(\('e\.~ ~hall \lr~rat~ t!l¥li~1' tlK: ('F~·I.lli\)!l 1lIl:lcr dlo.' natural
l1al",h M:ll'tiall cIl':in.)[1Ifo..'f1laJ comition" \\·ilool1l !:lltll M.trlian ":fll'ir,.llln&:ntal
(·('ndililln'i.
CO2 EXTRACTION
C02 EXTRACTh)N
me ,~y~~m ~hall );0 Ihrough r\?~ling on Earth in a
f.lCililY with ~'fa!"'; like '::.\llldiijpl!'l [0 1~\1 thl.'
prndur:unn rale ;II1J qli;J[iIY 1)( lhc ,y~h:m/----------+------------r-------+-------------
'nit' ;yslcm _"hall go Ihr(l,J~h h:~t~ng Ull E:lI"!h in.\
f:li.'ility with Mar\ likl' l'IJ/kJiljon<, [0 le'l ib abdi[~ \C'
Orer;ltC lllxkr Mani:ul cllndltll!ll", IllCludillg ",lIlnJ!:Ili'd
low telllf'"r;jlure~. !llW prl.'\\illfe~. hieJI wind, and dU;1
\lenm.
CO2 EXTRKTION
'f1'lc (JP:'ratioll ~)r rht' CO: c:'I!rai.'tion prl)Cl'~" .:';IL:~1 r not T~.' cmllft,.' thc r'Jtc,~lilm of the 11K' S)'_"lclll.~hall ~o I.hrough ana.lY"I.~ hl ~n~LJr~ [hal all
Jranuuc,illy dl"turb or damage the n:lIllI"al :..bru:Jn \1alli:ln ..:nvir:nm,'ril. p;u'h of the ~y.~l('rn ar~ ~Iuw cOl\lami nation ri ~k
t:m'llOlUll."nl. 1t,.'\'~ls.
C02 EXTRACTION 11le C02 extfactit'n rroCl'_~1; .,-hall he fully
ilulonOfTl.11l' and .l;df-....ulfiLicrlt.
To ,'Ihure COlnp!l~lc "yl;lcm
nper ;llion wilholll the direct
pre,,'I]('C t,f humall~.
The ..y.\lcm shall £0 lhrough {('<oting on Eanll in:J
f:leilll)' wilh 11ar, like condition" 10 lL'sl the aUll\IKl1JlY
\,[the "y.'ICnL
SURFACE ICE PROCESSING PL\N1
me Wrf;l(,l' 1\.',: p10('l'.I",ing plam .'/wJll:xlrac:l Ykg uf Tll fill 'ill it, tlmcliunal
irl~ frolllln:' f..1artian .~llr(acl' ~\nd Bleil it dl.\wn !\) 1'III'P()<;C :lnd ...:n'llfC :t
u....abk H20 mi r.g 7l\JW e,f powt'r eJch d:IY. ~lJl'C"::'~I\ll MSR.
fu' ..y<;tcm .. h;lll go lhl'UUg/l lc,ling (m E;tflh in a
facilily I,\, ith Mar." like I,;lllluiliolh to kH I~
pI UOUC!.iflll r:tte and qlulily of till: !'iy-",..'!ll
SURFACE ICE PROCESSING PLANT
The I,ul'facc je(' rrnrl'ssillg plant .l;h;l11 Opl'ratc undt:f
Ihe har,1J Marlj;lrl.'n\·imnm:~rJlal condition, without
(;lull.
T,)crt,un:: ",ul,'l:c~,ful
llperatilll1 wlckr Ih: n<ltural
;-\'1:Inian ellvironm..'ntal
t'tlnditilJm.
The syqcm ~,hall go,) thruugh lc,ting on b-rth in a
!:lcilily wilh Mar." lik t'onJitiuO\ 10 le.. l Il.l; ;lbilily 10
IlpCfiilt: uJ)(kr Manian (()nJillon~. inl'ludinti .~inlJl;llcJ
II)\\, tl'ntpcraillre,~. low pr,'"ure!>. high \\'ilJd~ :mJ dU"1
.,!orITh.
SI.:RFACE ICE PROCESSIl\G PLANT
nl(~ orcrali\lll uf the .\urface ie\.' pl'tK'l'~\i ng plant
."halll))l dr:lm.:Hically diqurb 'Jr dam:tgl' lhe flalura!
Martian en\'il't)lJn~IlI.
ISIIRF.>\CE ICE PROCESSING PL,NT Tlli: !>urface ice pnll:l.:~sillb pl:l/ll."h;dl be fully
aU1UI\\)lnJlli and .,e] l~sulJicktll.
To l'lhurt.: complck .~.v~lem
operaliun wilho)ut 111" dil'l'Cl
prc,l;ence ol'hum':llli.
111(' <'y;,tem.,hall ~(l (hrull~ tc,qjng IHl E:U'lh in u
f;!cililX with ~lII'I, like <':Ilndili(ln_~ to lcsttht..: aulurlJll1Y
oftl-k; .,y.. ICI11.
WATER ELECTROLYSIS CELL
WATER ELECTROLYSIS CELL
The w:llcr dCl'lroly,i~ cdl .,hall t:Ol1Vl?I'l 9kg nf 1--1;;:0 Tolllilill it... fUllclional
tlllQ lkg of Hydl'llgl'lI and IAkg of Oxygen lIsing pllrpo,e and 1'1l'1lll: a
1.H75kW ,)fpnwcl' t":h.:h Jay. I;U('l·("._,~fuJ .\fSR.
TI) (,,1l"111\~ .\l1ccl's'iul
nk~ W:lter l'kc{l"\)JYl;i~ cell ..hall 0per:uc umk. dk: npt.'ration un_kl IOC n;llural
har.,h :-'Imtian t'll\'ill)nn~n!a1 ,'\lrKlitionl; wilhJul faull. ,\1anian cl1\'irunnClllal
condilion".
11le .')'.'>OCIll ,..lull go lhrough le~!.ing 0n Earth in ;1
fad Ii ty with Mall, lik~' c'1nditit1m tt}!l'q 'Iht:
proJdUClion rule ,md qualilY oftll: ":".\tCIl1.
Th<: \~.'Icnl.,hall go through lesting on Earth in:l
facility \\'ill1 Milr~ likl~ (undnion.. II) IcH iL~ ability Itl
oper;Hl' Ull<k'l M:ulian cundilion... indllding silTlJlatl'd
],JW.!,'lllpcraturL·\. Ill\\' PI":~~UlC-", high wllld~ aM dU!lt
:-[0101"
o
WATER ELECTROLYSIS CELL
IVATER ELECTROLYSIS CELL
11lt., 'ySIClIl :-hall gIl IhrL111gh le.. li ng on Eanh in ~I
l:h.'i IIt)" wIlh :VIal'l, liM' (ooditit'tll; Iv lest till' aUll)nomy
of 11K: ..y... lcm
WATER ELECTROLYSIS CELL TI'Il..' ('.\tCSS Hydmgl'lI I;upply ~h.1l1 imerface wilh theb,\llol)l\ refll\'ling t,y-,Icm
Tl) pr1J\'id~ HyJragcn fud to The "y_,lem ~h:JII j;\) tlu'ou:;h te .. ting on E:ulh in a
pI~wer tIll' w~alh:r bllu.llJ,) fa~ility·wilhM:Jr.<; Ilkt: tOI1Jilioll::' tv lest th..: U'all~kr
on ~ tars. of hyl!mgt".11O tl~ b:lllll,m ["e1ill ing =-y .. lt'm
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SYSTDI
SABATIER REACTOR
SABATIER REACTOR
TIER 2
RF.Q\IIREMl'oT
Till: Sdhilti~r 1-::tCt1ll' "halt coll\'~rr 1kg of Hydfngt'll
;lI1d 5.5kg of CO: into ·t~kg l>f H10 ~l1ld :!kg d
:--'klhanl.' l"'ildl Jay,
TIle Sabarir;r l\'a~'l{)i' .\hall ()paat~ undN thc- haLih
M:nOall t'llviIOllllk:l1lal L'Oljdilion,> wi tho lit (aull.
RATIOMI.E
T,.l ful1i.ll it"-l\ll1~ljonal
pllrpO'.e :IlIO t'll<;urc a
;"lIcC~"Sflll .\fSR.
To ~n<;Ulc ~\lcl'n~f\ll
op..:ratit'll 1m,'kr tll~ Il:.llural
MartianeJJ\·inlnrrcl::J.1
CQldilillll'.
\'F.RIflCAnON SUCCESS C1UTF.RIA
1l1~ ~Y\I~lll ~hall go rlln1ugh r('_\tin~ Oil Eanh ill a
f.lei liry wilh ~br\ like condition."I to fl':\llhe
producrhlll rate and qlltlli[yof tll\' SY\ll'!1L
lh~ .')"kl1l ~h~dl );U Ihrnugh t~\liJl:; (.'ll.E:::1l1h in il
lilCilily wilh M:m llkl~ C{illJiUll[h to !\,\\,f irs Jt)ihf)' I,j
oper41lt: lJllJI,~1' ~1;J,rli:ln';lln:JitioJ1\'. i llcluui ng .~imllat~d
1l}\\! [crnpt'ra[un'''I. low rle,'~llr~" high wiJld~ :lnd dlht
'.1{\rrn....
SABATIER RE.;CTOR
Tile opl·.ratinn l)flhL' Sab::tril;'l rt'<tt.'!lll" ~halillor
dr.1lll.uk:tlly di"'nJrt1 N dalll.:lg(~ lilt' n:l.ft1l':11 Man-ian
CII\'inlllflk:nr.
SABATIER REACTOR
CRYOGENIC PROPLELLANT STORAGE
CRY()GEl\~CPROPLElL\NT S roRAGE
Till.' S:lbatkr 1,':1\;101 \1'IJ1I bt.: fully :iulOth.llllJlh :.mJ
.~e1f~.,ufficit'llL
Tht' ~ryog('nil:.' rropt·ll.lJJl ~Iorag\'~ "y"lcm ,It.tll cnol,
li4ut'fy, ;t11(1.~f'Jr~ ur h) -W.UOOkg Ofl1ll.'lha!lt" :tilU
oXy£t'll propdlam 31 !J5K lJ~il1g 5S0W llf puwc-r.
111t" cryogenic propellant <.Ioragc .'y.~ft'lll ~hall
l)per:lI~ lJlld(.!" Ih~ ll.ll"h Marri:ul t'llvirollllJ:'ntal
cnlldirium witlx)u! fault.
To \,'[hlU·c' cUlIlph.·It' ~Y';1t'11l
op..:riltion witllOlll thi' dirt'ct
pre,,('.ll:t\lfhwll:lm.
Tn fulfill it" (ulll,.'riun:ll
purpfhC Wid clhurC a
\'U\.'ct',l."fuJ MSR.
Tn CINICt'. \uccc'.',sti.d
IJP~C,lli')H UlXJC::f tI){': n;ltUfJ.1
M:u1ian CllvinHlnlt'Jlf:11
Cl\lkliljon~.
'nit". \,y,tl.'rll .~h<.lJI go IhnJllgh !('.\ting IJIl Eanh in a
fJdliry WIf!1 \1ah likt' i,.'OIKhtiun' tu t~\r lilt" ;HJ~on01lJ~
Oflht' ~y'lC'm
The 'Y~I[,:lll\haJ I go rlU"l)llt!tl tc,ting on Earth ill a
fJcilily with Mar.~ like conJiliont to tt'~t fhe
pnxJucrioll rafe and <jUJlily ofthc' ,\'y.,rem
'Ih: !l)'.,lt:nl ~11J1I go IhfLlU~ {(,'ling llll Earth in a
[ac:i lit)' with ~ar~ like coudition" [0 les[ iI., abiliry to
lJPt'I':Jte under Martian condition;, incillding !)illillareil
l~)\\ [t'Jl1P\"Ll,w..:~.I{Jw prt's\ul~",.I1Jgh wjnJ.~ and du"!
,Ilmn\.
TIlc'. opc-.rabull oi llll: .:ryogt'Jlic: propellant .\,11)1';(£1:':
CRYOGEl'\IC PROPLElLr\NT STORAGE ."r~lel1l.\'hall nO! ur:1Ili:Hically Ji\,ttlrh [)I' damage the'
lIatural M:J.rtial1 c'llvimlllllCnr.
CRYOGENIC PROPLElLANT STORAGE
The i,;1)11},e:t'ni~ prnpl'lJ.ml "torage sy-tt'llI.\hall br
full;.' autl'nOllll)lL,\ <llld ,df-Mlffieit'lI!.
To erhllf~ CIll1\pll'lt: "y~lt'm
operi.lti\JI1 wirhoUT (hI;,': direcr
Ph·.'ie':llCr: of humall\'.
l1h:: "IY.~It':Ill.,h:l1l go through Ic,\Iing Oil Eal1h in a
t~cjJilY with Mar., likt>. cO/lditiuw: to le;,t tht: aU[('llomy
of [h('. "ystt'1ll
(.... ~
/
CRYOGENIC PROPLEU.~NTSTORAGE Th". ll~th:ll1t :lIId I):\yg:eo:ll.\upply .,,!l:J!1 illlt'lf:Jc~ wifhlh..~ ~IAY rc'fw.:lilll! "y~rerlt\.
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APPENDIX D-2: Gas Hopper Tier 1 Requirements and Verification Criteria Matrix
Tier I
Title Reu ui re rocnt Rationale Verification Success Criteria
Ga\hoppcr Gashopper should must Current MSR mission design relies 011 MSL Gashopper can rapidly explore
Mobility Rate haw a range that exceeps style rover for sample retreival. the areas on Mars that are
that of currcnt rovers Ga"hopper design should traverse terrain at inaccesibIe to rovers
a taster rate to be an attractive option.
Flight Control Gashopper should be able Gashopper must be able to land properly Flight Control System should
System to maintain propcr attitude on its wheels to ensure survival after a hop ensure vehicle stability while
in ballistic flight and aloft lUlder numerous potential
reorient ft)r landing scenarios including wind and
RCS thruster failure.
Gashopper Gashopper should be Gashopper should produce sufficient Gashopper can produce at least 5
Power capable of producing 5 kW power to operate the C02 acquisition, kW-h of energy in a single sol
Production h of power each sol. pressureization, Flight Control System, and despite solar panel degradation
surlace operations and dust coverage
Gashopper Gashopper should be able It is very unlikely that the gashopper will Gashopper has roving ability
Roving Ability to rove on the surface after land close enough to a potential sample of similar to that of current rover
hops to locate and obtain interest to retreive it technology.
samoles of interest
Sample Gashoppcr should have Potential samples must be pre-screened in- Gashopper can identify
Identification sufficient equipment situ to deem their worthiness of a return ,cientitically interesting samples
onboard to detect samples flight to Earth for subsequent collel"tion.
that arc of scientific
interest to a MSR mission
Sample Gashopper must have a The purpose of the Ga"hopper is to bring Pick up rod/soil, and store in
Retrieval and way of obtaining samples samples back to the MAV container
Storage and storing them onboard
CorrununicatiOtlS Gashoppcr must bave the Sd~('tion of samples must b~ made by Gashopper can ~ommlUlicate
ability to commwlicate science team members and therefore with lander, orbiter, and Earth
with ground operators to commands for the Gashopper to retrieve lUlder most"environmental
receive orders and to rclay certain samples must be sent to the scenarios,
status/data Gashopper
Weather Station Gashopper should be able Local weather conditions wil be critical Gashopper is able to determin~
to determine local weather pre hop to determine the possibility of the surface level winds
conditions landing at a particular site
Component Mars Gashopper should . Hopper and all components should survive Temperamre extreames do not
Resistance to withstand minimum mars the cold temperamres on Mars affect the overall operation of the
Temperature temperatures gashopper
Dust Protection Effects of Martian dust Martian dust can potentially jam or seize Components do not become
should minimally anect the mechanisms, and thrLlsters, measures should clogged with dust that can
hopper be taken to scal the hopper from dust potentially endanger the mission.
intrusion
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APPENDIX E-I: ~'1AV Product Hierarchy
MARS ASCENT VEHIVLE PRODUCT HEIRARCHY
APPENDIX E-2: MAV Tier I Requirements and Verification Criteria Matrix
Tier I
Title ReQuirelR'nt Rationale Verification Success Criteria
The engi nes shall provi de The engines must provide the impetus to
thrust levels adequate to attain
accelerate the launch vehicle and -,urface Engine perfolmance shall be deemed acceptable
Engines the acceleration necessary for
-,ample to a high enough speed to return upon instrWllented test stand veri ticati on oJ its
Mars orbital insertion or
the sample either to orbit or Earth perfomlaoce
escape velocity
The attitude control ,ystem
To nlaintain correct heading during ascent Attitude control system success ,hall be verified by
Attitude .shall provide gimbaling of' phase of vehicle launch is critical for using previously proven heritage components. and
Control individual engines on each
mission success
rigorotls testing testing through computcr models
stage of up to ±12" :md simulations
The launch vehicle structures The launch vehicle structure holds the
shall provide the support . individual components in the positions Structural component shall he cunsidered
Structures necessary to maintain all of the
they need to he 'and transfers loads from
successful through analysis WId sutmd engineering
launch vehiclc components in the enf,~nes to the remaining portions of design
their prescribed o~icntalions the vehicle. and mu'! be able to handle
without failure/yielding these loads and accclerations
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APPENDIX E-3: MAV Tier 2 Requirements and Verification Criteria Matrix
--
Tier 2
Title Requirement Rationale Verification Success Criteria
The ignitor m!Jst be able to initiate the
IIgnitor success ;:;h<:!11 be demonstrated by ilnaJ'Isis
I
Ignitor
The ignitor shall provide reliable ignition
combustion process reliably and
land -:ompletion of testing prior to launch that
of the oxidi;:er and fuel mixture l~emonSlratesthe ability of the ignitor to init,ale
autonomou:;!y
combustIon
I
The combustion chamber shtlll be The combustion chamber must be i'lble IjA succcssful design shall be verified by analysis,
designed to withstand and contain the to withstand the operational I
Combustion Char:1ber
main combustion reaction, subject to environment of combustion, such that l~ound engineering design, and completion of pre-
variable> pressure and heJting thrust may be produced and sustained
InstallatIon pressure testing and cylcling
The injector shaH deliver propellants to Injectors provide the final interface A successful injector shall be shown through proper
the combustion chamber at the desired
between the combustion reactions and
analysis along with cold- and hot-flow testing to
Injector
pressure, inlet velocity, and incidence
the propellant feed system. As such the
allow tldequate mass flow and liquid droplet
angle
injector must allow for the proper mass
formation and atomization
flow and atomization of propellants
The pressure feed system shall provide Combustion chamber propellant is
the correct pressure to the stored dependent on the ability of the Performance of the pressure feed components and
Pressure Feed System propellant such that they arrive at the propellant feed system to impart the overall system shall be verified through cold-flow
combustion chamber at the design correct pressure onto the propellant testing
pressure within the propellant tanks
In order for the engine to produce the
The nozzle shall provide the appropriate maximum thrust possible the exhaust
The nozzle shall be shown to be adl?quate for the
Nozzle
exhaust gas expansion to the desired exit noz.-:le must expand the combustion
operationJ! ~IlVirDnment through rn,strumented
pressure while maintaining structural gases down to the assigned pressure
test stand firings
rigidity and integrety while not succumbing to environmental
stresses such as heat and pressure
Propellant tanks shall provide for the I
storage of propellant without yielding or
Tanks for the propellant must maintain IProp.llan' tanks shall be deemed adequate
Propellant Tanks
failure under launch loads or intefll<ll
structural integrity throughout the through sound engineering design and test bench
pressure duration of the engine burn pressure cylcing and testing
The launch tOdds of the engines are
Individual structur<l! members shill! be transferred to the entire launch vehide, Stluctural component shall be considered
Structural Members sized such that they can adequately which must' be held intact by individuJI successful through anJJysis and sound engineering
transfer launch loads while not yielding structural members including supports design
and stiffeners
Gimbals shall provide for appropri3ted The gimbals must transferthrust forces
GimbJls shall be verified through ~ou.nd engineerirg
Gimbals thn.. st vectl)r connol of the engines from the l'n5ines dl1d i:lb,u ~upp0rt th~
withoLlt mechanical failure engines at the desired angle
design
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